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Abstract 
 
Due to increased activity level along the Norwegian coast and ocean, there is an increasing need 

of estimating the non-market values from potentially affected marine ecosystem services. One 

activity that might be impacted from marine activities and regulations is whale watching. The 

demand of whale watching has increased rapidly the past decades, and generates remarkable 

economic and recreational benefits to the society. The recreational benefits are not directly 

obtained through the market prices, and have to be estimated using non-market valuation 

methods. Using the contingent valuation (CV) method to value recreational value of commercial 

whale watching in the Andøy region and the factors influencing it, this thesis is the first study of 

its kind in Norway (to my knowledge). Furthermore, the study contributes to the literature by 

being the first recreational valuation study of whale watching examining how varying tour 

specific factors and expectations of whale watchers affect recreational value.  

 

Data was collected at the whale watch site during five weeks from July to August 2013, 

resulting in 285 responses. The results indicate that whale watching in the Andøy region 

generates significant recreational benefits (i.e. non-market values). Similar to other studies, this 

thesis finds a larger share of the whale watchers to have a positive recreational value (i.e. 

consumer surplus). However, there are also a relatively large number of those responding “zero” 

consumer surplus (CS), indicating that the potential of converting more of consumer surplus 

(CS) to producer surplus (PS) is limited. The results of this thesis argue that more studies should 

be conducted on non-market values of whales in order to estimate the total economic value 

(TEV) of these marine resources. Concerning influential factors, a number of factors were found 

to have a significant impact on recreational value of whale watching. The statistical 

relationships derived between recreational value and certain tour specific attributes are 

especially interesting, as codes of conducts are increasingly applied around the world. 
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Summary  
 
There are few studies on estimating the recreational value of whale watching, but they confirm 

that a large share of the whale watchers have positive consumer surplus from this activity. For a 

marketed good, like commercial whale watching, recreational value equals consumer surplus 

(CS). CS implies the sensitivity of demand due to an increased price, revealing the potential of 

converting consumer surplus (CS) to producer surplus (PS). In addition to being an interesting 

measure for the whale watching companies, CS of whale watching constitutes a part of the total 

economic value (TEV) from marine ecosystem services. CS of whale watching should therefore 

be accounted for when performing cost-benefit analysis on projects affecting the whales 

watched. A growing number of larger whale watching destinations (e.g. the U.S and Australia) 

have, however, also recognized that whale watching from boat, even though being a non-

consumptive activity, could disturb the whales. Codes of conducts are therefore increasingly 

applied around the world; usually regulating distance to whales, speed and number of boats. 

 

This thesis has two main aims; (1) To estimate the annual recreational value of commercial 

whale watching safaris in the Andøy region, and (2) to assess what factors influence the 

recreational value of the whale watchers. As to my knowledge; no studies have been conducted 

on the recreational value of whale watching in Norway, this thesis will contribute to the topic of 

valuation of marine ecosystem services in Norway. This thesis also contributes to the literature 

of recreational valuation studies of wildlife safaris, by being the first study examining how tour 

specific factors and expectations of whale watchers influences recreational value.  

 

The Andøy region is Norway´s most visited whale watching destination; approximately 5555 

parties/households (constituting about 15 000 whale watchers) went whale watching during the 

summer season of 2013. During a fieldwork period of 5 weeks in July and August, 86% of the 

parties contacted responded to a questionnaire, resulting in 285 observations. The questionnaire 

employed the contingent valuation (CV) method, and used payment cards to elicit the consumer 

surplus of commercial whale watching. In addition to the CV questions; other questions were 

asked to reveal personal and travel related characteristics as well as their expectations and tour 

specific attributes.  

 

The net sample, excluding “non-item” responses to the CV question in addition to outliers, was 

219 observations. More than one third of these respondents had “zero” consumer surplus (CS). 
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Thus, regressing CS on explanatory variables, ordinary least square (OLS) models could result 

in biased and inconsistent estimates. Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 

models of tobit (using the midpoint of the payment card intervals) and interval regression were 

used. Using the midpoint of the Payment Card (PC) intervals of the CV-question, the mean 

recreational value per household/family in the sample was 52 EUR per day of whale watching. 

If my sample is representative of all families going on whale watching safari trips in the Andøy 

Region during the summer season 2013, the annual recreational values equals approximately 

288 860 EUR. As my sample of whale watchers is rather small, not covering the whole season, 

and there is some uncertainty in the estimation of mean CS of the PC interval data; this should 

be viewed as an order of magnitude estimate.  

 

In terms of factors influencing recreational value, personal characteristics like income, whether 

the respondent is Scandinavian, and/or is willing to pay more for ecological food had a 

significant positive impact on the CS. Age was also found to have a significant impact on CS. 

With regard to tour specific characteristics; distance to whale and number of whale sightings 

had a significant positive impact on CS, while number of whale watching boats and bad weather 

had a significant negative impact on CS. An unexpected result was that increased distance to 

whale increases CS. The finding could, however, be explained by the fact that many of the 

whale watchers came closer to the whales than they expected and were therefore satisfied with 

distance to the whale. As expected from economic theory; the price of whale watching and 

number of whale watch trips in the region had a significant negative impact on CS. If the 

respondent planned to go bird watching in the region and/or had paid the ticket in advance, this 

had a significant positive impact on CS.  

 

The results indicates the demand for whale watching is somewhat elastic to a price increase 

from current price level, indicating that revenues from increased price of whale watching might 

not cover the decreased revenues caused by reduced demand. The estimates of CS could also, 

under strict assumptions, be used in future CBAs analyses. However, in order to obtain more 

representative CS estimates, a similar study has to be conducted with a large sample drawn from 

the whole season of whale watching. Non-commercial recreational values of whale watching, 

and non-user values of whales, should also be considered in future valuation studies, as these 

values could constitute a considerable part of TEV. With regard to influential factors, several 

tour specific factors and expectations of whale watchers have a significant impact on CS, 

indicating that whale watchers are likely to be affected if applying codes of conducts.  
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Sammendrag 
 

Etterspørselen av hvalsafariturer har økt de siste tiårene, og antas å generere betydelige 

økonomiske inntekter og rekreasjonsverdier for en rekke lokalsamfunn. Studier som er gjort på 

rekreasjonsnytten av hvalsafari indikerer at en større andel av hvalsafarideltagerne sitter igjen 

med ett positivt rekreasjonsverdi (konsumentoverskudd). Konsumentoverskuddet (KO) utgjør 

en mulig inntektskilde for hvalsafariselskapene. KO utgjør også en del av den total økonomiske 

verdien av hvalen, og bør derfor tas hensyn til ved nytte-kostnads analyser av prosjekter som 

påvirker hvaler i norske farvann. I de senere år har det også blitt belyst at selv ikke-

konsumerende bruk av hvalen, kan påvirke hvalen negativt. Myndigheter ved flere større 

hvalsafaridestinasjoner (f. eks Australia og USA) har derfor utformet ett eget lovverk for 

tilnærming av hvaler fra båt. Lovverket innebærer som regel reguleringer i forhold til distanse til 

hvalen, fartstilpasning og antall båter tillatt innenfor en viss radius av hvalen.  

 

To hovedmål med denne masteroppgaven er: (1) Estimere årlig rekreasjonsverdi av 

hvalsafaritilbudet i Andøy regionen, og (2) undersøke hvilke faktorer som påvirker 

rekreasjonsnytten av hvalsafari. Dette er den første verdsettingsstudiet av rekreasjonsverdiene 

av hvalsafaritilbudet i Norge, og kan dermed bidra med nyttig informasjon ved en senere 

verdsetting av hvalressursene. Masteroppgaven bidrar også med ny informasjon angående 

hvordan turspesifikke faktorer og hvalsafarideltageres forventninger påvirker 

konsumentoverskuddet, siden dette ikke har blitt forsket på tidligere.  

 

Andøy regionen er Norges mest besøkte hvalsafari destinasjon; omtrent 5555 

reisefølger/husholdninger (noe som utgjør omtrent 15 000 hvalsafariturister totalt) dro på 

hvalsafari sommeren 2013. Innsamling av data ble gjort gjennom en fem ukers 

feltarbeidsperiode, i Andenes og Stø, juli og august 2013, hvor 86% av tilnærmede reisefølger 

leverte tilbake utfylt spørreskjema. Dette resulterte i 285 observasjoner av 

husholdninger/reisefølger som hadde vært på hvalsafari. Betinget verdsettingsmetode ble 

benyttet, hvor betalingskort ble brukt for å finne respondentenes rekreasjonsnytte fra hvalsafari. 

Spørreskjemaet inkluderte også flere spørsmål angående personlige karakteristikker, samt 

forventninger til hvalsafarituren og opplevelse.   

 

Etter å ha ekskludert alle “vet ikke” og ”blanke” responser på betalingsvillighetsspørsmålet i 

tillegg til utstikkere, utgjorde endelig utvalg 219 observasjoner. Mer enn en tredjedel av 
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respondentene i endelig utvalgt oppga null KO. Den mest brukte estimeringsmetoden, Ordinary 

Least Squares (OLS), vil derfor gi inkonsistente estimat og standardfeil.  Av den grunn ble også 

Maximum Likelihood Estimerings- (MLE) metodene tobit og intervall regresjon benyttet. Ved å 

bruke midtpunktene av betalingskort intervallene i betalingsvillighetsspørsmålet, ble 

gjennomsnittlig KO per husholdning/reisefølge kalkulert til 52 EUR for en dag med hvalsafari. 

Dersom utvalget er representativt for den virkelige hvalsafaripopulasjonen sommeren 2013, 

ligger årlig KO (rekreasjonsnytte) av hvalsafari på 288 860 EUR. Som følge av at jeg har ett 

mindre utvalg av hvalsafariturister, og at studien ble utført i en kortere tidsperiode av 

hvalsafarisesongen, vil estimatene være noe usikre.   

 

Angående faktorer som påvirker rekreasjonsverdien av hvalsafari, fant jeg at personlige 

karakteristikker som inntekt, hvorvidt respondenten var Skandinavisk og/eller var villig til å 

betale mer for økologisk mat hadde en signifikant positiv innvirkning på KO. Alder viste seg 

også å ha signifikant effekt på KO. Antall hvaler sett og nærmeste distanse til hvalen hadde en 

signifikant positiv på KO, mens flere båter rundt hvalen og dårlig vær førte til signifikant lavere 

KO. Som forventet av økonomisk teori, hadde betalt pris for hvalsafaribilletten og antall 

planlagte eller utførte hvalsafariturer i regionen, en signifikant negativ påvirkning på KO.  

Planlagt fuglesafari i regionen og betaling av hvalsafarituren på forkant hadde en signifikant 

positiv effekt på KO.  

 

Studien konkluderer med at hvalsafariselskaper bør være forsiktige med å endre prisnivået, som 

følge av at resultatene indikerer at etterspørsel av hvalsafariproduktet er sensitive til og med for 

små endringer i pris. Ved godt definerte antagelser, kan aggregert KO i denne studien benyttes i 

fremtidige nytte-kostnads analyser. For å øke representativiteten av utvalget, er det ønskelig at 

studien gjentas med ett større utvalg av hvalsafarideltagere fra hele sesongen. Det bør også 

legges til rette for å måle rekreasjonsverdien fra folk som kan se hvalen ”gratis” fra land eller 

båt, samt ikke-bruksverdier av hvalen, da disse verdiene kan utgjøre en stor andel av total 

økonomisk verdi. Angående faktorer som påvirker konsumentoverskuddet, viste resultatet at 

flere turspesifikke faktorer og forventninger hadde en signifikant påvirkning på KO. Resultatet 

indikerer at hvalsafarituristers fornøydhet med produktet er indirekte påvirket av reguleringer 

knyttet opp mot tilnærming av hvalen fra båt.   
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 
From the 20th century, the use of whale resources has gradually shifted from commercial 

exploitation to a more non-consumptive use of the whales through whale watching (Alie 2008; 

Orams 2000). The whale watching industry has experienced an especially high growth the past 

decades (Alie 2008; O´Connor et al. 2009; Orams 2000; Tisdell & Wilson 2012; Valentine et al. 

2004), and generates today significant recreational and economical values worldwide (Hoyt & 

Hvenegaard 2002). The statement by Hoyt & Hvenegaard (2002) is confirmed by several 

studies, proving that whale watching activities generates substantial revenues for local 

communities all over the world (e.g. Hoyt & Iníguez 2008; IFAW 2004; Leeworthy & Wiley 

2003; Parsons et al. 2003; Pendleton 2006).  Adding the revenues from all whale watching 

destinations in the world, the total estimated revenues, including indirect revenues, exceeded 

2000 million U.S dollars in 2008 (O´Connor et al. 2009).  

 

The recreational value, in my thesis commonly referred to as the consumer surplus (CS), 

constitutes a part of the non-market economic value of commercial whale watching. The few 

studies conducted on recreational value (e.g. Hoagland & Meeks 2000; Hoyt & Iníguez 2008; 

Leeworthy & Wiley 2003; Loomis et al. 2000; Loomis & Larson 1994) reveal whale watchers 

on average has a positive recreational value from whale watching. Taking into account 13 

million people went whale watching in 2008 (O´Connor et al. 2009), the recreational value is 

likely to add considerably to the economic value of whale watching.  

 

A number of studies stresses how increased level of coastal and ocean activities leads to a 

continuously decrease in marine ecosystems (see, e.g. Barbier 2012; Fujita et al. 2013; Halpern 

et al. 2008). Defining and valuing ecosystem services makes it possible to relate changes in 

human welfare to changes in ecosystems (Turner et al. 2010). Recreational value from whale 

watching is defined as a cultural ecosystem service, and constitutes a part of the total economic 

value (TEV) of the watched whale resources. TEV of the watched whale resources also consists 

of the producer surplus, e.g. income of whale watching companies minus operational costs, 

recreational value of non-commercial whale watching and non-user values. TEV measure the 

change in welfare from changed quantity or quality of the given good (Magnussen 2010), and 
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can be applied in cost-benefit analyses (CBA) when the effects upon  the natural resources of a 

project is known.     

 

According to Valentine et al. (2004 pp.653). “Whale-watching satisfaction is a very complex 

measure that incorporates a range of variables” Assuming a constant recreational value across 

different whale-watchers is therefore unrealistic. Several recreational studies have found certain 

personal and travel characteristics, to be important in explaining participation rate and variation 

in recreational value (e.g.Alvarez & Larkin 2010; Hoagland & Meeks 2000; Huhtala 2004; 

Loomis et al. 2000; Mmopelwa et al. 2007; Navrud & Mungatana 1994; Reynisdottir et al. 

2008; Walsh 1986). An increasing number of tourism satisfaction studies (see, e.g. Catlin & 

Jones 2010; Mustika et al. 2013; Orams 2000; Valentine et al. 2004; Ziegler et al. 2012), 

however, also recognizes how varying tour specific attributes (e.g. weather and wave conditions, 

seasickness, whales sighted) and expectations of the whale watcher can explain whale watchers 

satisfaction.  

 

Even though tourist satisfaction studies finds satisfaction of whale watchers to be highly 

dependent upon varying natural conditions, none of the reviewed studies on recreational value 

of whale watching has taken account of how varying tour specific factors and whale watchers 

expectations potentially affect recreational value. As codes of conducts are applied to an 

increasing degree around the world (Orams 2000), information regarding how varying tour 

specific factors affect recreational value would be useful in order to understand the impact on 

whale watchers from the suggested regulations.    

1.2 Problem Statement and Hypotheses 
 
Despite an increased level of economic activities along the Norwegian coastline and sea (see 

Halpern et al. 2008) and a recognized need of valuing more of the Norwegian marine ecosystem 

services (e.g. Magnussen 2010; Magnussen et al. 2012), no studies have been conducted on the 

non-market values generated by commercial and non-commercial whale watching in Norway. A 

main purpose of this thesis is therefore to use the contingent valuation (CV) method, more 

specific the payment card (PC) method, to estimate the recreational value of commercial whale 

watching at the largest whale watching destination in Norway; the Andøy region. The thesis 

contributes to the literature by being the first study in Norway estimating the recreational value 

of whale watching. The documented recreational value of whale watching can also be used to 
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examine the potential of converting more of the consumer surplus (CS), into producer surplus 

(PS).  

 

A second main aim of this thesis is to assess how influential factors affect recreational value of 

whale watching. To my knowledge, this is the first valuation study internationally examining 

how tour specific factors and the expectations of the whale watchers affect the recreational value 

of whale watching. The thesis also assesses how typical factors included within recreational 

valuation studies, like personal and travel characteristics, affects individual recreational value. 

The information gathered on the influential factors impact on recreational value can be used to 

develop the whale watch product itself, or to review how whale watchers are affected if 

applying codes of conducts to the whale watch industry.  

 
The two problem statements derived from the main purposes of the thesis are:  

 

1.) What is the recreational value of whale watching at the most visited Norwegian site; 

the Andøy Region in Vesterålen? 

 

2.) Which factors influence the recreational value per household per day of whale 

watching (i.e. recreational value of an activity day of whale watching)? 

 

Regarding research questions, the first research question (RS1) is directly derived from problem 

statement (1), while the complexity of problem statement (2) has made it necessary to break 

problem statement (2) down to four related research questions (RS 2-5).   

 

Research question 1: What is the recreational value of whale watching at the most visited 

Norwegian site; the Andøy Region in Vesterålen? 

 

As mentioned in the introduction section, studies on recreational value from whale watching 

reveal that many tourists have a positive recreational value of commercial whale watching. Two 

main purposes of measuring recreational value are; evaluating potential of converting consumer 

surplus into producer surplus, and documenting a part of the non-market user value of marine 

ecosystem services.  
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Research question 2: How do socioeconomic factors and individual preferences explain 

recreational value of whale watching? 

 

Most recreational studies recognize that certain socioeconomic factors and individual 

preferences impact recreational value. Reviewing the socioeconomic factors impact on 

recreational value is useful in order to reveal internal and external validity of the study, and to 

generate more precise estimates. The information can also be used to understand the “typical 

whale watcher”, which is useful information for both the whale watching companies and the 

tourism sector in general.  

 

Research question 3: How does whale watching tour specific attributes affect the 

recreational value of whale watching?  

 

Even though being a commercial product, whale watching safaris can never be entirely 

standardized as the experience depends upon varying natural factors such as weather and wave 

conditions, and the quality of the whale sightings on the trip. In order to interpret the 

recreational value generated by commercial whale watching, it is therefore important to be 

aware of how varying natural conditions and expectations of whale watchers affect the whale 

watchers recreational value. Natural conditions and other tour specific attributes are found to be 

important in determining whale watchers satisfaction in several studies (e.g. Catlin & Jones 

2010; Mustika et al. 2013; Orams 2000; Ziegler et al. 2012). If satisfaction is closely related to 

recreational value of whale watching, natural conditions’ are likely to explain variation in 

recreational value as well.   

 

Research question 4: Are expectations of whale watchers related to recreational value of 

whale watching? 

 

Valentine et al. (2004) and Ziegler et al. (2012) find expectations regarding; distance to whales, 

number of whales sighted and behavior of whales, to be important explanatory indicators of 

tourist satisfaction. How tourist expectations versus experience affects recreational value is 

valuable information in order to understand whether it is the varying natural conditions or the 

underlying expectations explaining the recreational value of whale watching. Understanding the 

whale watchers expectations are also useful information for the whale watching companies.  
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Research question 5: How does characteristics of travel affect recreational value of whale 

watching? 

 

Characteristics of travel are mainly variables expected to impact recreational value from an 

economic point of view, e.g. size of travel budget, price of whale watching trip, number of 

whale watching trips in the region and time of payment. The indicators are therefore important 

in revealing the internal validity of the study 

 

TABLE 1-1: Research Questions and Hypotheses 

  Expected 
Sign 

RS1 What is the recreational value of commercial whale watching at the most visited 
Norwegian site; the Andøy Region in Vesterålen? 

 

H11 What is the average consumer surplus per tourists per day (i.e. activity day) of whale 
watching safaris in the Andøy region? 

 

H12 What is the total consumer surplus in 2013 from whale watching safaris in the Andøy 
region (i.e. aggregated over all tourists)? 

 

RS2 How do socioeconomic factors and individual preferences explain recreational value 
of whale watching? 

 

H21 Income is positively related to recreational value + 
H22 Higher education is positively related to recreational value + 
H23 Scandinavians have a lower willingness to pay for whale watching than non-Scandinavians - 
H24 Households with children under 9 years old have a lower perceived recreational value  - /+ 
H25 Age affects recreational value  - / + 
H26 Gender can explain variation in recreational value - / + 
H27 People with a greater interest in seeing whales has a higher recreational value of whale 

watching 
+ 

H28 Tourists willing to pay a positive amount to conserve nature have a higher recreational 
value 

+ 

H29 Prior experience whale watching affects recreational value  +/- 

RS3 How does whale watching tour specific attributes affect the recreational value of 
whale watching?  

 

H31 Increased distance to the sperm whale decreases recreational value - 
H32 Increased number of sperm whale sightings affects recreational value positively + 
H33 Bad weather has a negative impact on recreational value - 
H34 Seasickness affect recreational value negatively - 
H35 Perceived crowding from other boats affects recreational value negatively - 
H36 Bad encounter management affects recreational value negatively - 
RS4 Are expectations of whale watchers related to recreational value of whale watching?  
H41 Recreational value is negatively affected if the number of whale sightings is lower than 

expected 
+ 

H42 Recreational value is positively affected if real distance is closer than expected distance. + 
R5 How does characteristics of travel affect recreational value?  
H51 Recreational value increases with increasing travel budget + 
H52 Number of planned or completed whale watching trips in the Andøy region decreases CS -   
H53 Tourists paying the whale watch tour in advance have a higher willingness to pay than 

those paying the whale watch tour at site 
+ 

H54 Households paying more to go whale watching have a lower consumer surplus - 
H30 Tourists that plan to do other sea activities in the region have a lower willingness to pay 

due to a higher derived utility  
+ 
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1.3 Outline of Thesis 
 
Chapter 2 will take a closer look at the history of whale watching in Norway and the chosen 

whale watching site: the Andøy region. In chapter 3 I will present literature relevant to the 

thesis. The thesis is mainly founded upon economic theory, literature on recreational value and 

tourism impact studies from whale watching. Chapter 3 thus gives the background of research 

questions and hypotheses given in chapter 1. In chapter 4, I will describe and discuss the chosen 

methods of data collection and analyzes. Chapter 5 presents the results and discuss the findings 

with respect to the given research question, problem statements and hypotheses.  Chapter 6 

concludes the findings in this thesis and the given problem statements in section 1.2.  

 
Three appendixes are included at the end of the thesis. Appendix A includes the English 

questionnaire from the study with distribution of responses in percentage for each question. 

Appendix B gives an overview of the econometric analysis and tests performed to find the 

results given in chapter 5. At the very end, Appendix C includes a Norwegian report with the 

topic “Hvalsafariturister i Andøy regionen”. The report is written on behalf of Andøy 

Municipality, which will use the data on whale watchers in the region to further analyze the 

dependency of commercial whale watching.   
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2. Site of Study 
 

2.1 Whale Watching in Norway 
 
Whale watching has become a popular attraction in Norway as well as in the rest of the world. 

Numbers of whale watchers went from 5000 whale watchers in 1991 to 35 000 in 

2008(O´Connor et al. 2009). According to O´Connor et al. (2008), the associated economic 

revenues from whale watching in Norway were 10 million U.S dollars in 2008, including 

indirect revenues exceeding 6 million U.S dollars. O´Connor et al. define indirect revenues as 

expenditures used by the whale watcher on other goods and services in the region on the same 

day as the whale watching activity (e.g. accommodation, food and other activities).  

Figure 2-1: Development of Whale Watching in Norway1 

 
Andenes, Svolvær, Narvik, Stø and Tromsø are the traditional whale watching destinations in 

Norway (ibid). Environmental conditions have influenced the attributes of the whale products 

sold. In Andenes and Stø, the midseason ranges from May to September, and the main attraction 

is the sperm whale. The main product at other Norwegian whale watching destinations has 

traditionally been orcas at wintertime. However, the movements in the herring schools has 

reduced the number of visiting orca groups in this area, which has lead to closure of many whale 

safari companies in Tysfjord (Narvik and Svolvær) (O´Connor et al. 2009). The Andøy region is 

hence the main whale watching destination in Norway today.  

 
 
 

                                                
1 Based upon reported statistics presented by O´Connor et al. (2008) 
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2.2 The Andøy Region  
 
In my master thesis, the Andøy region is defined as Andøy municipality including the 

surrounding ocean. The municipality is located in Northern Norway with a geographical area 

including the total area of the Andøy Island (!"#!!"!) and a smaller part of Hinnøya (165,5 

!"!). Approximately 5023 people lives in Andøy municipality (SSB 2013), and a larger 

proportion of the population lives in the main town Andenes 

Figure 2-2: Geographical Location of Andøy (Andenes)2 
 
Andøy municipality is located within the Vesterålen region, a region well known for its 

astonishing nature. However, the size of the tourism sector in Vesterålen is only half of the 

tourism sector in Lofoten (Midtgard et al. 2012). Even though flights operate to multiple airports 

in the region, 72,5% of the tourists interviewed in Normann (2012) study used either car or 

mobile home as a main transport mode. The typical tourist visiting the Vesterålen is European, 

highly educated, travelling without children and visiting the region for the first time (Normann 

2012). Vesterålen is only one of several destinations planned within the Norway vacation (ibid). 

A larger share of tourists, in both Normann (2012) and Midtgard et al. (2012) studies, reports 

organized whale watching tours at Andenes or Stø as a main attraction in the region.  

 

 

                                                
2 Source: http://www.traildino.de/trace/continents-Europe/countries-Norway/regions-Vesterålen_and_Hinnøya 
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2.3 Andøy as a Whale Watching Destination  
 
The Andøy region is one of three whale watching destinations in the world where the male 

sperm whale is the main attraction (Richter et al. 2006). The sperm whale is the largest of 

toothed whales and the deepest diving mammal animal in the world (Cetecean Palæobiology). It 

migrates to the Andøy region, particularly Bleik Canyon, to feed on deep-sea living animals 

such as fish and squids in all sizes. The sperm whale is famous for its use of echolocation to find 

prey, making it especially vulnerable to noise pollution. 

Figure 2-3: A Sperm Whale resting outside Andenes3  
 
Between diving and feeding, the sperm whale rests on the surface for about 8-10 minutes, 

making it possible for whale watching boats to get close to the whale. Most of the times only 

one sperm whale is spotted in close perimeter to the boat, due to the fact that sperm whales in 

the Andøy region for the most part are males, which prefer to hunt and feed alone. Other whales 

occasionally seen in the area are killer whales, pilot whales, humpback whales, mink whales, fin 

whales and white-sided dolphins. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                
3 Photo: Liv Tone Robertsen 
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2.4 Whale Watching Companies 
 

There are three companies in the Andøy region offering sightseeing by boat, with whale 

watching as the main attraction: Whalesafari AS and Seasafari Andenes operating from Andenes 

and Arctic Whale Tours operating from Stø.  

TABLE 2-1 Overview of Whale Watching Companies in the Andøy Region 

Note: Number of whale watchers reported for Maan Dolphin and Reine equals the total number of whale watchers 

reported from Whalesafari AS 

 

Illustrated in table 2-1 are dissimilarities between the three companies. Established in 1989, 

Whalesafari AS is the oldest of the existing whale watching companies in the region. With a 

capacity exceeding 300 tourists per day during midseason, the whale watching company is the 

largest in Norway. Arctic Whale Tours is the second largest whale watching company, and 

differs from the other companies by departing from Stø, and stopping by a bird reserve on the 

way out to Bleik Canyon, leading to a different boat experience and a longer travel time.  

Seasafari Andenes on the other hand has specialized on taking out small groups of tourists on 

shorter rib-boat trips. Even though offering somewhat different products, the price of whale 

watching is approximately the same for the different whale watching companies, ranging from 

107 EUR at Whalesafari AS to 120 EUR at Seasafari Andenes.  

 

Since each whale watch company is offering somewhat different whale watching experience, I 

will account for the varying characteristics by including a wide variety of tour specific factors to 

explain recreational value.  

 

 

Company Whalesafari AS Whalesafari AS Seasafari Andenes Arctic Whale 
Tours 

Boat 
Type of boat 
(Capacity) 

Maan Dolphin 
Catamaran 

(100) 

Reine 
Whaling ship 

(75) 

Rib-boat 
Rib-boat 
(12(24)) 

Leonora 
Old ferry 

(90) 
Location Andenes Andenes Andenes Stø 
Established 1989 1989 2010 1994 
Whale watchers 2013 10 757 10 757 Unknown 3290 
Guiding 45 minutes museum 

guiding 
45 minutes 

museum guiding 
20 minutes 
information 

30 minutes information 

Time on boat 1,5-3 hours 3-5 hours 1,5-3 hours 7-8 hours 
Whale guarantee Yes Yes No Partly 
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3. Theory and Literature Review 
 
In this chapter I will present underlying theories of measuring recreational value, and review 

literature that examines factors influencing willingness to pay. Tourism impact studies on whale 

watching will also be reviewed to assess potential relationships between tourism satisfaction and 

varying trip specific characteristics.  

3.1 Marine Ecosystem Services 
 
The recreational value of whale watching is a marine ecosystem services, where ecosystem 

services are defined as “benefits human obtains from nature” by the Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment (2005). As illustrated in figure 3-1, changes in ecosystem services are closely 

related to human welfare.  

Figure 3-1: Connection between marine ecosystem services and human wellbeing4 
 

The literature (e.g. Haines-Young & Potschin 2011; Liquete et al. 2013; Millenium Ecosystem 

Assessment 2005) proposes four categories of ecosystem services. Recreational values are 

defined as cultural services. Disturbance of the whales’ habitat can affect the whale watching 

activity negatively, as it might lead to movement of the whales to sites less accessible, or in the 

worst case scenario, a reduced whale population. Total Economic Value (TEV) is one way to 

measure the change in human welfare from a changed accessibility of whales. Magnussen 

(2010) defines TEV as; the change in human welfare caused by a change in the quantity or 

quality of the ecosystem services provided.   

 

                                                
4 Source: TEEB (2010) 
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TEV differs from commercial economic measures, as it consists of both market and non-market 

values in the form of; direct and indirect user values, option values and non-use values 

(Magnussen 2010). Direct user values are the user value of ecosystem services contributing 

directly to current economical or environmental production, e.g. the harvest of provisioning 

services, or the experience of cultural services. Indirect user values on the other hand are 

ecosystem services supporting the consumption and production indirectly such as regulating and 

maintenance services. Even when people are not currently using the ecosystem services, they 

might have a non-user value from knowing that it exists (existence value) or will exist for future 

generations (bequest value). People might also have a value from preserving the ecosystem 

service for potential or planned use in the future (optional value).  

 

As shown in table 3-1, the existence of whale resources generates several other ecosystem 

services to humans besides the direct economic (i.e. producer surplus) and recreational benefits 

(i.e. consumer surplus) obtained from commercial whale watching. Provisioning of education 

and knowledge about the marine ecosystem are, according to Liquete et al. (2013) and Tisdell 

(2003), additional user values of commercial whale watching. Increased information regarding 

marine ecosystem services might also increase non-use values (e.g. existence and bequest 

values) of whale resources (Tisdell 2003).  

TABLE 3-1: User values and non-use values of Whale Resources 
User values Non-use values 
Producer surplus from commercial whale watching 
Recreational value from commercial whale watching 

Bequest value 
Existence value 

Recreational value for private whale watchers  
Research and educational value  
Option value  
Genetic Material  
Note: Table is modified from Barbier (2013) table 1. 
 
Due to limited time and resources, this thesis will however focus solely on the recreational value 

of commercial whale watching. 
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3.2 Consumer Surplus of Commercial Whale Watching  
 
Recreational value of commercial whale watching equals the consumer surplus, or the marginal 

willingness to pay. It is the difference between the total willingness to pay to go whale watching 

(demand curve) and the price given in the market (P1 in figure 3-2). The marginal willingness to 

pay is defined by Silberberg & Suen (2001 pp.350) as “ the amount that leaves the consumer 

indifferent to the new versus the old situation, i.e. on the same indifference level”. Expressed in 

terms of whale watching, marginal willingness to pay is the amount the whale watcher would be 

willing to pay in addition to the current price of whale watching in order to still be able to go 

whale watching. As noted by Walsh (1986), the individual will continue to participate in 

activities if marginal benefits exceed costs, and avoid activities where costs exceeds marginal 

benefits. This economic rule also refers to an implicit assumption of non-negative consumer 

surplus from recreational activities. Because commercial whale watching is a marketed good, 

recreational value will mainly be referred to as consumer surplus (CS) throughout this thesis.  
 

Figure 3-2: Consumer Surplus of Whale Watching 
 

Assuming no externalities, social welfare (i.e. total surplus) is maximized when marginal cost of 

producing (i.e. supply curve) equals marginal benefits of consuming (i.e. demand curve) 

(Perman et al. 2003). Figure 3-2 illustrates the social welfare equilibrium point, at price (P1) and 

quantity (Q1). The area under P1 and above the supply curve equals the producer surplus (PS), 

i.e. the net income of whale watching operators. In imperfect markets with few producers, it is 

sometimes possible for the producers to convert some of the CS into PS by increasing the price 

level. Furthermore, if it is possible to distinguish some customer groups willing to pay different 

amounts, the company (and the customers) can benefit from applying price discrimination. One 

example is how the whale watching companies offer lower prices for children, students and 

older people.  
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The price level is therefore of great significance in explaining size of total recreational value, 

and total surplus. A number of studies have been conducted on management of the price level 

with the purpose of maximizing social welfare and obtaining a “fair” price of nature tourism 

sites (see, e.g. Chung et al. 2011; Mmopelwa et al. 2007; Navrud & Mungatana 1994; Navrud & 

Vondolia 2005; Reynisdottir et al. 2008). In nature-based tourism, externalities from the use of 

the nature could make an argument for a higher price charged, in order to cover the expenses of 

the externalities, and to decrease quantity demanded (Navrud & Vondolia 2005). Even though 

the whales can be somewhat affected from the whale watching boats, the externalities of the 

whale watching activity is likely to be very small in the Andøy region. I will therefore assume 

no externalities from the whale watching industry.  

 

Another important factor in determining recreational value or CS is the associated demand 

curve. Maximizing the individual’s utility with respect to the associated price levels gives the 

Marshallian demand.  

  

Marshallian Demand  

This section builds upon the economic theory presented in Silberberg & Suen (2001). From 

economic theory, consumers (whale watchers) are assumed to be rational actors, maximizing 

their utility from whale watching and other goods with respect to given prices and disposable 

income.  
 

! ! !!!!!!!!   (1) 
 

The individual’s utility function are presented by (1), where ! equals the individuals total 

utility, !!!is the sum of all goods in the market the individual consume and !! equals the whale 

watching product.  
 

!!!
!!!

! !"# !!!
!"# !!!

    (2) 

 
The left hand size of (2) is the consumer willingness to exchange one whale watching ticket for 

another market goods, while the right hand is the ratio of the two marginal utilities. The ratio is 

the marginal rate of substitution between !! and !!, and is the slope of the utility function of 

!!. Assuming a diminishing marginal rate of substitution, the marginal utility of !! decreases as 

the amount of !! increases. 

 

Because market goods have a price, the individual also has to take into consideration the price 

of the products!!!! and disposable income!!!!. The individual budget constraint is given by: 
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! ! !!!! !! !!!!!   (3) 
 

Maximizing utility with respect to the budget constraint, the problem statement becomes 

(Silberberg & Suen 2001)  :  

 

Maximize (1)      

!! ! !!!!!! 
Subject to (3) 

! ! !!!! !! !!!! 
Lagrange Function 

! ! ! !!!!! ! !!!! ! !!!! ! !!!!!    (4) 
 

 

Assuming the Lagrange partial derivatives equals zero, and negative second derivatives, the 

Marshallian demand functions equals: 
 

!! ! !!! !!!!!!! ! ! ! !!!   (5) 

 

The demand of whale watching is hence given by the individual’s utility of whale watching and 

the given budget constraint. The utility can be seen as a function of personal characteristics, 

household composition and trip specific characteristics, where a change in one of the mentioned 

factors will lead to a shift in the demand curve (Walsh 1986). A change in the budget constraint, 

e.g. changed price of good X or Y, or changed disposable income, is also expected to affect 

recreational value.  

3.3 Non-Market valuation  
 
Even though commercial whale watching and several other marine recreational activities are 

goods traded within a market, consumer surplus is not directly derivable from market prices and 

demand (Magnussen et al. 2012). It is therefore necessary to apply non-market valuation 

techniques. Non-market valuation techniques have developed rapidly since the 1960s (Carson et 

al. 2001), and is increasingly used to connect changes in ecosystem services to changes in 

human welfare (Turner et al. 2010). However, despite a growing body of literature on marine 

recreational value (see the metaanalysis by: Ghermandi & Nunes 2013), only a few studies are 

conducted on the recreational value from whale watching.  

 

Table 3-2 summarizes four studies conducted on whale watchers recreational value, located in 

my literature search. Leeworthy & Wiley (2003) reports the recreational value estimates from a 

study performed in 1986 without going into explanatory variables, while Loomis & Larson 
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(1994) primarily measures the non-use value of whale resources. Hoagland & Meeks (2000) and 

Loomis et al. (2000) are hence the only studies reviewed only focusing on the user value, i.e. 

consumer surplus, of whale watching.  
 

TABLE 3-2: Overview of Recreational Value from Whale Watching 

 

As displayed in table 3-2, studies conducted on recreational value of whale watching have used 

the non-market valuation techniques; the travel cost (TC) method and the contingent valuation 

(CV) method. TC is a revealed preference method, while CV is a stated preference method. 

Using revealed preference methods one observes the respondents preferences through actual 

behavior, such as associated travel costs, while stated preferences elicit the respondent’s 

preferences through asking directly or indirectly about their willingness to pay (WTP) or 

willingness to accept (WTA) for an environmental good or service.  

 

Magnussen (2010) suggests using a combined travel cost and contingent valuation method to 

measure the recreational value of whale watching in Norway. Combining the two methods 

makes it possible to test the validity and reliability of the estimates (Alvarez & Larkin 2010; 

Hanley & Barbier 2009). Using the TC method in the Andøy region is, however, not without 

problems as Normann (2012) described the typical Vesterålen tourist (both whale watchers and 

non-whale watchers) to be non-Scandinavian planning to visit several destinations in their 

longer vacation in Norway. As noted by Loomis et al. (2000), the TC method tend to give 

overestimated WTP when applied to multi-destination or multi-purpose travels, especially if 

international tourists constitute a larger share of the whale watcher population.  

                                                
5 The estimate is obtained from Pendleton (2006)  
6 Loomis et al. (2000) tested different TCM specifications, leading to different results, but concluded that $43(2000 
dollars) was the least biased estimate.  
7 Loomis & Larson (1994) used CV to elicit total economic value of an increase in whale population of 50% and 
100% from initial level. The estimates thus include both recreational values and non-user values. 

Study Method Whales (Location of 
study) 

Organized 
(boat /shore) 

CS  
(USD 2013) 

Leeworthy & Wiley 
(2003)5  

CV & TC Gray, blue and 
humpback whales  

(California) 

Organized (boat) $ 50,63 

Hoagland & Meeks 
(2000) 

TC Humpbacks  
 (New England) 

Organized (boat) $ 35,27 
 

Loomis et al. (2000) TC Gray whales 
(California) 

Unorganized (shore) 
& organized (boat) 

$ 58,336 
 

Loomis & Larson(1994) CV Gray whales 
(California) 

Organized (boat) $39,41(50%) 
$46,86 (100 %)7 
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Even though Loomis et al. (2000), Hoagland & Meeks (2000) and Navrud and Mungatana 

(1994) all suggests ways to control and correct for international visitors and multi-purpose 

travels, limited available time and resources made it desirable to focus on one of the proposed 

methods. The fact that 82,3% of the whale watchers tourists is on their first time visit (Normann 

2012b),  as well as the complexity of measuring the associated travel costs of whale watching 

makes the CV method desirable for my thesis. Choice experiments (CE) where also revised 

early in the process of designing this study. However a required large sample to perform 

statistical analysis, and the difficulty of measuring an existing consumer surplus (not changed 

CS), made the CE method undesirable for the purpose of this thesis.  

3.4 Contingent Valuation Method  
 
The CV method is used to ask a representative sample of the relevant population about their 

willingness to pay (WTP), or willingness to accept (WTA), to obtain or avoid a specific change 

in quantity or quality of a given ecosystem service. Hanley and Barbier (2009) recognizes five 

steps of the CV method:  

 

1.) Setting up the hypothetical market 

2.) Obtaining bids 

3.) Estimating mean WTP and/or WTA 

4.) Aggregating data 

5.) Carrying out validity checks 

 

Number (1) setting up a hypothetical market, is an essential benefit using the CV over the TC 

method. However, as discussed below, the hypothetical nature of the method is also the feature 

that raises a large number of potential biases. The steps are followed when designing the CV 

study in chapter 4.  

 

CV Bias 

Arrow et al. (1993), the NOAA panel, recognizes several problems with the CV method where 

most of them are a result of the hypothetical nature of the approach. Asking rather than 

observing behavior makes the outcome of the study vulnerable to the respondent’s willingness 

and possibility to give an honest answer. Even if the respondent wants to give an honest answer, 

misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the question can lead to an answer that differs from 

how the respondent would actually behaved in an actual situation.  
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Embedding is another recognized problem of the contingent valuation method, especially when 

valuing different ecosystem services (Alvarez & Larkin 2010) Navrud & Mungatana (1994) 

defines embedding as a problem where the participant tends to value a good that is presented 

later in a sequence lower than a good presented earlier in a sequence. As I will focus solely on 

one good, the whale watching trip itself, embedding is not likely to constitute a problem within 

my study.  

 

Another recognized problem of the CV method is the “warm glow effect” (Alvarez & Larkin 

2010; Arrow et al. 1993). The “warm glow effect” rises if the respondents feel good from 

overstating their WTP. The problem leads to overestimated WTP, or in this case overstated CS. 

On the other hand, understatement of true WTP is also recognized as a potential strategy in 

order to avoid an increase in associated costs (Mitchell & Carson 1989). As the whale watchers 

are not asked about their non-user values of whale resources, the strategy of understating WTP, 

seems more likely than the “warm glow effect”.  

 

The design of the survey; how the question are phrased and worded, can affect the respondents 

answers and reduce potential biases (Arrow et al. 1993). Assuming a good designing of the 

study, the NOAA panel led by Arrow and Solow concludes that “the CV method convey useful 

information” and “ can produce estimate reliable enough to be the starting point of a judicial 

process of damage assessment” (Arrow et al. 1993 pp. 43) 

 

3.5 Hicksian vs. Marshallian Consumer Surplus 
 
The CV method directly derives the consumer surplus (CS) from the elicited WTP, which is a 

great benefit compared to other non-market valuation methods. As noted by Perman et al. 

(2003) and Boardman et al. (2011), three different demand curves can be used to measure 

consumer surplus: Marshallian demand curve, Hicksian compensated variation demand curve 

and Hicksian equivalent variation demand curve. Figure 3-3 illustrates how the three different 

demand curves measure the change in CS when increasing the price of good X. While 

Marshallian consumer surplus !!"!! is measured straight from the change in price and demand 

of good X, compensating (CV´) and equivalent variation (EV) are two monetary income 

compensation measures of Hicksian consumer surplus! !"! . CV´ equals the amount of income 

that needed to be taken away, i.e. individual willingness to pay (WTP), in order for the 

individual to stay at initial utility level (U1) after the price increase (Perman et al. 2003). EV on 
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the other hand is the necessary income compensation, i.e. willingness to accept (WTA), in order 

for the individual to accept the new and lower utility level (U0)(ibid).  

 

The main difference between the Marshallian and 

Hicksian approach is; while !"!!takes account of 

both the substitution and the income effect of a 

proposed change, !"!  only takes account of the 

substitution effect. The Hicksian consumer surplus 

hence uses CV´ or EV to measure the income 

compensation necessary to keep the individual at a 

given utility level (indifference curve) while !"! 

measure the change in consumer surplus moving 

from the initial utility level to the new utility level. 

Because of this, a measure of changed WTP (WTA) 

using !"!  is usually biased (Wooldridge 2009).  

The Hicksian measures are therefore mainly used in 

CV studies (Hanley & Barbier 2009). 

Figure 3-3: Marshallian vs. Hicksian Demand8 
 

In my thesis, I will use the Marshallian consumer surplus to derive the recreational value of 

whale watching by eliciting maximum willingness to pay for the good. The reason for choosing 

an untraditional measure, is that the purposes of my thesis is to measure the existing CS of 

commercial whale watching, and not a change in CS due to a change in related prices or 

attributes.  

 

According to Silberberg & Suen (2010), the marginal values in the Marshallian consumer 

surplus must represent points along a compensated utility held-constant Hicksian demand curve. 

The Hicksian demand functions are the first derivatives of the expenditure function according to 

the envelope theorem (Silberberg & Suen 2001). The expenditure function can be derived from 

the indirect utility functions, where the indirect utility functions are the Marshallian demand 

functions substituted into the objective function.   

 

 
                                                
8 Source: Boardman et al.(2011 pp.70), a similar figure is also found in Perman et al. (2003 pp.406) 
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The indirect utility function is given by:  

 

!! ! ! !!! !!!!!!! !!!! !!!!!!!  (6) 

 

Deriving Hicksian demand functions (integral of CS):    

 

! !!!!!!
!!
!! !

! !! !!!

!!
!!!!!

!! !
! !!!! !!!!! ! !!! !!!!! ! !! ! ! !!!!!      (7) 

 

Where !! equals given expenditure, ! is the good examined, in this case whale watching, and ! 
represents the individual CS. To express the consumer surplus of the whale watching product, 

let !!!  equal the market price of the whale watching tour and !!!  equal individual ! `s 

maximum willingness to pay for the whale watching tour. The integral given by the left hand 

side of (8) ! !!!

!!
!!!!!

!! !
, equal the consumer surplus, i.e. recreational value, of individual !.  

 

Assuming price of other goods are held constant, the total consumer surplus generated by the 

whale watching industry is given by9: 

 
! !!!

!!
!!!!!

!!!!!! ! !! !!!!! ! !!! !!!!!!     (9) 

 
The area marked as consumer surplus in figure 3-2, illustrates total recreational value given by 

(9). Usually, TEV of the natural resource is only accounted for residents of the country where 

the natural resource is present. In this study, however, CS of international tourists is taken into 

consideration, as the larger obtainable sample is necessary to derive a valid CS estimate. One 

could also argue that all whale watchers CS represents an optional value, in the form of the 

potential of converting more of international tourists CS to PS in the future. For certain whale 

species, it might also be argued that the whale specie is a global resource in need of global 

attention.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
9 Estimating total recreational value relies strictly upon having a representative sample. 
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3.6 Factors influencing Recreational Value 
 
Walsh (1986) reviews a tremendous amount of data on participation rate on recreational 

activities in the United States and finds the following factors to determine demand of nature-

based recreational activities:  

 

(1) Socioeconomic Factors 

(2) Attractiveness or quality of recreation site 

(3) Availability of substitutes 

(4) Travel time 

(5) Congestion or crowding at recreational site 

(6) Tastes and preferences 

 
3.6.1 Socioeconomic Factors  
 

Walsh (1986) finds a variety of socioeconomic variables to be important in explaining adult 

participation rate in outdoor recreation in the United States, and recent recreational value studies 

supports most of Walsh (1986) findings. 

 

Income  

Disposable income is the most frequently used socioeconomic factor to explain variation CS or 

marginal WTP, as disposable income is assumed to be the budget constraint used to elicit the 

demand of a particular good in economic theory (see section 3.2). There is however conflicting 

results on the effect of higher income on demand and recreational value in studies reviewed.  

 

According to Walsh (1986), participation rate on recreational activities, assuming normal goods, 

statistically increases with increased income level in one third of 30 activities reviewed. The 

result from Reynisdottir et al. (2008) study, regarding visitors WTP for entrance fee to two 

natural attraction sites on Iceland, furthermore suggests that respondents with a higher income 

have a significant higher WTP. A variety of studies valuing the benefits of recreational parks, 

also find increased income to have a statistical significant positive impact on; demand of 

recreational activity (Navrud & Mungatana 1994), user and non-user values (WTP) (Alvarez & 

Larkin 2010) and CS (Mmopelwa et al. 2007).  
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Contrary to economic theory and other recreational value studies, Hoagland & Meeks (2000) 

and Loomis et al. (2000), find income having a significant and negative effect on the demand of 

whale watching trips. Potential explanations of the negative income coefficient are; the problem 

often arises using the travel cost method (Loomis et al. 2000),  or whale watching is more of a 

low-income type recreation activity, i.e. inferior good (Hoagland & Meeks 2000). 

 

Education 

Education level is found to be positively correlated to participation rate in outdoor recreation 

activities (Libosada 2009; Walsh 1986). Hoagland & Meeks (2000) also find a significant 

positive relationship between higher education level, those who have completed at least a 

college degree, and number of whale watching safaris. Reynisdottir et.al (2008) further confirm 

a significant positive relationship between level of education and WTP. However, as first noted 

by Duffus & Dearden (1990) and later by Catlin & Jones (2010), the proportion of specialists 

attending nature-based tourism activities has decreased since the beginning of 1990s, indicating 

a more heterogeneous population of tourists participates in nature-based tourism activities today.  

 

Age 

Walsh (1986) finds age to have a decreasing effect on participation rate in several outdoor 

recreational studies. Alvarez and Larkin (2010) find younger respondents (under 40 years) to 

have a higher WTP for recreational activities and nature conservation, while Reynisdottir et al. 

(2008) results indicates increasing age decreases WTP.  

 

Gender 

Gender can also determine participation rate in outdoor recreation (Walsh 1986). While men 

have a significantly higher participation rate in consumptive activities such as fishing and 

hunting, and physically strenuous activities like hiking, backpacking, outdoor sport etc., while 

women have a significantly higher participation rate in less strenuous activities like picnicking, 

walking or jogging, visiting zoos and amazement parks (ibid). Loomis et al. (2000) find gender 

being highly significant and negative in explaining number of trips to whale watching sites. A 

number of studies, on the other hand, find no significant impact from gender on recreational 

value (see, e.g. Mathieu et al. 2000; Navrud & Mungatana 1994; Reynisdottir et al. 2008). 
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Family Composition 

Even though nature-based tourism has become more popular, in general (Catlin et al. 2011; 

Duffus & Dearden 1990), Tangeland & Aas (2011) suggest household composition like; 

whether there are kids within the family and at what age can be important when determining 

participation in nature-based activities. Through surveys they recognize four attributes of nature-

based activities; risk, facility, learning and family friendly. For the attributes; “risk” and “family 

friendly”, the age of the youngest child in the family is an important explanation of what 

activities the household prefers (Tangeland & Aas 2011). Even though whale watching is a form 

of wildlife watching, the risk of going on a whale watching boat is quite low, and the extent to 

which whale watching is family friendly is questionable. Long boat trips and long time of 

waiting to see the whales might however impact the attribute family friendliness negatively, 

especially since it is difficult to entertain the children onboard. 

 

Nationality 

The tourists’ nationality can also be important in determining how much money the household is 

willing to spend on various goods and activities (Mathieu et al. 2000). When travelling in 

Norway, European tourists in general are willing to spend more money on accommodation, food 

and activities than Scandinavian tourists (Thrane & Farstad 2012a; Thrane & Farstad 2012b). As 

Scandinavians are less used to pay for the use of natural resources due to the common right 

access, Scandinavians might also report a lower perceived CS of nature-based recreational 

activities compared to other Europeans (Huhtala 2004).  
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3.6.2 Attractiveness or Qualities by Site  
 

By attractiveness or quality by site, Walsh (1986) refers to studies including variables for air 

quality and visibility, water quality, water level, game and fish harvest, weather conditions, 

noise and congestion to explain the fixed quality of a particular recreational site. The whale 

watching experience is however difficult to standardize, as attractiveness and qualities of the 

whale watching experience is likely to vary from one trip to another. None of the TC studies 

reviewed on recreational value of whale watching has focused on the aspect of how trip specific 

factors affect demand of whale watching and CS. Hoagland & Meeks (2000) do however revise 

how potential trip specific factors impact tourist satisfaction.  

 

A growing body of literature on tourist satisfaction (e.g. Catlin & Jones 2010; Orams 2000; 

Ziegler et al. 2012), recognize how trip specific factors and tourist satisfaction could be related. 

Furthermore, the same studies recognize how tourists’ satisfaction level might be affected by 

regulations imposed to protect the whales, such as codes of conducts. Orams (2000) notes an 

increasing establishment of codes of conducts around the world, due to recognized impacts on 

whales from heavy boat traffic. Minimum distances to whales, speed limit and maximum 

number of boats on each whale or whale group is often specified within these regulations 

(Orams 2000). 

 

In total, five tourism impact studies on features explaining tourist satisfaction of whale watching 

were reviewed. The site of location and whale species viewed varies greatly, from studies of 

swimming with whale sharks in Australia and Mexico, to watching spinner dolphins from boat 

in Bali, Indonesia. Table 3-3 summarizes these findings.   

 

Distance to Whale 

Several of the reviewed studies find distance to marine animals to be a feature people rate as 

important when explaining satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the trip (e.g. Hoagland & Meeks 

2000; Mustika et al. 2013; Valentine et al. 2004), where a longer distance is negatively linked to 

tourist satisfaction An implication from imposing strict regulations with respect to minimum 

distances to whales therefore seems to be decreased tourist satisfaction. Orams (2000) on the 

other hand finds that only 7% of the tourists rated “coming closer to the whales” as an important 

feature for improving their whale watching experience, suggesting other features to be more 

important in explaining tourism satisfaction of whale watching.  
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Sightings 

Other important features affecting the tourist satisfaction positively is; number of whale 

sightings or whales seen (Hoagland & Meeks 2000; Orams 2000), time where whales are 

present (Valentine et al. 2004), variety of marine species seen (Catlin & Jones 2010; Hoagland 

& Meeks 2000; Ziegler et al. 2012)  and special whale behavior (Mustika et al. 2013; Orams 

2000).  

 

Bad encounter management and “crowding” 

Even though many tourists appreciate coming close to the whales, whale watchers also replied 

in several of the tourism impact studies that bad environmental management (Catlin & Jones 

2010; Mustika et al. 2013; Valentine et al. 2004; Ziegler et al. 2012) and a high number of 

whale watching boats in the same area affected their whale watching experience negatively 

(Catlin & Jones 2010; Ziegler et al. 2012). As mentioned earlier, negative impact on recreational 

value from increased crowding of people and vehicles is also recognized in several of the 

outdoor recreation studies reviewed in Walsh (1986).  

 

Weather and Wave Conditions 

Seasickness and bad weather also seem to have an unsurprisingly negative impact on whale 

watching experience (Catlin & Jones 2010; Mustika et al. 2013; Orams 2000). A larger 

proportion of the examined studies are however based upon whale watching destination in the 

southern hemisphere. When tourists travels further North they tend adjust their expectations, and 

hence their satisfaction with weather, towards typical weather condition in the area (Jakobsen et 

al. 2011).  
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TABLE 3-2: Tourism Impact Studies reviewed 

Notes: * = Statistically significant at (p < 0,10) 
 

3.6.3 Expectations 
 

Valentine et al. (2004) and Ziegler et al. (2012) emphasize the gap between whale watchers 

expectations and experience to be important in determining tourist satisfaction. The expectations 

might impact the satisfaction of; experienced number of whales, distance and behavior of 

whales (Valentine et al. 2004). While Orams (2000) finds whales breaching the water to be 

important for tourists, Mustika et.al (2013) reports playfulness of the animals to be the most 

important behavior feature. These finding indicate that people adjust their expectations towards 

the whale specie viewed and geographical location of the whale watch site.  

 

Study (site) Dependent variable Variable Impact 

Mustika et al. (2013) 

(Bali, Indonesia) 

Spinner dolphins 

Tourist satisfaction 

Ranking 1-10 

Close distance 

Special behavior 

Few animals sighted 

Bad encounter management* 

+ 

+ 

- 

- 

Ziegler et al. (2012) 

(Isla Holbox, Mexico) 

Whale shark swimming  

Satisfaction score 

IP-analyzes  

Expected vs. experienced  

Number of boats* 

Numbers of snorkelers* 

Variety of marine species 

viewed* 

Environmental consideration 

- 

- 

 

+ 

+ 

Catlin & Jones (2010) 

(Western Australia) 

Whale shark swimming 

Quality of whale watch 

experience 

Ranking 1-5 

Variety of marine species 

Number of boats 

Seasickness 

Bad encounter management 

Bad weather 

+ 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Valentine et al. (2004) 

(Australia) 

Dwarf mink whales swimming 

Tourist satisfaction 

Ranking 1-10 

Close distance * 

Time spent with whales * 

 

+ 

+ 

Orams (2000) 

(Brisbane, Australia) 

Humpback Whales 

Tourist satisfaction Number of whales 

Distance 

Spectacular behavior 

Calmer sea 

+ 

- 

+ 

+ 

Hoagland & Meeks (2000) Consumer surplus from 

whale watching 

Number of whales  

Variety of marine species 

Distance  

Sea sickness 

+ 

+ 

- 

- 
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3.6.4 Characteristics of Travel 
 
Price of Whale Watching  

Loomis et al. (2000) and Hoagland & Meeks (2000) find travel costs to have a significant 

negative impact on number of whale watching trips. The finding is supported by microeconomic 

theory; the response of a price increase is reduced demand due to the substitution and income 

effect. Walsh (1989) also suggests the inclusion of travel time in estimating demand of 

recreational activities. Including a measure of travel time to recreational site is however much 

debated due to the difficulty of obtaining the value of time (Hanley & Barbier 2009). 

 

A hypothesis proposed by Alvarez and Larkin (2010) related to the price of the recreational 

activity is “if the respondent perceives the price of the recreational activity as a “sunk cost”, the 

marginal willingness to pay increases” (pp.7). Alvarez and Larkin (2010) introduced this 

hypothesis after discovering people travelling in tour buses had a significant higher marginal 

willingness to pay than people travelling in smaller groups. It is therefore possible that people 

prepaying the whale watching trip has a higher willingness to pay than those having just 

recently bought/purchased a whale watch ticket. 

 

Substitute Sites 

The demand of whale watching is also affected by price and attributes of potential substitutes 

(Walsh 1986).  Loomis et al. (2000) tried to measure the substitution effect of alternative whale 

watching sites, but did not find any significant relationships between the cost of travelling to 

alternative whale watching sites and the estimated demand for the particular whale-watching 

site. Navrud & Mungatana (1994) was also unable to find travel costs to substitute sites to be 

significant explaining visitation rates in Lake Nakuru National Park, Kenya. A potential 

explanation for these findings is that whale watching in California and flamingo viewing in in 

Kenya do not have close substitutes.  

 

Travel Budget 

Disposable income is not the only factor determining the individual’s budget constraint. Despite 

different income, people might have decided to spend approximately the same amount on their 

vacation. In that case, the disposable income might not be the best indicator of the individual’s 

budget constraint. Studying tourists willingness to pay park fees in a national park in Botswana, 

Mmopelwa et al. (2007) decided to include travel expenses as an approximate of peoples budget 

constraint, as they did not get a sufficient response rate on the income question. They found 
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travel expenses to be highly significant and positive in explaining WTP entrance fee. 

Mmopelwa et al. (2007) finding indicates that travel budget could be an appropriate budget 

constraint. 

3.6.5 Tastes and Preferences  
 
Socioeconomic variables can only be an indirect measure of people`s preferences but is often 

applied because it is easier to measure than people`s preferences (Walsh 1986). However, in 

contingent valuation studies it is common to include variables that indicates the individuals 

underlying preferences in addition to socioeconomic characteristics (Hanley & Barbier 2009). 

 
Interest in seeing Whales  

Both Loomis et al. (2000) and Hoagland & Meeks (2000) emphasize the importance of studying 

how important the whale watching activity is when selecting the specific travel destination, as it 

is an indirect measure of the individuals’ genuine interest in seeing whales.  As expected, if the 

respondent stated that the whale watch activity was their primary reason for visiting the region 

this significantly increased number of trips to the whale watch site per year (Loomis & Larson 

1994).  

 

Willingness to Pay for the Use of Natural Resources 

CV studies typically ask a question regarding attitudes towards paying for nature 

conservation(Hanley & Barbier 2009), as one would expect those with a positive attitude to 

have a higher WTP for the environmental good measured. According to Mathieu et al. (2000), 

even though a large proportion of the sample gives a positive respond towards protecting marine 

parks, the ones who cannot provide a reason for protecting the park are the ones less likely to 

state a positive WTP. The finding might be an example of a “warm glow” effect, which 

according to Alvarez & Larkin (2010) is when people overstate their WTP or give a perceived 

“correct” answer because it makes them feel good.  

 

Asking for typical or previous behavior instead of proposing a hypothetical scenario might 

reduce the “warm glow effect”.  Asking whether the participant has paid an entrance fee to a 

natural attraction before, Reynisdottir et al. (2008) is able to detect a significant positive 

relationship between those having paid an entrance fee to natural attractions before and stated 

WTP of entrance fee at the studied natural attraction.   
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Knowledge and Experience 

The whale watchers’ knowledge about whales and previous whale watching experience 

influences the whale watcher’s expectations, which again is expected to affect tourism 

satisfaction (Valentine et al. 2004). Expectations are also likely to affect recreational value 

(Hanley & Barbier 2009). Even though conducted TC studies on whale watching takes account 

of number of trips to the whale watch site, experience of whale watching at other sites are not 

accounted for in the reviewed recreational value studies.  

 

Estimating the non-user value of humpback whales in Canada, Lyssenko & Martinez-Espiñeira 

(2012) includes both prior experience whale watching at the studied site in Newfoundland and 

Labrador, and experience whale watching from other whale watching destinations, as 

independent variables of WTP. They find experience from whale watching at other whale 

watching destination impacts WTP of conservation of whale stock in Canada positively, while 

experience whale watching at the Canadian whale watch destination impacts WTP negatively. 

The finding can be explained by decreasing marginal utility of user and optional value at the 

particular site (Lyssenko & Martinez-Espiñeira 2012). 

 

3.7 Summarize Theory and Literature Chapter 
 

The literature search reveals a lack of studies on the recreational value of whale watching, 

despite a growing number of reports and studies recognizing the need of more valuation studies 

on coastal and ocean ecosystem services. A variety of studies are however conducted on 

recreational value of national parks and other outdoor recreational activities, where most of 

them support Walsh (1986) findings. Examining the literature linking tourist satisfaction and 

natural conditions, it is striking that despite different geographical locations and whale species 

studied, similar relationships between tourist satisfaction and natural conditions are derived. 
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4. Data and Methods 
 
In total, five weeks were spent collecting data in the Andøy region, where a pilot study was 

conducted during the first week. In this chapter, the final methods for collecting and analyzing 

data from the pilot study will be presented, accompanied by underlying theory. 

 

4.1 Pilot Study 
 
A pilot study was conducted one week prior to the final study in order to test the questionnaire 

and a variety of sampling strategies as proposed by Mitchell & Carson (1989). During the pilot 

study, I asked tourists to complete a pilot questionnaire, in either Norwegian or English, at 

different locations; the reception of Whalesafari AS, the whale watching boats, the tourist 

information and at the ferry connecting Andenes and Senja. I received 27 pilot-questionnaires 

back.  

 

A major alteration from the pilot study to the final one was that I went from defining summer 

tourists in the Andøy region as the population of study, to solely include whale watchers. 

Obtaining observations from non-whale watchers could also have been interesting in order to 

compare differences between whale watchers and non-whale watchers, but the subpopulation 

was excluded from the sample in order to get a proper sample size with the limited time and 

resources at hand.   

 

Another important conclusion drawn from the pilot study was that a high proportion of the 

tourists came from non-Scandinavian countries, and many had problems understanding the 

questions in English. To reduce the complexity of the questionnaire, I translated the 

questionnaire into German, Dutch and Italian with help from native speakers, as these were the 

languages spoken by the majority of whale watchers unable to complete the survey properly in 

English. 

 

In addition to translating the questionnaire to other languages, other minor changes were made 

in the questionnaire to reduce its complexity and to adjust the questionnaire towards the target 

population. I followed the advice by Johannessen et al. (2004), regarding reducing the use of 

matrixes and rephrasing loaded questions or statements. In addition, adding or redrawing 

categories to some questions, removing questions partly answered in another question and 

removing questions to complex to analyze within this thesis, was done.  
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One mistake not corrected before printing the final study, was including both whale watchers 

and non-whale watchers in the questionnaire’s instructions. This lead to some respondents 

becoming unnecessary confused, and likely decreased response rate on whale watchers 

experience and CV question. The problem was discovered early in the process, but a low budget 

frame made it undesirable to throw all the printed questionnaires. To reduce the problem, I spent 

extra time explaining the necessity of completing the entire survey when introducing the 

questionnaire. 

4.2 Sampling Strategy 
 

The population was defined as households/travel parties going whale watching in the Andøy 

region during the summer season (May to September). Approximately 14 000 people, according 

to received data from Whalesafari AS and Arctic Whale Tours, went whale watching during the 

summer season 2013. It is further assumed that approximately 1000 people went whale 

watching with Seasafari Andenes. The average number of people per booking (household) 

according to data from Whalesafari AS is 2,7 people, suggest approximately 5555 households 

went whale watching during the summer season 2013.  

 

Of the four weeks, three weeks were spent collecting data in Andenes and Stø. The main 

sampling strategy emerging from the pilot study was to distribute as many surveys as possible in 

the reception area10 and on the whale watching boats returning form the whale field. Three 

weeks out of four was spent in Andenes and one week was spent in Stø. I received in total 285 

completed questionnaires, 230 from Andenes and 55 from Stø. The response rate of the survey 

was 86%. A response rate that, according to Johannessen et al. (2004) is considered high. The 

main reason for refusing to participate in the study was language problems, but a few also 

refused the study due to lack of interest or a perceived time constraint. Ten observations was 

thrown out of the sample even before recording the data as less than half of the questionnaire 

was completed.  

 

The conditions made it difficult to draw a random sample from the population, a key criteria for 

statistical inference (Wooldridge 2009). Even though lists of participants and contact 

information existed, I was not given access to these lists. In any case it would be difficult to find 

the time to contact and interview the objects since many of the tourists only stayed in Andenes 

                                                
10 Where tourists waited for the scheduled museum tour/ information session after check-in. 
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for a few days. The high response rate and a low decline rate of my study reduces the potential 

of other biases arising in statistical analyzes such as selection- and attrition bias.  

 

Sample vs. Population 

Johannessen et al. (2004) suggest that when information regarding characteristics of the 

population is available, the characteristics of the sample can be compared to the characteristics 

of the population in order to review whether the sample is representative despite a non-random 

sampling strategy. From Whalesafari AS, I was able to get some data regarding nationality of 

each booking number, making it possible to compare sample vs. population with respect to 

nationality (see table 4-1). 

 TABLE 4-1: Population vs. Sample Nationalities 

 

As shown in table 4-1, besides the sample distribution of Norway, Russia, Netherland and Italy, 

the sample seems to be quite representative with respect to nationalities. There are neither found 

any statistically significant differences in characteristics between the sample collected at Stø and 

Andenes (see Appendix B). One possible explanation for the higher response rate from Dutch 

and Italian respondents is the language of the questionnaire. As for the Norwegian population, I 

observed the Norwegians tended to arrive later for the check-in compared to tourists from other 

countries, making it difficult to distribute the survey before they went to the information session. 

The sample statistics exclusively from the boat shows that Norwegians represented 14% of the 

sample, while Norwegian represented only 6% of the sample collected at the reception area. 

This finding therefore supports this explanation, as more observations were collected in the 
                                                
11 Other countries = 34 nations that are not included in table 4-1 as they represent less than 1% of the total 
population.  

Nationality Population Sample 
Norway 13% 8% 
Sweden 7% 8% 
Denmark 3% 3% 
Finland 3% 3% 
Germany  26% 25% 
Netherland 9% 12% 
Switzerland 7% 8% 
Italy  6% 9% 
France  6% 5% 
Spain 5% 6% 
Austria 3% 3% 
Russia 3% 0% 
The UK  2% 3% 
Belgium 2% 1% 
Czech Republic 1% 1% 
Poland 1% 2% 
Other countries11:  4% 3 % 
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reception area. When compared to the population, there were fewer responses from Russians, 

which could be explained by language problems. As none of the nations are heavily over/under 

represented there is no need to use finite population correction in the econometric analysis.  

4.3 Questionnaire 
 
Longer questionnaires filled out by the respondents were used to collect data. All questionnaires 

were handed face to face to the respondents, which might reduce the problem of non-reliable 

answers (Arrow et al. 1993) and motivate the respondents to answer the survey properly 

(Mitchell & Carson 1989). As I was the only person handing out the survey, the approach made 

it difficult to test for the “interviewer effect”, as proposed by the NOAA panel.  

 

The final questionnaire consisted of 48 questions and was separated into section A, B, C, D and 

E. When the respondents were approached in the reception, they were asked to fill out section: 

A, B and E before the whale safari trip, and section C & D upon the return. Despite complex 

instructions, 205 respondents completed the questionnaire sufficiently to be included in the 

sample. The respondents on the boat were asked to fill out the whole survey on the boat trip 

back to the harbor and 80 surveys were collected on the boat.   

 

Information regarding individual characteristics and preferences were collected both in section 

A and E. More sensitive personal information such as income and education was asked for in 

section E to avoid people dropping out of the survey early. In section A, I also collected 

information regarding travel, environmental concern of the respondent, and how important 

whale watching safari was for visiting the region.  

 

Expectations of the whale watching trip was filled out in section B, including questions 

regarding whether the participant had seen whales before, how close the participant expected to 

come to the whale, how many whales the participant expected to see, and what part or behavior 

of the whale did the participant expect to see.  

 

Section C included questions regarding the whale watching experience itself, such as perceived 

distance, number of whale sightings, other marine animals sighted, part or behavior of the whale 

seen, weather and wave conditions and satisfaction regarding the whale watch trip itself, number 

of boats, and perceived environmental concern conducted by the company. The instruction 

before part C, “if you have not attended a whale watch tour yet, please skip section C”, was 
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misunderstood by several of the whale watchers, as they interpreted this as whale watching 

experience prior to attending the whale safari. I discovered the problem early, and I tried to 

reduce the problem by explaining explicitly to the participants that they had now been on the 

whale safari trip, and could therefore fill out all the sections.  

 

Section D included few, but important questions, regarding satisfaction level of the Andøy 

region, travel budget and the contingent valuation question as discussed further in chapter 4.4 

below.  

 

4.4 Contingent Valuation Question 
 
The design of the contingent valuation study is critical in order to obtain valid responses (Hoyos 

& Mariel 2010).  

 
Definition of Study 

Arrow et al. (1993) emphasizes that if people are to give a reliable CV response, they must be 

well informed about the proposed change in attributes. As I am studying the willingness to pay 

for status quo, all respondents will have first hand experience of the measured product, reducing 

the need of detailed information.  

 

Hypothetical Scenario 

In order to conduct a valid CV study, it is necessary to generate a hypothetical scenario 

perceived as real by the respondent (Boardman et al. 2011; Mitchell & Carson 1989). To 

establish a realistic scenario, I asked the respondent to imagine a situation where the cost of 

operating the whale watching company increased, leading to increased ticket prices for whale 

watching. As respondents typically travelled in family groups, I decided to ask for total 

recreational value of the “household” rather than recreational value for the “individual”.  

 

As suggested by Lindhjem & Navrud (2009), I designed the questionnaire, the scenario and the 

payment vehicle, in order to make the respondent perceive the CV question as a family decision. 

After the pilot study, I decided to use the word “family” rather than “household”, as I observed 

respondents had different definitions and understandings of the word household. SSB`s 

definition of household; “people sharing the same fridge”, did not apply to what I wanted to 
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measure, as younger adults living outside of their parents house often travelled with their 

parents and shared the costs of the trip.  

 

Payment Vehicle 

The payment vehicle is an important component of the hypothetical scenario, giving a 

description of how the individual will pay or receive the amount measured using CV method. It 

is important that the respondent recognize the payment vehicles used (Mitchell & Carson 1989). 

Examples of payment vehicles are changes in taxes, changes in entrance fees, lump sum fee or 

changed costs. Some payment vehicles might generate unnecessary high rate of protest 

responses due to the fact that the respondent might protests against the payment vehicle itself 

(e.g. higher tax) (Alvarez & Larkin 2010; Huhtala 2004; Mitchell & Carson 1989), and not 

necessarily the suggested change in the provided ecosystem services.  

  

For the payment vehicle, I asked the respondent to state the highest increase in the costs of the 

family going whale watching the respondent would certainly accept from the stated payment 

cards. One drawback with the chosen payment vehicle is that participants typically answer their 

perceived “common level” of the price rather than their derived utility (Chung et al. 2011; 

Mitchell & Carson 1989; Navrud & Vondolia 2005). In addition, this payment vehicle might 

provoke protest responses towards the “policy” itself, as noted by Mitchell & Carson (1989). In 

this study, the understandability was, however, regarded as being more important than 

plausibility, and the chosen payment vehicle scores well on understandability by being easy to 

understand and providing a realistic hypothetical scenario. Another benefit is that the chosen 

payment vehicle does not allow for “free riding”, a well recognized problem within CV studies 

of environmental services (Mitchell & Carson 1989). The whole contingent valuation question 

with the payment card options is presented in figure 4-1 below.  

 

Obtaining Bids 

Even though several methods of performing the contingent valuation has been proposed and 

developed throughout the years, there are basically two methods used today; the dichotomous 

choice and the payment card (PC) method (Hanley & Barbier 2009). The payment card method 

displays several possible payment card options to the respondent, and lets the respondent choose 

the payment option his best representing their highest willingness to pay (Mitchell & Carson 

1989; Rowe et al. 1996), while dichotomous choice asks the participant if it he willing to pay 

one or multiple stated amounts.  
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Examining the characteristics of the whale watcher population and the whale watch product in 

the Andøy region, I found the payment card method to be a more appropriate method than 

dichotomous choice. The payment card method is less complex, requires a lower sample for 

statistical inference and can easily be integrated into a longer questionnaire. To avoid anchoring 

bias, which according to Mitchell & Carson (1989) and Arrow et al. (1993) might appear from 

ranges used within the payment card and the benchmark value, I used a decent number of 

payment cards that were exponentially distributed as suggested by Rowe et al. (1996).  

 

 
Figure 4-1: Contingent Valuation Question 

 

Follow up Question 

A follow up question was included in the questionnaire after the contingent valuation question, 

as suggested by Arrow et al. (1993) for respondents answering “zero” or “don´t know”, to 

eliminate some of the observations that should not be included in the analysis when their 

response is not a true zero willingness to pay (Boardman et al. 2011). 
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4.5 Dependent Variable 
 

The dependent variable in my study is the recreational value, i.e. consumer surplus, of whale 

watching, obtained from the stated payment card measured in euros12. A problem when using 

the payment card method is maximum willingness to pay is not directly derivable from the 

stated payment card (Huhtala 2004). To calculate average and total recreational value of whale 

watching, it is therefore necessary to make certain assumptions regarding respondent’s 

underlying maximum willingness to pay within the Payment Card (PC) interval, where the PC 

interval is defined as the interval between the stated payment card and the next (higher) payment 

card.  Three different assumptions are:  

 

I) The stated payment card is the respondent`s maximum WTP 

II) The midpoint of the PC interval card is the respondent’s maximum WTP 

III) The average respondent`s maximum willingness to pay is given by a probability 

distribution in the PC interval  

 

It is difficult to know for sure which assumption gives the most precise CS estimates, but earlier 

studies suggests the respondent chooses the payment card that lies closer to the maximum 

willingness to pay (Huhtala 2004). In the result chapter, all three assumptions are derived using 

different methods and specification of models to compare the results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

                                                
12 Currency exchange rate was set at: 1 EURO= 8 NOK based upon existing exchange rates in the end of June 2013 
and beginning of July 2013. Same currency exchange rate was used for TRAVELBUDGET and DISPINCOME. 
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4.6 Indicators of Recreational Value 
 

The independent variables displayed in table 4-2, serve as indicators for the underlying research 

questions and hypotheses derived in chapter 1.3. 

TABLE 4-2: Description of Independent Variables 

 

Socioeconomic variables are chosen based upon reviewed literature and economic theory. In 

order to allow for an inverted u-shape of age of respondent and CS, two variables for age was 

included in the econometric analysis, where age2 is the quadratic form of age. In addition to 

socioeconomic variables, the variables Ecological, decision and prevtrip where included with 

the purpose of deriving how unobservable characteristics of the respondents (preferences and 

tastes) affect CS. Ecological is meant to be a factor explaining the respondents’ WTP for nature 

and environmental concern. Decision was chosen as a variable meant to measure the interest of 

seeing whales. Prevtrip was also included as an independent variable meant to measure whether 

prior experience whale watching affects CS, due to potentially more realistic expectations.  

  

Variable  Description Expected 
 Socioeconomic Factors and Individual Preferences   
Dispincome Midpoint of household disposable interval categories + 
Education 1 if respondent’s highest education level is master degree or higher + 
Scandinavia 1 if being Scandinavian  - 
Children Number of children under 9 years old - / + 
Age 
Age2 

Age 
Age squared 

+ 
- 

Gender 1 if respondent is a female  - / + 
Ecological 
Decision 
Prevtrip 

1 if respondent is willing to pay more to buy ecological food 
1 if respondent decided to go whale watching at home before the vacation started 
1 if respondent have been on one or more whale watch trips prior to the whale 
watching trip in the Andøy region 

+ 
+ 

-/+ 

 Tour Specific Attributes  
Dist Midpoint of given distance categories  - 
Number Number of whale sightings + 
Badweather 1 if weather condition rated as bad or very bad - 
Crowding Number of surrounding boats on one whale - 
Badenviron 1 if respondent answer “disagree” or “strongly disagree” to question 33c.) - 
Seasickness 1 if respondent was seasick - 
 Expectations  
Expectdist 1 if expected distance>perceived distance to closest whale 

0 if expected distance< perceived distance to closest whale 
+ 

Expectnumb 
 

1 if expected number> number of whale sightings 
0 if expected number< number of whale sightings 

- 

 Characteristics of Travel  
Travelbudget Midpoint of given household travel budget categories + 
Birdsafari 1 if respondent plan to or have been on a bird safari, 0 otherwise + 
Prepaid 
Price 

1 if respondent has paid for the whale watching trip, 2 weeks or more ago 
Total price of whale watching for the family 

+ 
- 

Whaletour 1 if plan to do go on more than one whale watching trip in the region - 
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When it comes to tour specific attributes, most of the variables found to be important in 

explaining tourist satisfaction in the literature are quantified. This includes; number of whales 

(numb), perceived distance to whales (dist), experienced bad weather conditions (badweather), 

feeling seasick (seasickness), number of boats surrounding one whale or whale group 

(crowding) and perceived environmental concern of the whale watching company 

(environmental), are all included as independent variables in the initial econometric model. 

Finding decent quantitative variables for expectations vs. experience, on the other hand, were 

difficult. I ended up using two variables expectdist and expectnumb, meant to measure the 

impact on whale watchers recreational value if whale watch experience differentiated from 

expectations.   

 

I have also introduced a range of travel specific factors thought to influence CS of whale 

watching. From economic theory; Cost of whale watching (price), and budget constraint 

(travelbudget or income) are expected to impact recreational value. A finding by Alvarez & 

Larkin (2010) also suggests time of payment (prepaid) to be important in explaining reported 

WTP (i.e. CS). In addition, a variable for those planning to go or have been on more than one 

whale safari during their vacation in the Andøy region (whaletour), as Lyssenko & Martinez-

Espiñeira (2012) proposes a decreasing WTP for those who have been whale watching at the 

particular whale watch site before. In addition, I included a variable for those also planning to 

go on a bird safari while staying in the region, as an indicator of general interest in seeing nature 

(birdsafari).  

 

Even though several studies suggests controlling for potential substitutes of the recreational 

activity, a substitute factor was not included within this study as it was hard to derive a potential 

substitute of whale watching in the Andøy region.    
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4.7 Econometric Methods 
 

4.7.1 OLS Method 
 
The OLS model is widely applied as it provides easy interpretable parameters and gives the best 

linear unbiased estimators (BLUE) when the Gauss-Markovs assumptions are fulfilled 

(Wooldridge 2009). When characterized as a large sample, the underlying Gauss-Markovs 

assumptions are as follow:  

 

1.) Linear in parameters 

2.) Random sampling 

3.) No perfect collinearity 

4.) Zero mean and zero correlation 

5.) Homoscedasticity 

 
As discussed in section 4.2 it is already clear that there might be a problem a problem with 

assumption 2 regarding non-random sampling. However, for now the sample is assumed to be a 

random sample, as I find the sample to be quite representative for the population (see table 4-1). 

As will be discussed in the result chapter, a non-random sample bias can still arise if the 

respondents failing to provide answers to certain questions have significantly different 

characteristics than the respondents answering the questions properly(Wooldridge 2009). 

 

A problem appearing using the payment card method, as mentioned in section 4.5, is 

interpreting the real maximum willingness to pay which lies somewhere in the interval between 

the chosen payment card and the next payment card (Huhtala 2004). A solution is to assume 

maximum willingness to pay to be on average the midpoint between the stated payment card 

amount and the next payment card amount. However, the impossibility of answering a negative 

CS in the contingent valuation method still lead to biased OLS estimators as it violates Gauss-

Markovs assumption of zero conditional mean. According to Wooldridge (2009), if the 

dependent variable takes upon the value zero only in a few observations, OLS might still 

provide unbiased estimators. However, as the proportion of zero answers relative to positive 

answers increase, so does the problem of biased OLS, which affect the coefficients and the 

standard errors of the estimated independent variables.  
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4.7.2 Maximum Likelihood Methods 
 

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) methods are preferred to OLS methods when it comes 

to estimating discrete and non-negative variables (Navrud et al. 2008; Verbeek 2012). A variety 

of MLE methods exist, but tobit models are often applied when using data from the payment 

card method, as it has desirable features when a large chunk of the dependent variable is 

censored (Huhtala 2004). Another MLE method that takes account of censored variables is the 

interval regression model. The interval regression method also has a desirable feature as it 

assumes a normally distributed maximum willingness to pay in the PC interval. Tobit on the 

other hand is estimated based upon the same points as OLS (stated PC or midpoint of PC 

interval). Both MLE methods provide models linear in the parameters and unbiased estimates 

when the functional form is correctly specified and the variance is homoscedastic (Verbeek 

2012).   

 

Tobit Model 

 

A Tobit model can be specified as:  
 

!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!!! ! !!  (2) 

!Ι!!!"#$%&!!!! !!!  

! = !! if !! ! ! 

! ! !!!if !! ! ! 
  

Where !! is an underlying latent variable of the observed WTP variable, !!is a vector of all 

independent variables included in the model and !!is the unobserved heterogeneity (Verbeek 

2012). A change in !!  has a average partial effect (APE) upon outcome !! , given by the 

probability of having a positive outcome multiplied by the model’s coefficient (Verbeek 2012). 

If probability of positive WTP is close to one, the APE of !! is similar to !! of the OLS model 

(Wooldridge 2009). However, for discrete explanatory variables, like binary variables, the 

calculation of APE is more complex (Wooldridge 2009). As a larger share of the independent 

variables in my study are dummy variables (see table 4-2), and the purpose is to examine the 

impact of the factor on CS, I will mainly look at the signs of the coefficients in the estimated 

models.  
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Interval Regression Model 

The interval regression model can be specified as:  
  

!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!!! ! !!,  !Ι!!!"#$%&!!!! !!! (3) 

!!  = !! if !! ! ! 
 

Where!!! is the value of the dependent variable given the normality assumption in between the 

interval, !! is the constant term and !!is a vector of all independent variables included in the 

model. As the interval regression method is derived from the tobit estimation method (Huhtala 

2004), interpretation of coefficients and signs are the same as for the tobit method. 

 

Probit Model 

 

In addition to the MLE methods interval regression models and Tobit models, I will also use the 

MLE method, the Probit model, for two purposes:  

 

1.) To assess how the given influential factors affect probability of stating a positive CS. 

The dependent variable takes the value “1” if the respondent reports a positive CS and 

“0” if the respondent reports zero CS. 

 

2.)  To test whether those answering “don`t know” or “blank” has significant different 

personal characteristics than those answering “0” or “positive willingness” to pay. Here 

the dependent variable takes upon the value “1” if the respondent reports a “zero” or 

“positive” willingness to pay and “0” otherwise.  
 

The probit model can be derived from the latent variable !!:  
 

!!! ! !!!! ! !! ,  !Ι!!!"#$%&!!!! !!! (4) 

!! = 1 if !!! ! ! 

!! ! !!!if !!! ! ! 
  

Where !!!  is the latent variable defining ! , !!  is the constant term, !! is a vector of all 

independent variables included in the model and ! is the error term from the estimated model. If 

the explanatory variable is significant and positive, increasing this explanatory variable 

increases the probability of Y=1.   
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5. Results and Discussion 
 
In this chapter I will start out by discussing the sample properties with regard to statistical 

inference. Statistics regarding the whale watchers expectations and experience will also be 

presented briefly in this section. The main part of the chapter will however be dedicated to 

presenting and analyzing the statistics of the independent and dependent variable, performing 

econometric analysis, and discussing the results with respect to the research questions and 

hypotheses given in chapter 1.2. The latter part of the chapter will discuss limitation and validity 

of study.   

5.1 Sample Characteristics 
 
A proper sample size is necessary in order to interpret the responses. However, if the true 

population is a homogenous group, the sample size can be smaller (Johannessen et al. 2004).  

TABLE 5-1: Descriptive Statistics of Sample Characteristics 

 

The median household disposable income in the European union was 14 833 euros in 2011 

(Eurostat 2013). Viewing table 5-1, whale watchers in Norway seem to have a high income 

Variable  Distribution 
Disposable income 
0-20 000 euros 
21 000 - 40 000 euros 
41 000 – 60 000 euros 
61 000 – 80 000 euros 
81 000 – 100 000 euros 
101 000 – 120 000 euros 
Over 120 000 euros 

 
8% 

25% 
23% 
18% 
8% 
8% 
8% 

Age groups 
18 – 27 years old 
28 - 37  years old 
38 - 47  years old 
48 - 57  years old 
58 - 67  years old 
68 - 77  years old 

 
16% 
25% 
21% 
22% 
13% 
3% 

Education  
1 = Elementary school 
2 = High school 
3 = Bachelor degree 
4 = Master degree 
5 = PhD 

 
2 % 
22% 
32% 
34% 
11% 

Kids <10 years old 
0 kids 
1 kids 
2 kids 

 
92% 
7% 
1% 

Kids 10-17 years old 
0 kids 
1 kids 
2 kids 
3 kids 

 
79% 
13% 
7% 
1% 
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compared to the general European household. Travelling in Norway is expensive, which might 

explain why the majority of whale watchers have a decent income.  

 

While the age variable suggests that whale watchers are a heterogeneous population, most of the 

personal characteristics, such as nationality income, education level and number of kids indicate 

a homogenous population. According to the results from the limited time period of study, the 

typical whale watcher in the Andøy region is European, has a high income and education level, 

and travels without kids.  

5.2 Whale Watching Experience and Expectations 
 
Even though 96 % of the respondents reported “agreed somewhat” or “strongly agreed” to the 

statement, “I am satisfied with the whale watch tour”, only 60 % of the tourists reported their 

whale watching experience was exceeding their expectations. This result might indicate that the 

tourists having unrealistic expectations. More experienced whale watchers were expected to 

have more realistic expectations than less experienced whale watchers. As displayed under 

question 13) in Appendix A, about 40% of the tourists have been on at least one whale watching 

trip prior to their vacation in the Andøy region. Table 5-2 summarizes the differences between 

first time whale watchers and tourists that have been whale watching at least one time prior to 

the vacation in the Andøy region.  

TABLE 5-2: Expectations non-experienced vs. experienced whale watchers 
 Non-experienced Experienced 
Whale sightings 3,43  3,37 
Distance to whales 69 m 80 m 
Tail 77% 79% 
Head 34% 26% 
Back* 62% 72% 
Whole whale 19% 19% 
Jump 25% 19% 

Notes: the difference is significant at * p<0,1, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0.01 
 
As illustrated in table 5-2, expectations seem to be somewhat affected by whale watching 

experience. However, except from expectations regarding seeing the back of the whale, there are 

no significant differences in expectations between non-experienced whale watchers and 

experienced whale watchers. One possible explanation is the variety of whale species watched 

throughout the world at different locations. A respondent with whale watch experience from 

Hawaii during the humpback season is likely to have different expectations, compared to a 

whale watcher having seen sperm whales in New Zealand. Also, the experience from swimming 

with whales and dolphins is quite different from watching sperm whales from large boats in the 
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Andøy region. It is therefore interesting to compare the average whale watching experience with 

the expectations of the average whale watcher.   

TABLE 5-3: Experience vs. Expectations13 
 Experience Expected 
Whale sightings* 3,08 3,36 
Distance to whales*** 56 m  72 m 
Tail*** 94% 79% 
Head*** 47% 32% 
Back*** 93% 64% 
Whole whale* 10% 18% 
Jump*** 3% 23% 
Hours on boat 4,5  
Tourists seeing other whales 7,8%  
Number of boats 2  
Weather condition 4,2  
Waves condition 4  
Sea sickness 16%  
Notes: the difference is significant at * p<0,1, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0.01 
 

The results in table 5-3 reveal significant differences between whale watchers’ expectations and 

perceived whale watch experience. The average tourist expects to experience a higher number of 

whale sightings and staying further away from the closest whale compared to the average whale 

watching experience. Fewer tourists get to see the whole whale and the whale jumping than 

what was expected by the tourists themselves, while a higher proportion of tourists get to see the 

back, head and tail of the whale than expected.  

 

Especially noteworthy, 24% of the tourists expected to see the sperm whale jump (19% of the 

“experienced” whale watchers), indicating that both experienced and less experienced whale 

watchers lack information about typical sperm whale behavior. 3% report seeing a sperm whale 

jump even though no jumps where recorded by guides and researchers during my data collection 

period. One possible explanation for this finding is seeing other whale species jumping during 

the boat trip. In addition to sperm whales, the whale watching boats occasionally14 spotted 

several playful orcas and porpoises on the tour, while only one humpback and one fin whale was 

spotted in a very long distance on two separate boat trips throughout the whole field study 

period. In total this lead to 7,8% of the respondents seeing other whale species beside the sperm 

whale. At one trip, only orcas were spotted, explaining why some reported “0” whale sightings 

for the sperm whale.  Except from that one trip, sperm whales were located and observed at 

every single tour during the field study.  

                                                
13 Average of expectations differs slightly from table 5-2 because more observations are dropped in the paired t-test 
when using two variables instead of one.  
14 Orcas and porpoises were spotted on two boat trips each during the field study period.  
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An interesting finding is that tourists in general seem to be satisfied with weather and wave 

conditions despite experiencing several days with low temperature and heavy sea. The median 

value for weather condition is 5 (very good), and 4 (good) for wave conditions. This peculiar 

finding can be explained by tourists adjusting their weather expectations to typical local weather 

conditions (Jakobsen et al. 2011).  It is also interesting to note that 16% of the tourists reported 

feeling somewhat seasick during the tour. Whether seasickness affect the recreational value or 

not will be explored more in the econometric analysis.  

 

Number of boats is a measure (reported by researchers or myself) of the highest number of boats 

surrounding a whale or whale group at a given trip. Although the Andøy region is a relatively  

remote area with few whale watching companies compared to many other whale watching 

destinations, it is not uncommon having more than one whale watching boat watch the same 

whale at the same time. The average number of boats surrounding each whale or group of 

whales was found to be two within the period of study15.  A variable for number of boats will 

therefore be included in the econometric analysis to test the hypothesis on whether or not 

increased number of boats decreases recreational value. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
15 A larger time period within the time of study, only one whale was found in approachable distance from the 
mainland, compared to more normal conditions.  
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5.3 Consumer Surplus 
 

This section aims to derive and assess the sensitivity of the average consumer surplus. The 

distribution of the responses on the CV question is given in table 5-4.  

TABLE 5-4: Distribution of perceived CS from whale watching 

 

Zero Willingness to Pay 

83 of the respondents answered a zero marginal willingness to pay, i.e. responded they had a 

zero CS from whale watching. The NOAA panel’s (Arrow et al. 1993) suggestion of including a 

follow up question for those answering “0” or “don`t know” was implemented, and the reasons 

for answering “zero” willingness to pay, i.e. “zero” consumer surplus, are depicted in table 5-5. 

TABLE 5-5: Reasons for Answering Zero Willingness to Pay 
Reasons Freq. Distr. 
No response 10 12% 
(1) I don`t think the whale watch was worth the money 6 7% 
(2) We have already paid a lot of money to go whale watching 40 48% 
(3) We cannot afford spending more money in our travel budget  16 19% 
(4) I find it difficult to specify an amount 9 11% 
(5) Other reason, please specify 2 2% 

 

Reason (1) can be interpreted as a true zero willingness to pay, as the whale watcher do not 

think the whale watching experience is worth the money. Reason (1) might even indicate a 

negative willingness to pay, however, this is difficult to measure and state.  

 

Reason (2) can also be a true zero willingness to pay if the price paid for whale watching is the 

maximum WTP of the respondent. However, the response could also be a result of a protest 

CS Frequency Percentage 
No response 32 11% 
Don`t know 24 8% 
0  83 29% 
10 17 6% 
20 31 11% 
30 28 10% 
50 32 11% 
80 15 5% 
120 12 4% 
190 4 1% 
290 3 1% 
450 3 1% 
5000 1 0,4% 
SUM:  285 100% 
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against the payment vehicle (Alvarez & Larkin 2010; Huhtala 2004) or a protest against what 

the respondent perceive as a “fair” or “common” price (Chung et al. 2011; Navrud & Vondolia 

2005). If considered a protest response, 48% of the “zero” WTP responses should be excluded 

from the analysis. However, the difficulty of deriving whether it is a protest or a true zero 

willingness to pay makes it impossible to eliminate the protest answers from reason (2). This is 

a failure of the design of the questionnaire. To simplify and to avoid overestimation of CS, 

reason (2) is assumed to be a true zero WTP. However, a sensitivity analysis will be performed 

later in this section in order to review how much recreational value changes if excluding the 

zero responses answering reason (2).  

  

Reason (3) suggests a true zero WTP, as the household do not want to stretch their travel 

budget. Those answering reason (4) on the other hand, seems to be willing to pay more to go 

whale watching, but find it too difficult to specify an amount. Reason (4) is therefore interpreted 

as being a positive willingness to pay. Observations with a zero willingness to pay answering 

reason (4) in the follow up question are therefore excluded from all statistical models, as it is 

likely to underestimate mean CS from the sample. If some of the respondents answering reason 

(4) in reality has a zero WTP, this it not likely to have a major impact on my conclusion, as only 

11% of the respondents answering a zero WTP answered reason (4).   

 

Non- Item Responses  

Of the 285 responses, 32 did not answer the CV question and 24 answered “don`t know” (see 

table 6-4). These responses will be referred to as non-item responses, as the respondents fail to 

answer the CV question properly. From non-item responses, it is difficult to state whether the 

participant has a positive recreational value from whale watching or not, and the observations 

will therefore be excluded from all statistical models on recreational value, regardless of their 

reported reason. Excluding these responses, one does however assume the distribution of CS of 

non-item responses to be similar to the distribution of CS derived from “true” responses. A non-

random bias, in the form a self-selection bias, might therefore arise if the real distribution of CS 

for non-item responses is significantly different from those answering a true zero or positive CS. 

A self- selection bias occurs when certain characteristics of the population affects whether the 

respondent answer the question (survey) or not (Wooldridge 2009). E.g. those having a genuine 

interest in seeing whales are more likely to fill the whole questionnaire and are also likely to 

have a higher CS of whale watching.   
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One way to test whether those giving non-item responses differ from those answering the CV 

question, is by defining a probit model where the dependent variable takes upon the value 1 if 

there is a non-item response, and the value 0 if the respondent answers the CV question. 

Observations answering reason (4) are excluded from the sample, as it is uncertain whether 

reason (4) is a “protest”, “zero” or “positive” response. After excluding these observations, non-

item responses add up to 43 observations, while “true” responses add up to 220 observations. 

 

As shown in Appendix B, several probit models were estimated with a number of variables from 

economic theory and recreational value studies found to affect CS. The scandinavia variable is 

significant in model (2) and (3) at a 10% significance level, and in model (4) and (5) at a 5 % 

significance level with a negative sign. The result indicates that Scandinavians are more likely 

to respond a “true” CS, while non-Scandinavians are more likely to avoid the CV question. A 

potential explanation of these results could be that non-Scandinavians might perceive the 

questionnaire as being more complex due to language problems than Scandinavians. Another 

potential explanation is that while Scandinavians are used to Norwegian prices, non-

Scandinavians might perceive the Norwegian price level as not “fair” or “common” and might 

therefore refuse to respond to the CV question. If Scandinavians are later found to have a lower 

CS from whale watching than non-Scandinavians, as expected from reviewed literature, the 

average CS is underestimated.   

 

On the other hand, if those who do not answer the question properly in reality have a zero CS, or 

lower CS because they are less interested in seeing whales, excluding the non-item responses 

will lead to overestimated CS. In order to understand the consequences of excluding non-item 

responses if they in reality are “true” zero WTP, I will later explore how average CS is affected 

if non-item responses are considered zero CS in a sensitivity analysis.  

 

Positive Willingness to Pay 

A slight overweight of participants responds having a consumer surplus from whale watching 

(i.e. positive WTP) (51%). As suggested in section 5.3.1 there are different ways of interpreting 

the respondent’s consumer surplus from the stated payment card. Furthermore, there are two 

ways to derive the respondent’s average CS. If assuming either the stated amount of CS or the 

midpoint between the payment card interval to be the true CS of the respondent, one can 

calculate average CS from distribution of CS responses given in table 5-4. Using the OLS 
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method to estimate average CS from stated amount and midpoint of payment card interval also 

give the same result, as seen in appendix B.   

 

As mentioned in section 4.5, the exact CS is not directly derivable from the payment card 

interval, which supports the use of estimation methods to find the average CS. The interval 

regression method, assuming CS to be normally distributed between the stated payment card and 

the next, will be used to estimate average CS under assumption III. This might not be the real 

distribution of CS, but the impossibility of knowing the exact distribution makes it necessary to 

make an assumption. The estimate of the MLE method interval regression is computed by 

multiplying the estimated probability of a positive CS with the expected CS when assumed to be 

positive (Verbeek 2012)16.  
 

The three methods of deriving average CS are illustrated in table 5-6. Extreme observations that 

highly enlarge the CV estimate should be excluded from the final sample (Arrow et al. 1993). 

The observation responding a willingness to pay of 5000 euros in table 5-4 is therefore excluded 

from the final sample as I find it unlikely as a representative observation in my sample, and it 

skews the average CS upward17.  

TABLE 5-6: Consumer Surplus  

 

As seen in table 5-6, the different underlying assumptions leads to varying CS estimates. 

However, the differences can be regarded as relatively small, especially between the average CS 

of midpoint PC interval and the estimated average CS using interval regression (< 3 EUR). A 

large share of the respondents having a zero CS can explain the large standard deviations of CS 

in the stated amount and midpoint of PC interval. As maximum willingness to pay is likely to lie 

between the two payment card amounts (Huhtala 2004), the average CS obtained from using the 

midpoint in the PC interval is referred to as the average CS of the study. Figure 5-1 illustrates 

the cumulative density of CS, when excluding non-item responses and respondents stating a 

zero CS due to reason (4).  

 

                                                
16 MLE average CS: ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !!! ! !!. See Appendix 
17 See Appendix B for a more thorough discussion regarding the outlier observation.  

 Average  Median Min Max Std. Dev 
Stated amount (I) 40,41 EUR 20 EUR 0 450 68,73 
Midpoint of PC interval (II) 51,98 EUR 25 EUR 0 575 87,85 
Interval regression (III) 54,37 EUR     
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Sensitivity analysis 

As mentioned earlier in this section, the average CS estimates are also dependent upon 

underlying assumptions regarding non-item responses and potentially protest answers (reason 

(2)). A sensitivity analysis will therefore be performed in order to review how average CS 

changes if changing these assumptions. The “protest” responses referred to in table 5-7, are 

those 40 respondents stating reason (2) to explain their zero CS. 
 

In the ordinary scenario, the average CS, calculated by the midpoint of the PC interval in table 

5-6, is assumed to be the “true” average CS. In this scenario, only non-item responses are 

excluded from the sample. These non-item responses are therefore indirectly assumed to follow 

the same distribution of CS as is found in the defined sample.  
 

In scenario (2), non-item responses are included within the sample and are assumed to have a 

zero CS. This is the “worst case” scenario, as it indicates the most biased CS estimator if 

assuming scenario (1) when scenario (2) is the reality. However, the relative size of the bias is 

even in the “worst case” scenario not very large (20%).  
 

Scenario (3) assumes that non-item responses in reality has zero CS, while all those respondents 

responding reason (2) are protest responses, which in reality follows the same distribution of CS 

as the defined sample. If scenario (3) is the “real” situation, the relatively size of the CS bias 

would be relatively small (-7%).  
 

Scenario (4) is the scenario regarded as the most likely scenario second after scenario (1). In this 

scenario, both those not responding to the CV question (non-item responses) and those 

answering reason (2) for responding a zero CS is assumed to consist of both zero and positive 

CS responses, following the distribution of the defined sample.  

 

The result of the sensitivity analysis indicates that the average CS is quite robust to varying 

number of zero responses included in the analysis. From discussion earlier in this section, CS is 

more likely to be overstated than understated, suggesting that the real average CS lies 

somewhere in between scenario (1) and scenario (4) (52 EUR- 62 EUR).    

Table 5-7: Sensitivity Analysis of CS 
Scenario Number of “0” responses Average CS Changed CS 
(1) Ordinary (excluding only non-item responses) 74 51,98 EUR 0% 
(2) Including both “protest” and non-item responses 130 40,95 EUR - 20,36% 
(3) Excluding only “protest” responses  90 48,45 EUR -6,81% 
(4) Excluding “protest” and non-item responses  34 62,18 EUR +19,61% 
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5.4 Independent variables 
 
The final sample consists of 219 observations after all “don’t know” answers, blank responses, 

and “zero” responses answering reason (4) on the follow up question and the outlier were 

excluded from the initial sample. The summary statistics of the independent variables in the 

final sample depicted in table 5-8 shows that while questions regarding socioeconomic variables 

have a relative high response rate, questions regarding tour specific variables had a lower 

response rate.  

TABLE 5-8: Summary statistics of independent variables 
Variable  N18 Mean SD19 
Dispincome 219 52 879 35 667 
Education 208 0,76 0,43 
Scandinavian 219 0,25 0,43 
Children 219 0,10 0,36 
Age 212 42 13,26 
Age2 212 1918 1158 
Gender 213 0,49 0,50 
Ecological 219 0,81 0,39 
Decision 219 0,65 0,47 
Prevtrip 219 0,41 0,49 
Whaletour 219 0,05 0,21 
Dist  191 53,53 42,04 
Number 211 3,12 0,90 
Crowding 210 2,04 1,13 
Badenviron 197 0,13 0,33 
Badweather 195 0,04 0,19 
Seasickness 195 0,14 0,35 
Expectnumb 183 0,39 0,49 
Expectdist 180 0,34 0,48 
Travelbudget 213 3032 1803 
Birdsafari 218 0,22 0,41 
Prepaid 212 0,10 0,30 
Price 217 242,77 95,63 

 

No problems with multicollinearity were detected between the chosen independent variables 

(see Appendix B). Inspecting the independent variables versus recreational value, price has a 

clear outlier as depicted in Appendix B. Looking at the outlier observation, I recognize this 

observation from my field study, as it was a household going to the Andøy region solely for the 

purpose of whale watching, and therefore included the entire costs of the trip as the “price of 

whale watching”. I therefore decided to exclude the price outlier observation in the econometric 

                                                
18 N= Number of responses on the question related to the independent variable in final sample 
19 SD= Standard deviation 
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analysis of influential factors of CS, as it is likely to disturb the marginal effects of price on 

recreational value.  

5.5 Estimating Recreational Value of Whale Watching 
 
As 34% of the final sample responds a zero willingness to pay, OLS models are likely to give 

biased and inconsistent estimates and standard errors. The two MLE methods, interval 

regression method and tobit models, will thus be used to derive which factors influences the CS 

of whale watching.  

 

Reviewed literature and economic theory does not give recommendations regarding which 

functional form to use when using the PC method. However, both Huthala (2004) and Navrud & 

Mungatana (1994) find the semi-log functional form, where the dependent variable is in log 

form, to fit their data best. Estimated density plots of midpoint CS and interval CS in this study 

also indicates the semi-log model, where the dependent variable is in log form, to be the correct 

functional form of my data (see Appendix B). I will therefore use semi-log models where the CS 

is in log form. Running several models using both the Tobit method and the interval regression 

method, I find that the two methods provide similar results with regard to significance level, 

signs and coefficients. Interval regression models will therefore be displayed to a larger degree 

in this chapter. Whether using OLS estimation method or using other functional forms affects 

the results derived from the semi-log MLE models will be briefly discussed in section 5.7. 

5.5.1 Original Models 
 
In total, 15 interval regression semi-log models and 15 Tobit semi-log models were estimated 

with different combinations of independent variables. These models will later be referred to as 

the original models. Exclusion of independent variables was based upon significance level and 

number of observations (see Appendix B for a more detailed explanation). The model best fit to 

the sample is the model that has the lowest AIC value (Gujarati & Porter 2009). The AIC 

criterion finds the initial model (lintreg1) to have the best fit to the observations in the model. 

However, 90 observations are excluded from the initial model, due to missing data on several of 

the independent variables, suggesting a “good fit to the sample” cannot be interpreted as a good 

fit to the representative sample of 218 observations. 

 

An increasing number of observations made it necessary to exclude several of the independent 

variables, which on the other hand might lead to omitted variable bias. In order to increase the 
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number of observations and include the most important independent variables, the fifteenth 

model was run on all the independent variables that had been significant at least at a 10% 

significance level in one or several of the previous regressed models. The final model still had a 

relatively low number of observations (N=159).  

TABLE 5-9: Original CS Model (lintreg 15) 

Notes: Except from dispincome and age, all independent variables included in lintreg 15 are significant at p<0,10.  

 

Reviewing table 5-9, several of the influential factors included in the econometric analysis is 

found to have a significant impact on CS. In order to obtain the robustness of these findings, one 

should compare the results with the other original models derived, with different number of 

observations and number of independent variables. The results and how they relate to reviewed 

literature and economic theory will be discussed in section 5.6. First, I will however focus on 

understanding how the influential factors impact CS, as the individual decision of stating CS can 

be separated into two decisions: 

 

(1) Whether to state a positive CS or not 

(2) If stating a positive CS, what is the size of the CS 

 

The impact of an influential factor on CS will therefore be a net impact from these two 

“decisions”. Some factors might be important in explaining the probability of answering a 

positive CS (1), while other factors might be important in explaining size of CS when the 

respondent has decided to state a positive CS (2). Two types of models will be derived to 

examine how influential factors affect these two decisions. First, I will derive probit models to 

examine which factors impact the individual decision of whether to state a positive CS or not 

torsdag 31. oktober 2013 10.34   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

Interval regression                               Number of obs   =        159
                                                  LR chi2(14)     =      53,40
Log likelihood = -361,07704                       Prob > chi2     =     0,0000

                   Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

  dispincome      -0,000      0,000    -0,13   0,893       -0,000       0,000
 scandinavia       0,923      0,478     1,93   0,054       -0,015       1,860
         age       0,142      0,109     1,30   0,194       -0,072       0,356
        age2      -0,002      0,001    -1,49   0,137       -0,004       0,001
  ecological       0,956      0,550     1,74   0,082       -0,123       2,035
   whaletour      -2,539      1,203    -2,11   0,035       -4,897      -0,182
        dist       0,011      0,006     1,94   0,052       -0,000       0,022
      number       0,617      0,266     2,32   0,020        0,096       1,139
    crowding      -0,346      0,190    -1,82   0,069       -0,720       0,027
  badweather      -3,217      1,535    -2,10   0,036       -6,225      -0,209
  expectdist       1,610      0,476     3,39   0,001        0,678       2,542
  birdsafari       1,370      0,496     2,76   0,006        0,397       2,343
     prepaid       2,876      0,680     4,23   0,000        1,544       4,209
       price      -0,005      0,003    -1,89   0,059       -0,010       0,000
       _cons      -2,954      2,670    -1,11   0,269       -8,188       2,280

    /lnsigma       0,871      0,077    11,32   0,000        0,720       1,022

       sigma       2,390      0,184                         2,055       2,780

  Observation summary:        56  left-censored observations
                               0     uncensored observations
                               0 right-censored observations
                             103       interval observations
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(1). These probit models will be referred to as the zero vs. positive CS models. I will then go on 

to derive interval regression models to examine which factors impact the reported size of CS 

among those who have already responded a positive CS (2). These interval regression models 

will be referred to as the positive CS models.  

5.5.2 Zero vs. Positive CS 
 
All independent variables presented in table 5-8 were initially included as explanatory variables 

in the probit model regressing zero vs. positive CS. As mentioned in section 4.7.2, the 

dependent variable takes the value “1” if the respondent state a positive CS. The uncertainty 

regarding which factors affect the probability of responding a positive CS, made it desirable to 

run several models. The models were derived from the initial model with respect to significant 

variables, insignificant variables and number of observations. The five probit models with the 

lowest p-value score (Prob>chi2) are displayed in table 5-12.  

TABLE 5-10: Zero vs. Positive CS 

Notes: the independent variable impact on recreational value is significant at * p<0,1, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0.01 
 

The variable prepaid was dropped by STATA when included in the models with the message 

that prepaid predicts the dependent variable perfectly. Using the tab command in STATA, I 

found 20 out of 21 respondents having paid at least two weeks in advance to have a positive 

recreational value. This finding hence indicates that those paying the whale watch trip at least 

fredag 25. oktober 2013 16.42   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

    Variable    probit1        probit2        probit4        probit5        probit8     

  dispincome      -0,00                          0,00           0,00           0,00     

   education      -0,36                         -0,02                                   

 scandinavia       0,18                          0,58*          0,47*          0,32     

    children       0,20                          0,20                                   

         age       0,06                         -0,01                          0,06     

        age2      -0,00                          0,00                         -0,00     

      gender       0,48           0,18           0,29           0,14                    

  ecological       0,66*          0,49*          0,59**         0,48*          0,47**   

    decision       0,03                         -0,15                                   

    prevtrip      -0,21                         -0,18                         -0,21     

   whaletour      -2,33**        -2,20***       -2,24***       -1,96***       -0,67     

        dist       0,01**         0,00                                                  

      number       0,26           0,26*          0,30**         0,23*                   

    crowding      -0,15          -0,14          -0,12          -0,15                    

  badenviron      -1,04**        -0,34                                                  

  badweather      -1,26          -0,82                                                  

 seasickness      -0,43                                                                 

  expectnumb       0,00                                                                 

  expectdist       1,37***        0,63**                                                

travelbudget      -0,00                          0,00                                   

  birdsafari       1,48***        0,72**         1,11***        0,66**         0,60**   

     prepaid  (omitted)      (omitted)      (omitted)      (omitted)                    

       price      -0,00          -0,00*         -0,00*         -0,00*                   

       _cons      -1,66          -0,34          -0,47          -0,34          -1,24     

           N        116            138            159            172            211     

          ll     -55,37         -77,30         -87,44        -100,31        -126,70     

         aic     156,75         178,59         208,87         220,63         271,40     

        chi2      47,26          30,14          35,89          26,43          17,46     

           p       0,00           0,00           0,00           0,00           0,03     

                                                      legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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two weeks in advance are more likely to state a positive CS. The rest of the findings of the zero 

vs. positive CS models will be presented and discussed under each hypothesis in section 5.6. 

55.3 Positive CS models 
 
In the positive CS models, only the respondents with positive CS are included in the 

econometric analysis. After excluding all zero CS responses, there are only 144 observations left 

in the sample. Insignificant statistical relationships due to insufficient variation in the variable 

(Walsh 1986), and an increased possibility of drawing wrong conclusions due to outliers 

(Johannessen et al. 2004), are two drawbacks with an even smaller sample. It is therefore 

especially important to be aware of the robustness of the significance and signs of the variables 

in the positive CS models. Table 6-11 displays five of the fifteen positive recreational value 

models derived having the lowest AIC with respect to different number of observations. Like 

the other models derived, the findings will be presented and discussed in section 5.6. 

TABLE 5-11: What Factors determines the Size of Positive Recreational Value? 

Notes: the independent variable impact on recreational value is significant at * p<0,1, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0.01 
 

 

 
 
 

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 11.38   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table lintregpos1 lintregpos2 lintregpos6 lintregpos11 lintregpos15, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable  lintregpos1    lintregpos2    lintregpos6    lintregpos11   lintregpos15  

model        

  dispincome       0,00*          0,00***        0,00**         0,00**         0,00**   

   education      -0,27          -0,18                                                  

 scandinavia       0,01                                                                 

    children      -0,01                                                                 

         age       0,15***        0,15***        0,12***        0,10***        0,11***  

        age2      -0,00***       -0,00***       -0,00***       -0,00***       -0,00***  

      gender      -0,26          -0,37**                                      -0,27*    

  ecological      -0,11                                                                 

    decision       0,39**         0,29*                         0,23*          0,17     

    prevtrip      -0,28          -0,16                                                  

   whaletour       0,89           1,12**         0,99*                         1,07*    

        dist       0,01**         0,00*          0,00                          0,00*    

      number       0,23*          0,19*          0,11                          0,15*    

    crowding      -0,02                                                                 

  badenviron       0,22                                                                 

  badweather      -0,95          -0,74                                                  

 seasickness      -0,09                                                                 

  expectnumb      -0,25          -0,17                                                  

  expectdist       0,41*          0,24                                         0,20     

travelbudget       0,00                                                                 

  birdsafari       0,19                                                                 

     prepaid       0,23                                                                 

       price      -0,00          -0,00                                                  

       _cons       0,17           0,27           0,77           1,58**         0,74     

lnsigma      

       _cons      -0,40***       -0,36***       -0,30***       -0,30***       -0,31***  

Statistics                                                                              

           N         79             89            120            136            111     

          ll    -143,42        -164,45        -229,54        -260,63        -210,46     

         aic     336,84         360,89         475,07         533,26         442,93     

        chi2      44,54          38,53          22,92          17,21          28,68     

                                                      legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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5.6 Discussion of Findings 

5.6.1 Estimated Recreational Value of Whale Watching Safaris in the Andøy Region 
 
Research Question 1: What is the Recreational Value of Commercial Whale Watching at 
the Most Visited Norwegian site; the Andøy Region in Vesterålen? 
 

H: 11) What is the average consumer surplus per household per day (i.e. activity 
day) of commercial whale watching safaris in the Andøy region? 

 
Under different assumptions regarding maximum WTP (introduced in section 4.5), the average 

CS from whale watching ranges from from 40,41 EUR to 54,37 EUR per household per day. 

The average CS calculated by the midpoint of the PC intervals was 51,98 EUR, and was very 

close to the CS estimate given by the interval regression method. As the true maximum WTP 

lies between the two amounts given by the PC interval (Huhtala 2004), the midpoint average CS 

was regarded as being the best predictor of true maximum CS. As shown in Appendix B, the 

midpoint average CS ranges from 40- 64 EUR in a 95% confidence interval. This estimate is not 

comparable to CS estimates of whale watching from other recreational valuation studies, as 

price of whale watching, and the attributes of the whale watch experience, are not the same 

between different whale watching sites.  
 

H: 12) What is the total annual consumer surplus in 2013 from commercial whale 
watching safaris in the Andøy region (i.e. aggregated over all tourists)? 

 
Comparable to other studies conducted on recreational value of whale watching (e.g. Hoagland 

& Meeks 2000; Leeworthy & Wiley 2003; Loomis et al. 2000; Loomis & Larson 1994), the 

study finds whale watching to generate significant non-market values in addition to the net 

economic values generated (e.g. producer surplus). Aggregating the average CS estimates to 

total annual consumer surplus in 2013, can however only be performed under certain 

assumptions regarding representativeness of the sample and the validity of the CS responses. 

These assumptions will be further discussed under chapter 5.9. For now, a representative sample 

and valid CS responses are assumed. Under these assumptions, the total annual recreational 

value from whale watching during the summer season 2013 in the Andøy region was estimated 

to 288 748 EUR20. CS of whale watching safaris offered during the winter season, is not 

included in this estimate, as natural conditions and whale watchers at winter season might not be 

comparable at to the summer season.   

 

 
                                                
20 Assuming 5555 households /families went whale watching in the summer season 2013.  
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The cumulative distribution of the CS responses can be used to derive how the demand of whale 

watching safaris in the Andøy region, during the summer season, is affected by a price increase. 

Figure 5-1, illustrates how a price increase of 15 EUR per household could decrease demand 

with approximately 34%. This finding indicates that even if some of the CS can be converted 

into PS, the effect from decreased quantity sold is likely to be higher than the higher revenues 

generated by increasing the price. Providing as an example; if increasing the price by 15 EUR, 

the decreased revenues from a 34% reduced demand must be less than 54 995 EUR21, in order 

for the price increase to have a net positive impact on revenues. This implies that the average 

price of household per day of whale watching has to be less than 29,13 EUR22, which is 

regarded as highly unlikely, as the average price per household of whale watching in this study 

was calculated to 243 EUR. However, from the sensitivity analysis performed in section 5.3 and 

earlier discussions, the demand for whale watching are likely to be less sensitive than 

demonstrated in this section.  

 
Figure 5-1: Cumulative CS responses 
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5.6.2 Which Factors Influences the Recreational Value of Whale Watching? 
 

Table 5-12 summarizes results on independent variables’ impact on recreational value in the 

three different types of models estimated: original models, zero vs. positive models and positive 

CS models. The original models are the models where both “zero” and “positive” CS responses 

are included in an interval regression econometric analysis to determine which factors influence 

CS. However, as mentioned earlier, the relationship between influential factors and CS are 

expected to derive from two underlying decisions of the individual; i.) the decision of whether to 

state a positive CS or not, derived in zero vs. positive models, and ii.) the decision of size of 

positive CS if deciding to state a positive CS, derived in positive CS models.  

TABLE 5-12: Summarize - Which Factors Influences CS from Whale Watching 

  Notes: 0 = Insignificant in all derived models 
+ = significant (p<0,10) and positive in at least one of the derived models 
- = significant (p<0,10) and negative in at least one of the derived models, 
!!= Unexpected finding from reviewed literature.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hypotheses Description ORIGINAL  ZERO vs. POSITIVE CS POSITIVE CS  
H21 HIGHER INCOME + + + 
H22 HIGHER EDUCATION 0 0 0 
H23 SCANDINAVIANS !! + + 0 
H24 CHILDREN (<9 years old)  0 0 0 
H25 AGE  + / - +/- +/- 
H26 GENDER 0 0 - 
H27 INTEREST (DECISION) 0 0 + 
H28 WTP FOR NATURE + + 0 
H29 EXPERIENCE 0 0 0 
H31 DISTANCE!!! + + + 
H32 NUMBER + + + 
H33 WEATHER - 0 0 
H34 SEASICKNESS 0 0 0 
H35 CROWDING - 0 0 
H36 ENCOUNTER 

MANAGEMENT 
0 - 0 

H41 EXPECTED DISTANCE + + + 
H42 EXPECTED NUMBER + 0 0 
H51 TRAVEL BUDGET 0 0 0 
H52 PLANNED WHALE TOURS - - + 
H54 PREPAID + + 0 
H55 PRICE - - - 
H53 BIRD SAFARI + + 0 
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Research Question 2: How do Socioeconomic Factors and Individual Preferences explain 
Recreational Value of Whale watching? 
 

According to Walsh (1986), socioeconomic factors such as income, age, education, gender and 

household composition are highly significant in determining participation rate of certain 

recreational activities. Mathieu et al. (2000), on the other hand, finds the nationality of the 

respondents to be the only significant socioeconomic factor in explaining CS of marine parks in 

Seychelles. Other factors included in the model could thus be more important in explaining 

recreational value than socioeconomic factors (Mathieu et al. 2000).  

 

H: 21) Income is positively related to recreational value  

As economic theory suggests, a positive relationship between income and consumer surplus for 

normal goods, households with higher disposable income were expected to have a higher CS of 

whale watching. Comparable to several of the studies reviewed (e.g. Alvarez & Larkin 2010; 

Huhtala 2004; Reynisdottir et al. 2008), households with a higher disposable income had a 

significant higher CS of whale watching in several of original models derived. However, this 

result could not be considered robust in models including less than 208 observations. In models 

with lower number of observations, the increased disposable income of the household did not 

have a statistically impact on CS. One explanation is that other factors could be more important 

in explaining recreational value than income (Mathieu et al. 2000). Another explanation is; 

insufficient variation in variables in smaller samples can cause less significant or insignificant 

statistical relationships (Walsh 1986). I do however suspect insignificant statistical relationship 

between income and CS in some models to result from a homogenous sample with regard to 

income, potentially leading to less variation in the smaller samples. 

 

Examining households’ disposable income’s impact on the two underlying decisions of stating 

CS, might be useful in order to understand the robustness of the relationship between income 

and CS. While disposable income of household does not impact the probability of responding a 

positive CS, among those stating a positive CS, a higher disposable income of the household 

significantly increases the size of CS in all positive CS models derived. This result strengthens 

hypothesis H: 21) Income is positively related to recreational value.  
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Income Elasticity 

It is also interesting to derive the income elasticity of the CS of whale watching, as it states how 

sensitive the CS from and indirectly demand of whale watching is to a change in the 

household’s disposable income. The income elasticity is defined as “the percentage change in 

recreational value due to one percent change in income” 23.  Both gross income elasticity and net 

income elasticity will be estimated. The gross income elasticity is given by regressing log of the 

independent variable LDISPINCOME on log of CS. The gross income elasticity gives the gross 

effect of one percent increase in income on CS when other independent variables are not 

controlled for.  

TABLE 5-10: Gross Income Elasticity  

 
According to the results shown in table 5-10, one percent increase in household disposable 

income increases CS with 0,38% (± 0,37%). The result is slightly smaller compared to Walsh’s 

(1986) result, where income elasticity of demand varies in between 0,31- 0,5 for selected 

recreational activities in the U.S. (pp. 267).  

 

The net income elasticity is given by the marginal effect of income elasticity when controlling 

for other independent variables potentially explaining CS. Three partially log functional models 

were estimated to derive net income elasticity24  

TABLE 5-11: Net Income Elasticity 
 Coefficient Std. error z P>z Confidence Interval (95%) 

Lgint3 0,13 0,08 1,79 0,07 -,0131 0,2831 

Lgint5 0,11 0,07 1,66 0,10 -,0198 0,2367 

Lgint6 0,11 0,07 1,72 0,09 -,0159 0,2400 

 

                                                
23 Note: This is not the ordinary income elasticity (for a private good) but the income elasticity of WTP (for a 
public good). 
24 The models were chosen from the later derived partially log functional models.  

                                                                              
       sigma     1,971557   ,0994988                      1,785877    2,176541
                                                                              
    /lnsigma     ,6788233   ,0504671    13,45   0,000     ,5799096    ,7777371
                                                                              
       _cons    -1,426058   2,057132    -0,69   0,488    -5,457962    2,605847
 ldispincome     ,3760122   ,1904916     1,97   0,048     ,0026555    ,7493689
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood = -515,87259                       Prob > chi2     =     0,0495
                                                  LR chi2(1)      =       3,86
Interval regression                               Number of obs   =        197
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The results of the partially log models suggest that when controlling for other influential factors, 

a 1% increase in income leads to a 0,13% increase in CS (! 0,13%)25. The reason why gross 

income elasticity is higher than net income elasticity, is that including other influential factors 

makes it possible for the estimation model to attribute some of the changes in CS to other 

influential factors. The income elasticity is overall found to be positive but low when controlling 

for a number of other influential factors. A homogenous population with regard to income can 

explain the result. The result supports hypothesis H: 21, and indicates that consumer surplus of 

whale watching, and indirectly demand of whale watching, is affected by changes in household 

disposable income. Moreover, the result also indicates that whale watching is not an inferior 

good, as suggested by Hoagland & Meeks (2000), in the Andøy region. 

 
H: 22) Higher education is positively related to recreational value 

 
None of the performed econometric models find a significant relationship between higher 

education and CS. Education level is neither found to impact the decision to state a positive CS, 

nor the variation in positive CS. This result is unexpected as a number of recreational value 

studies find a positive relationship between higher education and recreational value (Huhtala 

2004; Navrud & Mungatana 1994; Reynisdottir et al. 2008), higher education and demand of 

whale watching (Hoagland & Meeks 2000) and higher education and participation rate of 

recreational activities (Libosada 2009; Walsh 1986).  

 

As a high proportion of the sample has completed at least a bachelor degree (75%), this it 

doesn’t correspond to Duffus & Dearden (1990) and Catlin & Jones’ (2010) hypothesis; whale 

watching is becoming a more common activity for people in general. The finding thus indicates 

that even though not significant in explaining variation in recreational value from whale 

watching in the Andøy region, higher education is positively related to the participation rate of 

whale watching, as found by Libosada (2009). I therefore suspect the homogenous whale 

watcher population, with respect to education level, to explain the insignificance of education 

level in explaining CS. However, another potential explanation is an error in the questionnaire 

design, where education level might be overstated for some participants due to a missing 

category for “other education”.  The overall finding does however suggest that H:22) can be 

rejected.  

                                                
25 The true value of LOGDISPINCOME lies between a 95% confidence interval from -0,13% to 2,8% with 93% 
certainty (confidence level).  
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H: 23) Scandinavians have a lower willingness to pay for whale watching than non-
Scandinavians 
 

Scandinavians were expected to have a lower WTP than non-Scandinavians, as Scandinavian on 

average spend less on their vacation in Norway than other Europeans (Thrane & Farstad 2012a), 

and are used to the common access right to natural resources (Huhtala 2004). This might reduce 

their WTP for natural attractions (Reynisdottir et al. 2008). The result in the original model is 

therefore surprising, as Scandinavians are found to have a significant higher CS than non-

Scandinavians in 10 out of 18 original models derived. 

 

Examining the result more closely, the thesis finds Scandinavians to have a higher probability of 

stating a positive recreational value (see table 5-10). However, among those willing to state a 

positive CS, Scandinavians do not have a significantly different CS than non-Scandinavians (see 

table 5-11). Moreover, it was found in section 5.3 that Scandinavians had a lower probability of 

giving a non-item response. The finding from the two decision models, and the derived smaller 

probability of Scandinavians stating a non-item response, could indicate that some of the given 

zero responses in reality are “protest” answers. As discussed in section 5.3, non-Scandinavians 

are less used to the Norwegian price level than Scandinavians, and might therefore be more 

likely to object to a price increase. The average CS is underestimated if this hypothesis is 

correct. Overall, the results indicate that H: 23) can be rejected, as the result indicates that 

Scandinavians have a higher CS than non-Scandinavians.   

 

H: 24) Households with children under 9 years old have a lower perceived 
recreational value  

 
There were no clear expectations regarding how number of children in the travel party affected 

CS, as none of the reviewed studies on recreational value have focused on this factor. The 

results from the number of econometric models performed indicate that number of children does 

not seem to affect the CS. Neither does number of children seem to impact the decision to state 

a positive CS, or affect the size of positive CS among those stating a positive CS. The results 

thus indicates that H: 24) can be rejected. Furthermore, an implicit indication of the result is that 

the lower price level for children at the whale watching companies seems to be appropriate.  
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H: 25) Age affects recreational value  
 
Reviewing literature on how the age of the respondent impact CS and WTP, younger 

respondents are expected to have a higher CS than older respondents (Alvarez & Larkin 2010; 

Reynisdottir et al. 2008). I included two age variables in the econometric analysis; age and 

age2, to review whether increasing age could impact CS differently at two different stages of 

life. The result from several of the original models indicates a significant relationship between 

age and CS, which takes an inverted u-shape form. The result indicates; up to a certain age level, 

increased age increases CS, while after a certain age level, increased age decreases CS. Plotting 

CS against age can also reveal the inverted u-shape relationship, as seen in figure 5.2. From 

figure 5.2, it seems like those between 40-50 year olds, have the highest CS from whale 

watching. 

 

 

Figure 5-2: STATA print of plots of age vs. CS  
 
The robustness of the finding is however somewhat sensitive to changes in the models with 

regard to number of included influential factors and observations. The age variables was only 

found to be significant in 4/16 MLE models estimated. Furthermore, age of respondent does not 

seem to impact the decision of whether to state a positive CS or not. However, among those 

stating a positive CS, the age of the respondent is found to have a robust and significant impact 

on size of CS in most of the models derived. The overall findings thus supports H: 25), age of 

respondent impact the recreational value of whale watching.  
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H: 26) Gender can explain variation in recreational value 
 

Because the participant is supposed to take account of the total recreational value of the 

family/household when responding to the CV question, I did not expect the gender of the 

respondent to be important in explaining variation in recreational value. The results of the 

original models support hypothesis H: 26. The finding is both comparable and contrary to the 

literature, as some studies find gender to affect demand of recreational activity (Loomis et al. 

2000) or the participation rate of outdoor recreation (Walsh 1986), while a large number of 

studies reviewed find gender to be insignificant in explaining variation in recreational value 

(Mathieu et al. 2000; Mmopelwa et al. 2007; Navrud & Mungatana 1994; Reynisdottir et al. 

2008). As gender was not found to have a statistical impact on CS in any of the original models 

derived, it was surprising that gender was found to be significant in explaining size of CS of 

those reporting a positive CS. The result indicates that among those stating a positive CS; men 

have a significantly higher CS than women. Even though gender is not found to explain 

variation CS in original models, H: 26) cannot be rejected as gender seems to impact the size of 

positive CS.    

 

H: 27) People with a greater interest in seeing whales has a higher recreational 

value of whale watching 
 

Whether the respondent planned to go whale watching going on vacation or not, was meant to 

measure the person’s interest of seeing whales, which according to Loomis et al. (2000) had a 

significant positive impact on number of trips to the whale watch site. However, whether the 

respondent has decided to go whale watching before going on vacation was not found to have a 

significant impact on CS in the original models derived. A potential explanation is that while the 

whale watching activity itself seemed to be the main draw for many of the visitors in Loomis et 

al. (2000) study, a larger part of the tourists going to the Andøy region is on a longer vacation in 

Norway, where whale watching constitutes only a small part of the vacation (Normann 2012).  

 

However, examining the variation in CS among those reporting a positive CS, those deciding to 

go on a whale watch before going on vacation are found to have a significant higher CS than 

others in three out of ten models derived. The results indicates that hypothesis H: 27), should not 

be rejected, as interest in seeing whale seems to explain some of the variation in positive CS.  
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H: 28) Tourists willing to pay a positive amount to conserve nature, have a higher 

recreational value  
 

The respondents declaring they on regularly basis buy ecological food, even when ecological 

food is more expensive, were expected to have a higher CS, as they were considered to be more 

interested in nature and have a more positive attitude towards paying for nature. The results of 

the original models support the hypothesis, as respondents buying ecological food are found to 

have a statistically higher CS than others in 23 out of 24 models derived. The result is quite 

robust with regard to both varying number of observations (N= 128-216), and variety of other 

influential factors included within the model. Reynisdottir et al. (2008) obtained a somewhat 

similar result. Reynisdottir et al. (2008) found those having paid an entrance fee to natural 

attractions prior to the visit had a significant higher WTP for entrance fee.  

 

Furthermore, those being willing to pay extra for ecological food are also found to have a higher 

probability of stating a positive CS. However, among those reporting a positive CS, willingness 

to pay for ecological food does not impact the variation in positive CS. The results of the 

original models could be explained by, those being willing to pay more for ecological food have 

preferences increasing their probability of stating a positive CS. The overall finding thus 

supports H: 28).  

 

H: 29) Prior experience whale watching affects recreational value 
 

How prior experience of whale watching affects CS is uncertain, as it depends on a net impact 

from higher general interest in seeing whales (+) and a decreasing marginal utility (-). Lyssenko, 

N. & Martinez-Espiñeira (2012) found people having experienced whale watching from other 

whale watching sites to have a higher WTP for conserving the whale species in Newfoundland 

and Labrador, Canada. Reynisdottir et al. (2008) find number of visits to natural attractions in 

general to be insignificant in explaining WTP for recreational activity. This study thus support 

the finding by Reynisdottir et al. (2008), as none of the performed econometric models find 

prior experience of whale watching to impact recreational value. The result can be related to the 

finding in section 5.2, where more experienced whale watchers do not have significantly 

different expectations than less experienced whale watchers. The null hypothesis; more 

experienced whale watchers does not have different recreational value than less experienced 

whale watchers, cannot be rejected hence suggesting hypothesis H: 29) to be rejected.  
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Research question 3: How does tour specific attributes affect the recreational value of 
whale watchers?  
 
As recognized by Walsh (1986), the demand curve of a site can be affected by site-specific 

qualities and attributes. Rulleau et al. (2012) finds attributes of a recreational site, for example 

whether or not the site is located close to a beach, or to a forest, to affect reported WTP. 

Reynisdottir et al. (2008), on the other hand, does not include quality attributes of site in their 

study. However, Reynisdottir et al. (2008) suggest the difference in WTP between two Icelandic 

recreational sites result from a disparity of site qualities, as the sample characteristics are similar 

at the two sites. However, as emphasized in chapter 3.5, the quality of a whale watch tour is, 

more likely to be affected by varying natural factors than site specific factors  

 

Comparable to a number of tourist satisfaction studies, my thesis finds tour specific variables to 

be important in explaining variation in recreational value from whale watching. This master 

thesis can therefore add to the literature, as none of the reviewed studies on recreational value of 

whale watching have looked at how tour specific factors affect recreational value (e.g. Hoagland 

& Meeks 2000; Loomis et al. 2000).  
 

H: 31) Increased distance to the sperm whale decreases recreational value 
 

Increased distance to whale is expected to impact CS of whale watcher negatively, as almost all 

tourist satisfaction studies on whale watching reviewed, find distance to be negatively related to 

tourist satisfaction (e.g. Hoagland & Meeks 2000; Mustika et al. 2013; Valentine et al. 2004). 

The result of the original models derived is thus unexpected, as increased distance to whale is 

found to significantly increase the CS of the respondents in all models were the relationship is 

significant. A lower number of responses on the distance question make it impossible to derive 

how perceived distance impact CS in models with a higher number of observations (N>156). 

The variable does however seem to be important measuring the recreational value in limited 

samples (128-159 observations).  

 

As seen in section 5.2, the difference between expected and experience distance to the whale is 

significant, suggesting that a large share of the whale watchers get to see the whale on a closer 

distance than expected. The finding in section 5.2 and the fact that there was only four distance 

categories included in the final questionnaire, might explain the finding; increased distance 

increases CS. A higher response rate on the question and a larger sample might therefore have 

generated a different result. Concluding upon hypothesis H: 31) is therefore difficult.  
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H: 32) Number of sperm whale sightings affects recreational value positively 
 

Increased number of whales sighted was expected to increase CS, as several of the tourist 

satisfaction studies reviewed indicates number of whale sightings to be important (e.g. Hoagland 

& Meeks 2000; Mustika et al. 2013; Orams 2000).  The result of the original models is thus 

comparable to the reviewed literature, as I find increased number of sperm whales sighted to 

significantly increase the CS of the whale watcher. As the relationship is significant in all the 20 

models in which it was included, the finding is quite robust with respect to varying number of 

observations (N!196), and variety of other influential factors included in the model.  

 

Number of sperm whales sighted is found to have a significant positive impact on both the 

probability of stating a positive CS, and explaining variation in CS among those stating a 

positive CS. The overall finding suggest that number of whales is an important factor in 

explaining CS of whale watching in the Andøy region, as suggested by H: 32), and tourist 

satisfaction studies.   
 

H: 33) Bad weather has a negative impact on recreational value 
 

The respondents’ perception of bad weather (“bad” or “very bad”) was expected to affect the CS 

negatively. The result of the original models indicates that if the respondent perceives the 

weather to be bad during the whale watch trip, this significantly decreases CS. The result is 

robust in all the models where the badweather variable is included, however the lower response 

rate on weather condition makes it difficult to review the robustness of the finding with respect 

to a higher number of observations (N>163). The result indicates that even though a larger share 

of the tourists report the weather as being “good”, which could be explained by adjusted weather 

expectations towards typical weather conditions at destination (Jakobsen et al. 2011). Those 

reporting the weather as being “bad” during the whale watch trip reports a statistically lower CS. 

The result is comparable to the reviewed literature on tourist satisfaction (e.g. Catlin & Jones 

2010; Orams 2000).  

 

On the other hand, perceived bad weather has no significant impact on the probability of stating 

a positive CS, or explaining the variation in the CS of those responding a positive CS. An 

explanation is that few of the respondent’s stated they experienced “bad weather”. This suggests 

the conclusion regarding; how weather impact CS, might be drawn from a small sample with too 

little variation to explain the real relationship. However, as the finding is consistent with 

common sense and reviewed literature, the result will be regarded as supporting H: 33).  
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H: 34) Seasickness affect recreational value negatively 
 

Seasickness is expected to impact CS negatively as it is likely to have a negative impact on the 

experience of whale watching. However, despite having 27 observations in the final sample 

feeling seasick, none of the models reviewed found a significant statistical relationship between 

seasickness and CS. The finding is therefore contrary to the tourist satisfaction literature, which 

find seasickness to be one of the most mentioned factors by the tourists explaining their reduced 

satisfaction from whale watching (Catlin & Jones 2010; Hoagland & Meeks 2000; Orams 2000). 

A potential explanation for the unexpected finding is that the respondents feeling very seasick 

might have a lower capability of fulfilling the whole questionnaire, leading to several non-item 

responses, especially on the whale watching experience, as the respondent had to fill out these 

questions (part C & D) on the boat trip back to the harbor. A clear conclusion regarding 

seasickness impact on recreational value (H: 34) can therefore not be made.  

 

H: 35) Crowding from other boats affects recreational value negatively 
 

Even though there are only three whale watching companies in the Andøy region, number of 

whale watching boats surrounding one whale were found to have a significant negative impact 

on CS in several of the original models. The result is consistent with reviewed literature. Walsh 

(1986) mentions how congestion of recreational areas can impact the demand of the particular 

recreational site negatively. Furthermore, the result supports the findings of a number of tourist 

satisfaction studies (e.g. Catlin & Jones 2010; Mustika et al. 2013; Ziegler et al. 2012).  

The result is observable in original models with a higher number of observations (N!196), Not 

enough variation in the variable within the larger samples might explain why the variable is not 

significant in the models with the lowest number of observations.  

 

However, as several other trip specific factors are excluded from the models with the highest 

number of observations, it is also possible that the impact of number of boats on CS is related to 

other independent variables. As an example, number of boats is likely to increase when there is 

only one whale observed in the area, or if the weather is bad, as the whale watching boats often 

cooperates in finding the whale. Discovering the number of boats is insignificant in explaining 

probability of stating a positive CS, and in explaining size of CS in positive CS models 

furthermore decreases the robustness of the results. However, the consistency with previous 

studies, and the robustness of the result in a larger sample, suggests the number of boats reduces 

the CS from whale watching (H: 35).  
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H: 36) Bad encounter management affects recreational value negatively 
 

Perceived bad encounter management by the whale watching company is expected to affect 

recreational value negatively. However, contrary to the literature (e.g. Catlin & Jones 2010; 

Mustika et al. 2013), the thesis does not find a significant statistical difference in respondents 

not agreeing to the statement; “the whale watching company behaves environmental friendly” to 

have a significant statistical different CS compared to other whale watchers. However, 

reviewing the two underlying decisions of reported CS, those respondents perceiving the whale 

watching company to not act environmental friendly has a statistically lower probability of 

responding a positive CS in the initial zero vs. positive CS model derived at a 5 % significance 

level. This could indicate a relationship between CS of whale watching and perceived 

environmental friendliness, as suggested by reviewed literature. A small sample and small 

variation in the responses on the question might explain the insignificance of this variable in 

several of the models derived (Walsh 1986). It is therefore difficult to make a final conclusion 

regarding hypothesis H: 36).  

 

Research question 4: Are expectations of whale watchers related to recreational value of 

whale watching? 
 

Illustrated in table 5.3, there are significant differences in the average tourist expectations versus 

whale watch experience. Whale watchers thus seemed to be somewhat unaware of the attributes 

of the whale watch trip they bought in the Andøy region.  
 

H: 41) Recreational value is negatively affected if the number of whale sightings is 

lower than expected 
 

Reviewing literature on tourism satisfaction, numbers of whales sighted are important in 

explaining tourist satisfaction. Furthermore, Ziegler et al. (2012) and Valentine et al. (2004) 

suggest difference between expected number of whales and number of whales actually observed 

to impact tourist satisfaction. In this study, however, the models derived do not find those seeing 

more whales than expected to have a higher CS of whale watching than other whale watchers. 

Neither is expected number of whales versus number of observed whales important in 

explaining the probability of stating a positive CS, or explaining the size of CS of those 

responding a positive CS. As with several of the other influential factors, a low response rate 

made it impossible to test whether there could exist a significant relationship in models with a 

higher number of respondents. H:41) are therefore not supported in this thesis.    
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H: 42) Recreational value is positively affected if real distance is closer than 

expected distance. 

 

Respondents coming closer to the whales than expected, have a significant higher CS, compared 

to other whale watchers. The result is comparable to studies reviewed on relationship between 

expectations and tourists’ satisfaction with the whale watch trip (e.g. Valentine et al. 2004; 

Ziegler et al. 2012), confirming whale watcher’s expectations can also explain variation in CS. 

The result is stable and thus robust for the models where expdist were included as a variable. 

However, the low response rate on the related questions made it difficult to test the robustness 

of the result in a larger sample (N " 163). Examining the results in zero vs. positive CS models 

and positive CS models, those coming closer to the whales than expected had a higher 

probability of stating a positive CS, and were found to have a positive impact on CS compared 

to others stating a positive CS in one of the positive CS models derived (lintregpos8). Overall, 

the finding supports H: 42).   

 

Research question 5: How does travel related characteristics affect recreational value? 

 

From economic theory; price, derived utility and budget constraint are factors expected to affect 

the demand, and consequently the consumer surplus of a marketed commodity. Several of the 

travel specific indicators are significant in explaining recreational value in the econometric 

models regressed.  

 

H: 51) Recreational value increases with increasing travel budget 
 

Respondents with higher travel budgets are expected to have a higher CS of whale watching, as 

travel budget constitutes a budget constraint for the respondent when on a vacation. The results 

of all models derived (original, zero vs. positive, and positive CS), do however suggest that 

travel budget of the respondent does not impact the CS of the respondent when a number of 

influential factors are controlled for. The result is contrary to the result obtained by Mmopelwa 

et al. (2007), finding travel expenditure to be important in explaining WTP of entrance fee to 

Moremi Game Reserve in Botswana. Mmopelwa et al. (2007) did however use travel 

expenditure as a proxy of income, while in this study, disposable income was controlled for. The 

finding suggest that H: 51) can be rejected. 
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H: 52) Number of planned or completed whale watching trips in the Andøy region 

decreases WTP 
 

If the respondent plans to go on more than one whale watching trip in the Andøy region, it 

significantly decreases CS according to the original models derived. The result is comparable to 

economic theory; increased consumption of one good leads to decreased marginal utility (Walsh 

1986), and other recreational studies,  which find an increasing number of visits to a particular 

nature attraction or recreational activity to have a negative impact on stated WTP (e.g. Lyssenko 

& Martinez-Espiñeira 2012; Reynisdottir et al. 2008). Another possible explanation is that more 

eager whale watchers have a higher benefit of avoiding a price increase, and might therefore 

understate their true WTP as a strategic response to avoid the “proposed” policy (Mitchell & 

Carson 1989).  
 

The result is robust with respect to the varying numbers of observations included in the analysis, 

and varying number of influential factors controlled for, strengthening the result. If the 

respondent plans to go on more than one whale watch trip in the region, this also significantly 

decreases the probability of the respondent stating a positive CS. However, because there are 

only a few respondents planning to do more than one whale watch trip in the region (10 

respondents), the sample might not be representative for the population, and one should thus 

interpret the result with care.  

 

One interesting finding is that the respondents planning to go whale watching more than once in 

the region are found to have a significant positive impact on size of CS, compared to others 

stating a positive CS. The changed sign of the variable can be explained by respondents 

planning to go whale watching more than once during their stay in the region have a higher 

interest in seeing whales, and therefore probably a greater CS of whale watching. However, one 

should interpret this finding with care, as only five of the respondents in the positive recreational 

value models plan to go on more than one whale watch trip in the region. This finding could 

therefore result from a non-representative sample of whale watchers planning to whale watching 

more than once. A final conclusion regarding H: 52), cannot be made due to a low number of 

respondents in this study. 
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H: 53) Tourists paying the whale watching trip in advance have a higher 

willingness to pay than those paying the whale watching trip at site 
 

Hypothesis 53 was first formulated after arriving at the Andøy region. The manager at one of 

the whale watching companies were curious about whether paying the price in advance impact 

the perceived fairness of price of whale watching. The results indicate those paying in advance 

(at least two weeks prior to the trip) have significantly higher probability of stating a positive 

CS, as well as significantly higher CS than those paying the whale watching trip at site. Whether 

prepayment actually increases CS or if it results from the respondent viewing the cost of whale 

watching as “sunk costs”, as suggested by Alvarez & Larkin (2010), is however uncertain. The 

finding is somewhat surprising, as none of the conducted studies on whale watching or other 

recreational activities have focused on how the time of payment influences the participant’s 

willingness to pay. Overall, the result support H: 53).   

 

H: 54) Households paying more to go whale watching have a lower consumer 

surplus 

 

As expected from economic theory and travel cost studies (e.g. Lyssenko & Martinez-Espiñeira 

2012; Reynisdottir et al. 2008), the cost of whale watching per household has a significant 

negative impact on CS in several of the original models derived. This result is however not 

robust with regard to the varying number of observations and influential factors included in the 

model. A potential explanation is that the price could also have a positive impact on CS for 

some households, as a price increase for those paying a higher price to go whale watching 

would be relatively smaller than for those paying less. Another explanation could be that the 

whale watching safari ticket itself does not necessary cover all the expenses related to the whale 

safari, as a share of travel and accommodation expenses might be directly related to the whale 

watching experience. Unfortunately, it is difficult to control for the related costs of whale 

watching, as a large share of the respondents were on a long vacation in Northern Norway, 

where the Andøy region is only one of multiple destinations visited. In some of the zero vs. 

positive CS models derived, the price of the household also has a significant negative impact on 

the probability of responding positive CS. Overall, the results of this study supports H: 54).  
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H: 55) Tourists that plan to do or have done other sea activities have a higher 

willingness to pay 
 

The birdsafari variable was meant to measure the respondent’s general interest in nature and 

outdoor recreation, and the respondents assumingly higher derived utility compared to other 

whale watchers of such activities. Those going on a bird safari in addition to a whale safari were 

hence expected to have a positive CS. The result confirms the expectation, as respondents 

planning to go on a bird safari in addition to the whale watching tour are found to have a 

significant higher CS, and are more likely to state a positive CS than others. On the other hand, 

one should also note that among those stating a positive CS, the respondents planning to go on a 

bird safari do not have significantly different CS. The overall result, however, supports H: 55).   

 

5.7 Robustness of Findings 
 
Biasedness of OLS models 
 
OLS models were estimated on the same independent variables as the models: lintreg1, lintreg2, 

lintreg7, lintreg13 and lintreg15, as these were the semi-log MLE models that seemed to fit the 

sample best when looking at different numbers of observations.   

 

Comparing the OLS models in Appendix B with the interval regression and tobit models, I find 

most of the variables to be significant in one or several of the MLE models to also be significant 

with the same signs in the OLS models. The biasedness of the OLS model is therefore regarded 

as small, despite a high proportion of the sample having “zero” CS (34%).   

 
Robustness of MLE semi-log Models 
 
In total, 8 linear interval regression models were estimated (see Appendix B). The greatest 

difference between the linear and semi-log models is the semi-log models finding the variables 

ecological and whaletour to have some explanation power on recreational value, while the same 

statistical relationship cannot be derived in the linear functional form models. On the other hand, 

linear functional form models find decision and travelbudget to be significant in explaining 

recreational value in one model each. A few of the conclusions drawn from the semi-log models 

are therefore wrong, if linear functional form in reality is the correct functional form.  
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When it comes to the partially log interval regression models, 6 models were estimated as 

shown in Appendix B. The log models did not alter the results from the semi-log models 

regarding which independent variables seemed to be important in explaining recreational value. 

The coefficients of the significant independent variables (besides the variables in log form) in 

the log models were also quite similar to the semi-log interval regression models. The finding 

therefore suggests that if the partially log functional form is the correct functional form, it does 

not alter the conclusions drawn from the semi-log interval regression model 

5.8 Limitation of Study 
 
Limited final sample, lack of responses on several of the trip specific variables and a limited 

study period are the main limitations of this study. A replicated study with a larger sample 

collected over a longer time period would be preferable in order to get more precise estimates. 

An improvement in the design of the study would have been to test whether different payment 

vehicles would affect the probability of giving a “non-item”, “protest” answer or “zero” CS 

response as found by Huhtala (2004). To test for effect of payment vehicle one would however 

need a large sample.   

 

With respect to influential factors, an improvement would have been to examine motivations to 

go on the vacation and whale watching, in order to obtain better indicators for interest in seeing 

whales or wildlife. A variety of other factors not considered in this study could also influence 

CS. In a bachelor thesis at Bodø Graduate School of Business, whale watchers perceived 

involvement, knowledge and interaction with other whale watchers and staff, were found to be 

important in explaining experience of whale watchers (Johansen & Rydland 2013). 

 

Another limitation in this thesis is that it only measures the recreational value from commercial 

whale watching during the summer season. More studies regarding non-commercial and 

commercial recreational value from whale watching throughout the year. Net economic benefits 

generated by the whale watching companies and non-user values of the sperm whale could give 

useful information regarding the socioeconomic impact of the sperm whale population in the 

Andøy region.  
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5.9 Validity Considerations 
 
The validity of the study can be defined as “whether the estimator is statistically unbiased” (Hall 

et al. 2002 pp: 340). Hanley & Barbier (2009) proposes five “tests” of validity of a CV study; 

scope test, convergent validity, calibration factors, protest rates and construct validity. However, 

limited time and resources made it difficult to apply a convergent validity test, i.e. testing 

whether another non-market method (like CE) would have obtained similar results (Hoyos & 

Mariel 2010) and a calibration factors test, i.e. testing whether hypothetical behavior of 

respondents is similar to a real setting (Hanley & Barbier 2009). The scope test is not applicable 

within this study, as it measures whether increased quantity of the valued good also increases 

WTP.  

 

Examining protest rates and construct validity can however be done to give an indication of the 

internal and external validity of this study. Protest rate is defined by Hanley & Barbier (2009 pp. 

55) as; “the percentage of responses which are protest bids”. Recognized potential protest 

answers in my study are those respondents choosing; “We have already paid a lot of money to 

go whale watching” as their reason for stating zero CS (reason 2). Non-item responses constitute 

18,34% of the final sample, and could also result from a protest towards the question or the 

survey (e.g. being to complex or time consuming) (Hanley & Barbier 2009). Both “protest” 

responses and “non-item” responses could result from respondents perceiving the price as being 

“unfair” (Chung et al. 2011; Mitchell & Carson 1989; Navrud & Vondolia 2005), or protest of 

the chosen payment vehicle (Alvarez & Larkin 2010; Huhtala 2004; Mitchell & Carson 1989).  

 

As potential “protest” responses are included in the sample, while “non-item” responses are 

excluded from the sample, the CS estimate will be biased if the “non-item” responses do not 

follow the distribution of CS responses as the final sample. The CS estimate will also be biased 

if several of the potential “protest” respondents in reality have both zero and positive CS values. 

The sensitivity analysis performed in section 5.3, revealed that the CS estimate was quite robust 

to different definitions of “non-item” responses and potentially “protest” responses. At the 

“worst case” scenario, which was regarded as very unlikely, the CS estimate was overstated by 

20%. Overall, the finding supports the validity of the CS estimate. Moreover, from the 

discussion in section 5.3, the CS estimate is regarded to have a higher probability of being 

underestimated than overestimated.    
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Construct validity of the study, also referred to as theoretical validity by Mitchell & Carson 

(1989), is defined by Hanley & Barbier (2013) as whether the relationship between WTP and 

influential factors is similar to theoretical expectations.  Most of the statistical relationships 

derived within this study are expected from theory, supporting the internal validity of this study. 

The strongest indicators of the internal validity of this study with regard to economic theory is 

that increased income leads to increased recreational value, and increased household cost of 

whale watching leads to reduced recreational value.  

 

The results appear as internal valid from examining “protests” and construct validity of the 

study. Regarding external validity, similar results in studies from a variety of other whale 

watching destinations support the external validity of several of the derived statistical 

relationships. The estimates of average recreational value and the estimated impact from the 

reviewed independent variables on recreational value, on the other hand, are probably not 

applicable to other whale watch destination, even if correcting for price level and socioeconomic 

characteristics.  

 

The short period of time in which the data was collected, the relatively small sample, and 

unequal number of responses from the different whale watching companies, also suggests one 

should use caution in aggregating the average CS in the Andøy region. The benefits of the 

collected sample is that even though being small, it is homogenous, as well as being 

representative of the whole season with regard to nationality distribution of participants. As 

shown in Appendix B, there are not any statistical differences in characteristics of subsample 

and reported CS collected at Andenes and Stø, also strengthening the representativeness of the 

sample. On the other hand, I was not able to collect a large number of responses at Seasafari 

Andenes, which specializes in a different experience, potentially attracting a different group of 

customers than the other two companies.  

 

The fact that tour specific factors were found to have an impact on CS, suggests it is difficult to 

compare the representativeness of the tour specific factors in the given period to the rest of the 

summer season. Scientists and guides at the whale watching companies also mentioned that 

different types of travel parties visiting during different periods during the summer season. The 

sample collected from mid-July to mid-August, might therefore not be representative of the 

typical whale watcher, or whale watching conditions, of the whole whale watching season.       
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6. Conclusion 
 

6.1 Results 
 
There were two main aims of this thesis; i) to estimate the recreational value of commercial 

whale watching in the Andøy region, and ii) to identify and assess factors that could potentially 

influence the recreational value of whale watching. The thesis contributes to the literature by 

being the first study in Norway estimating the recreational value of whale watching. To my 

knowledge, this is also the first valuation study internationally examining how tour specific 

factors and the expectations of the whale watchers affect the recreational value of whale 

watching.  

 

The results show that commercial whale watching safaris in the Andøy region generates 

considerable recreational value for the whale watchers. The recreational value is defined as their 

willingness-to-pay (WTP) to go on a safari trip, over and above their expenditures; i.e. their 

Consumers Surplus (CS). Nearly 2/3 of the respondents (66%) had a positive CS of whale 

watching. The average recreational value per household per day of whale watching, including 

both “zero” and “positive” CS responses, was of 52 EUR. This estimate is, however, regarded as 

an underestimate due to that almost 50% of the “zero” CS responses could be regarded as 

“protest” responses towards the payment vehicle. The chosen payment vehicle (increased price 

level), could also lead to strategically understated CS responses, as the respondents would have 

incentives to understate their true WTP. Under strict assumptions concerning the validity of the 

CS estimate, representativeness of sample and the number of households going whale watching, 

the total annual recreational value of whale watching in the Andøy region was estimated at 

288 748 EUR.  

 

In terms of factors influencing CS of whale watching, I found socioeconomic variables like 

income and being Scandinavian to have a significant positive impact. Age was also found to 

significantly affect CS in the form of an inverted u-shape; meaning that CS first increase with 

increased age up to maximum and then decreases with age.  Gender of the respondent and the 

number of children within the travel party did not significantly impact CS. However, among 

those stating a positive CS, men had a significant higher CS than women. Concerning personal 

tastes and preferences, those being willing to pay more for ecological food had a significant 

higher CS of whale watching. Two other indicators on personal interests; whether the 

respondents had been on one or several whale watching trips prior to the vacation in the Andøy 
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region, and whether the respondent planned to go whale watching before starting the vacation, 

did not have a significant impact on CS. However, respondents deciding to go whale watching 

before starting the vacation had a significant higher probability of stating a positive CS. Overall, 

the results indicate that personal characteristics are important in explaining the recreational 

value of whale watching. The findings are comparable to a number of recreational valuation 

studies, supporting the internal and external validity of the CS estimates.  

 

Several of the tour specific factors and expectations of whale watchers also had a significant 

impact on CS of whale watching. Increased distance to the whale and increased number of 

whale sightings were found to significantly increase CS, while increased number of surrounding 

boats and bad weather significantly decreased CS. Except distance to whales, which was found 

to have a positive impact on CS in my study, the results are comparable to findings in tourist 

satisfaction studies at other whale watching destinations. Regarding expectations, if the 

respondent came closer to the whale than expected, this significantly increased CS. However, 

seeing more whales than expected, did not have a significant impact on the recreational value.  

 

With regards to research question (5), I found several travel related characteristics to impact CS 

of whale watching. Households paying a higher price to go whale watching or planning to go on 

more than one whale watch trip while visiting the region, had a significant lower CS than others. 

People planning to go on a bird safari in addition to the whale safari had a higher CS of whale 

watching. As this variable measure the level of interest in going on marine life safaris in 

general; this is also as expected. Those paying the price of the whale watch trip at least two 

weeks in advance had a significantly higher CS.  
 

6.2 Policy Implications  
 
These estimates of the recreational value of commercial whale watching safaris in the Andøy 

region, and the factors that influences it can be used several ways  

 

The whale watching companies can use the estimates to review their current pricing policy. 

According to the results, the demand for whale watching is somewhat elastic to a price increase 

from current price level, indicating that revenues from increased price of whale watching might 

not cover the decreased revenues caused by reduced demand. However, the net economic 

impact for the companies (i.e. changed PS) of increased price also depends on the marginal 

costs of the whale watching company. As those planning to go several times on whale watching 
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in the region had significant lower CS, the demand of whale watching seem to follow the 

economic rule of decreased marginal utility. It could therefore exist a potential of increasing 

quantity of whale watching trips sold by offering a discount if buying a package with several 

trips (a strategy recognized by several entertainment parks). Some of the whale watching 

companies might already offer this discount, but it is not advertised at their websites.  

 

Possible future economic activities in the Andøy region like increased shipping activities and 

petroleum exploration/seismic tests and extraction, are likely to have a negative impact on 

marine ecosystem services including the habitat of the sperm whale. Thus, lost recreational 

value and non-use values should be accounted for in cost-benefit analyses (CBAs) of such future 

projects As the sample of this study is rather small and not covering the whole whale watching 

season; the estimates from this study might not be directly applicable in CBAs. The recreational 

value (CS) of foreigners should not be included in a CBA, but Norwegians’ recreational value 

should. However, the net income (PS) of the safari operators from both foreigners and 

Norwegians should be included. Thus, this study should be seen as a preliminary, first estimate 

of the cultural ecosystem service of recreational value of commercial whale watching, and 

should be supplemented with new valuation studies covering other ecosystem services which are 

framed to value the expected impacts from these future projects.  

 

The results regarding how tour specific factors and expectations of whale watchers affect CS, 

can be used to understand how whale watchers could be affected if applying codes of conducts 

to the whale watch industry at Andøy. Codes of conducts typically regulates; minimum distance 

to whale, number of boats surrounding one whale, and the boat speed (Orams 2000). According 

to the results from this study, whale watchers would b: i) negatively affected by a minimum 

distance to whales if the experienced distance is longer than expected, ii) positively affected by 

decreased number of boats surrounding one whale (or whale group), and iii) indirectly 

negatively affected by speed limit if this leads to less whale sightings. According to the results, 

whale watching regulations could have both positive and negative impacts on the whale 

watchers themselves. Whale watchers could also be affected by knowing that the whale 

watching company cares about the whales by following certain codes of conduct.  

 

As the whale watching experience relies on the behavior of the whales in addition to other 

natural conditions, like weather and wave conditions, whale watching can never become entirely 

standardized. This might also explain the significant gaps between tourists’ expectations and 
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experience of whale watching. However, from my fieldwork, I perceived many of the whale 

tours to be quite similar with regards to: i) the number of whale sightings, ii) which parts of the 

whale were seen, and iii) the distance to whales. A recommendation to the whale watching 

companies from these findings is therefore to work towards creating more realistic expectations 

among tourists before they go out on the boat, as this might increase the satisfaction of whale 

watchers. Moreover, managing expectations could also reduce the negative impact from 

regulations, like increased distance to whale. 

6.3 Recommendations  
 

The results of this study, indicates that the Contingent Valuation (CV) method can be used to 

estimate the recreational value of whale watching in Norway. In order to obtain a more 

representative CS estimate that can be used by CBAs in the future, I recommend a replication of 

this study with a larger sample drawn randomly from all safari companies and covering the 

whole whale safari season. The recreational value of non-commercial whale watching (i.e. 

people going out in private boats to watch whales or sightings from the shores), as well as non-

use value could constitute a significant part of the Total Economic Value (TEV) of whale 

resources and should also be estimated. The CV method can potentially measure both use and 

non-use values, and it could be cost-effective to perform a combined user- and non-user CV 

study of the whale resources in the Andøy region. If replicating the study, one should be more 

careful in designing the payment vehicle, the hypothetical scenario in the CV method, and in 

designing categories for “protest” zero answers, as this might reduce the potential protests or 

biases arising in this study. 

 

Future studies on recreational value of commercial whale watching, or other wildlife safaris 

dependent upon varying natural conditions, could benefit from recognizing that varying tour 

specific factors and expectations might affect individual CS. One particular result of this study 

also suggests inclusion of time of payment of the costs of the safari in future CV studies as it 

might explain some of the variation in CS.   
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APPENDIX A: English Questionnaire 
 
 
Presentation of Survey  
 
The research is done on behalf of the Business School at the Norwegian University of Life 
Sciences (HHUMB), and is independent of any of the whale watching companies.  
 
My name is Liv Tone Robertsen, and I !m doing an economic master degree at the HHUMB. The 
topic for my master thesis will be whale watching tourism and general tourism in the Andøy 
region. Now I am collecting data for my master thesis, and survey tourists in the Andøy region.  
 
The questionnaire is voluntary, and totally anonymous. Your name and contact information will 
not be asked for. If you want to participate, and you are travelling with more people in your 
family, could I please ask the person over 18 that last had birthday to answer the questionnaire? 
 
Is the person answering the survey the person in the family over 18 years old that had 
birthday last?  
Yes!   No! 
(for example: if a member of your family had birthday May 13th and another member of your 
family had birthday June 13th,  the last family member had a later birthday) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Filled out by the researcher: 
 

Date: 
 

Place: 
 

Before/after guiding: 
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SECTION A: PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 

1) What is your nationality? 
 

Norway 8%  Sweden 8,4% Finland 2,8% Denmark 3%   Germany 24,6%  
The Netherlands 11,9%   Spain 6%  Italy 8,8%   France 5,3% United Kingdom 3%    
North America 0,4%   Austria 2,8% Switzerland 7,7% Russia 0,4% Israel 0,7% Poland 
1,8% Belgium 1,1% The Czech Republic 1,1% Lithuania 0,4% Hungary 0,4% Ireland 0,4% 
China 0,4% Malaysia 0,4% India 0,4% 
 

2) How many in your household/family (including yourself) are travelling with 
you? (insert a number for each age group) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
3) How many nights are you staying at Andenes (Andøy Island)/Stø region? 
(average) 
 
 
 

4) How many nights in total will you spend on your trip in Norway? 
(average) 
 
5) Which of the following statements best describes your trip? 
(Only one alternative possible) 
1. I’m visiting the Andenes/Stø region as a part of a multi-destination trip: 213 (75,80%) 
2. The Andenes/Stø region is the main travel destination for my trip : 35 (12,50 %) 
3. I`m visiting Andenes/Stø region as a detour on the way to or from another main destination 

of my trip: 33 (11,74%) 
 
6) How many times have you been in the Andenes /Stø region before?  
 
Never visited– 87, 1% 
Visited the region one time before - 5,71% 
Visited the region more than once – 7 % 
 
7) Do you recycle all your garbage when it is possible?  
Always 78,5% Sometimes 18,2% Never 3,2% 
 
8) Do you use collective/public transport instead of car when it possible? 
Always 13,1%  Sometimes 58,7% Never 28,3% 
 
9) Do you buy ecological food even though when it is more expensive? 
Always 8,1% Sometimes 74,5% Never 17,3%  
 
10) Do you think national parks should have entry fees to pay for the management 
and the conservation of the park?  
Yes 47,5%  No 39,7%  Don`t know 12,8% 
 
11) Are you or have you earlier been a member of an environmental organization? 
Yes 34% No 66%    
  
12) What is your opinion regarding whale hunting? 
1. It should be able to practice it, as long as it is sustainable 28% 
2. It should be able to practice it for smaller communities where it is an old tradition 23,8% 
3. It should be illegal for all communities 44,3%   
4. I don`t know 3,2% 5, Other 0,7% 

 Mean 
Adults>18 years old 1,97 
Children between 10-17 years old 0,09 
Children between 0-9 years old 0,31 

2,31  

14,97 
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13) How many times have you been on a whale or dolphin watching tour before going 
to Andenes/Stø?  
(write 0 if you have not done it before) 
Never 60% 
One time before 23% 
More than one time before 17% 
 
14) If whale watching had not been an option in the region, would you still visit 
Andenes/Stø as a part of your vacation? 
Yes: 117 (41,64%)  No: 114 (40,57%) Don`t know: 50 (17,79%) 
 
15) What activities have you done or are you going to do during your visit here in the 
Andenes/Stø region? (check your answers) 
 
 Done Going to do Not going to 

do26 
Puffin safari  35(12,4%) 29(10,3% 218(77,3%) 
Guided hiking tour 3 (1,1%) 3(1,1%) 275(97,9%) 
Hiking tour 83 (29,4%) 22(7,8%) 177(62,8%) 
Renting kayak 6(2,1%) 15 (5,3%) 261(92,6%) 
Renting bike 9(3,6%) 8(3,2%) 234(93,2%) 
Visit Bleik 51(20,4%) 10(4%) 189(75,6%) 
Fishing 35(12,5%) 14(5,0%) 232(82,6%) 
Renting a boat/using own boat 10(3,6%)  9 (3,2%) 261(93,2%) 
Moose watching 28(9,9%) 33(11,7%) 221(78,5%) 

Stave Hot Pools 20(7,1%) 14(5,0%) 248(87,9%) 

Museum visit 110(39,0%) 22(7,8%) 150(53,2%) 

 

Other, please specify:  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
26 Generated after data collection to show distribution of answers 

 
! IF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN ON OR PLAN TO GO ON A WHALE WATCHING TOUR 
DURING YOUR STAY, JUMP TO SECTION D (QUESTION 34) 
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SECTION B: EXPECTATIONS 
 
16) When did you decide to go on a whale watching tour?  
1. At home, before booking my trip to Norway 1,4% 
2. At home, after booking my trip to Norway  58,1% 
3. After I arrived in Norway 12,7% 
4. After I arrived at Andenes/Stø region 12,0% 
5. I live in Norway and decided before setting out on this trip 7,4% 
6. I live in Norway and decided during this trip  4,9% 
7.I didn`t decide, its part of an organized trip 2,5% 8. I don't know 1,1% 
 
17) How have you seen whales/dolphins before coming to this region? (Check out the 
appropriate answers) 
Photos 78,3% Movies 75,1% TV programs 86% 
In person, from land 25,3% In person, from 

boat 
48,7% 

 
18) When you decided to go on a whale watch tour, how many sperm whales did you 
expect to see during one whale watch trip? (where two whales seen at the same time is 
accounted as two, and one whale seeing twice is accounted as two) 
0 (1,8%)   1(18,0%)   2(17,3%)   3(16,9%)  4(10,2%)  5(10,2%)    6(4,6%)  
7(0%) 8(1,1%)  9(0,4%)  10(5,3%) 11(0,4%)  12(0,4%)   
 don`t know (13,4%) 
 
19) When deciding to go on the whale watch tour, how close did you expect to get to 
the sperm whales? 
Less than 50 meters 37,3% 
50-100 meters 43,3% 
100-300 meters 11,3% 
More than 300 meters 0,7%, please specify:                   ,      I don't know 7,4% 
 
20) When you decided to go on the whale watch tour, was there any specific part of 
the sperm whale or whale behavior you expected to see? (Check out your answers) 
Breathing (Blow) 80% Back of whale 63,5% 

Jump 24,3% Head of whale 32,3% 

Tail 77,7% The whole whale at once 19,2% 

Other, please specify:  
 
21) When deciding to go on the whale watch tour, did you have information about 
what type of whales you could see in this area? 
 
Yes (58,6%) No (37,9%) I don`t know (3,51%) 
 
22) How many whale watching trips did you go on or will you go on during this visit to 
the region?  

0 (0,7%) 1 (94,4%) 2 (4,1%) 3 (0%) 4(0,4%) 5 (0,4%) , More than 5!, please 
specify:  
 
23) Have you been on the whale watching tour yet? 
Yes 96% No 3,8% 
 

 
 

 
 
 

! IF YOU ANSWERED NO, JUMP TO SECTION D (QUESTION 34) 
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SECTION C: WHALE WATCHING TOUR EXPERIENCE 
If you have been on more than one whale watching tour during your visit, consider only 

one of the trips when answering the next questions. 
 
24) Name of whale watching company 
Whalesafari AS (78,8%) Seasafari Andenes (1,8%)  Arctic Whale Tours (19,4%)
    

 
25) What boat did you go whale watching on? 

 
 
 
 
 

Reine         Maan Dolphin     Rib boat         Arctic Whale     Leonora 
28,8%  50%         1,8%    0 (not in use)    19,4% 
 
26) Approximately, how many hours did you spend in the boat? (average) 
 
27) Did you get seasick from the boat trip? 
 Yes 17,3%  No 82,7% 
 
28) Approximately how many sperm whales did you see during one  
whale watching trip? (average) 
(If you saw the same sperm whale twice, insert 2 etc.) 
  
29) During the whale watching tour, which of the following animals did you see? 
(Check your answers) 
Sperm whale 97,4% Orca 7% Pilot whale 0% 
Mink whale 0,4% Humpback whale 0,4% Fin Whale 0% 
White-sided dolphins 0,8% Harbor Porpoise 3% Seal 11,2% 
Otter 0% Puffin 40% Eagle 8% 

 Other animals!, please specify:  
 
30) During the whale watch tour, what did you see of the sperm whale?  
(Check your answers) 
Breathing(Blow) 96,4% Back of whale 92,7% 

Jump 3,2% Head of whale 47,2% 

Tail 93,6% The whole whale at once 10,5% 

 
31) How close do you feel that you got to the closest sperm whale? 
Less than 50 meters 55% 
50-100 meters 38,7% 
100-300 meters 5,8% 

More than 300 meters 0,4%, please specify:                   ,      I don't know ! 
 
32) How would you rate the environmental factors at the whale watching tour? (circle 
your answers) 
 Very 

bad 
Bad Neither good 

nor bad 
Good Very 

good 
I don`t 
know 

MEAN 
VALUE 

Weather 1 2 3 4 5 6 4,2 
Waves 
condition 

1 2 3 4 5 6 4 

 
 
 
 

4,5h 

3,11 
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33) Please rate the level of agreement with the following statements 
 (Circle one answer for each statement) 
 

 
SECTION D:  

34) How satisfied are you with the visit to the Andøy/Stø region? 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  1 (0,36%)    2 (0,72%)       19 (6,86%)     150 (54,15%)      105 (37,95%) 
 
35) Approximately how much do you think this trip to Norway (vacation in Norway) 
will cost your family/household in total?  
0-500€: 8 (2,92%)   
500-1000€: 31(11,31%)  
1000-1500€: 26(9,49%)   
1500-2000€: 21(7,66%)  
2000-2500€: 39 (14,23%) 
2500-3000€:27(9,85%) 
3000-4000€: 40(14,60%) 
4000-6000€: 37(13,50%)    
6000€ or more: 45(16,42%) 
 
36) Have you already paid for this whale watch tour at Andenes/Stø? 
Yes 95,4% No 4,6% 
 
 
 
 
37) How much did your family/household pay to go on the whale watching tour? (or 
you yourself if you travel alone) (average) 

244 EUROS 
 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

Disagree 
somewhat 

 

Neither 
disagree 
or agree 

  Agree 
Somewhat 

Strongly 
Agree 

Don`t 
know 

MEAN 
VALUE 

I am satisfied with the 
whale safari tour 

1 2 3 4 5 6 4,6 

The whale safari tour 
exceeded my 
expectations 

1 2 3 4 5 6 3,7 

In my opinion, the 
whale safari company 
behaved 
environmental 
friendly 

1 2 3 4 5 6 3,9 

I think there were to 
many boats on one 
whale  

1 2 3 4 5 6 2,01 

! IF YOUR ANSWER IS NO, JUMP TO QUESTION 41 
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38) When did you pay the full price of the whale watching tour? 
Less than 1 week ago 87,6% Less than 2 weeks ago 1,6% 1-2 months ago 6,4% 
2-3 months ago 2,4%    More than 3 months ago 2% 
 
39) Considering now the price your family (you yourself only if you travel alone) paid for the 
considered whale watching tour and the experience you had whale watching.  Imagine a 
situation where the price of the whale watching tour would be higher due to higher costs. 
What is the most your family certainly would be willing to pay, in addition to what you now 
paid, to have the same experience. 
 
The highest increase, if any, in the costs for my family of going on this whale watching 
trip, I would certainly accept before deciding not to go. (see chapter 5- Results) 

0!  +10€!  +20€!  +30€!  + 50€!  + 80€!  +120€!  

+190€!  +290€!  +450€!  +700€!  +1100€!  over 1100€ ! Please specify:   

I don`t know !  
 
40) If you answered “0” or “don`t know”, what is your reason? 
1. I don`t think the whale watching tour is worth the money  
2. We have already paid a lot of money to go on whale watching  
3. We cannot afford spending more money in our travel budget 
4. I find it difficult to specify an amount  
6. Other reason!, please specify: 
 
 

 
Note: Responses are missing on questions 41-43 as these questions were meant for non-

whale watchers and those who have not paid the price of whale watching27 
 
41) Would you be willing to pay the given price for whale watching for your family? (see 
box below) 
    Yes  No   Don't know  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
42) What is the maximum total price your family is willing to pay to go whale watching 

0!  +10€!  +20€!  +30€!  + 50€!  + 80€!  +120€!  

+190€!  +290€!  +450€!  +700€!  +1100€!  Over 1100€ ! Please specify:   

I don`t know ! 
 
43) If you answered “0” or “don`t know”, what is your reason? 
1. I don`t think the whale watch tour is worth the money  
2. We have already paid a lot of money to go on vacation  
3. We cannot afford spending more money in our travel budget  
4. I find it difficult to specify an amount  
5. I am not interested in seeing whales  
6. Other reason , please specify: 

                                                
27 I found out during the study that all respondents had paid for the whale watch tour at the time of survey. Some 
people still responded no to question 36, because one of the translated languages asked about whether the 
respondent has paid for a whale watch trip prior to the vacation in Andøy. The error was corrected for during the 
study.  

Approximately:  
Ordinary price for whale watch is: 
(converted from NOK 20th june 2013) 

115 Euros/890 NOK per adult 
77 Euros/570 NOK per children between 5-13 years old 
26 Euros/199 NOK per children between 1-4 years old 

Free for children beneath 1 years old. 
 

! JUMP TO SECTION E (QUESTION 44) 
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SECTION E: 
 

44) What year were you born?  
Mean: 42,5 years old 

 
45) How much of the family total budget are you yourself responsible for paying? 
(Approximately) 
0% (5,6%) 25% (5,9%) 50%(46,7%) 75%(7,7%) 100% (27,7%) Don´t 
know (6,3%) 
 
46) What is the highest level of education you have completed or are currently 
enrolled in? (only one answer possible) 
Elementary School (1,9%) High school (21,8%)   Bachelor degree (31,7%)  Master 
degree(33,7%)  PhD(11,1%) 
 
47) Approximately how much was your family total disposable income in 2012 (after 
taxes and health insurance was paid)? 

!0-10 000€ (4%)    !11 000- 20 000€ (4%)          !21 000- 30 000€ (11,6%) 

!31 000-40 000€ (12,8%)  !41 000- 50 000€ (17,3%)       !51 000-60 000€ (6,4%) 

!61 000-70 000€ (10%)     !71 000-80 000€ (4%)             !81 000-90 000€ (4,4%) 

!91 000 -100 000€ (5,2%)    !101 000-110 000 (3,6%)      !>111 000 € (8,4%) 

!More than 120 000 €, please specify:  
 
48) Gender  
Male (53,1%)  Female (46,9%) 
 
The local community will benefit if you have some feedback on your trip to the 
Andøy/Stø region. If you have any good/bad experiences from this region, or have 
comments regarding the questionnaire, please express these in the box below. 
 
 

 
Thank you for your time and answers"  
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APPENDIX B: Econometric Analysis 

APPENDIX B.1: Outliers 
 
Marginal CS outlier 

As mentioned in chapter 6.2, the observation with a marginal willingness to pay of 5000 euros is 

excluded in the final sample. Looking at table B-1, it is clear that including the outlier 

observation in the final sample skews CS upwards. The question is, whether the outlier is a 

representative observation of the true population. As depicted in table 5-4, no other observations 

besides the outlier report a higher stated CS than 450 #. It might be that the outlier is 

representative for a larger sample, but it seems unlikely that the observation is representative for 

the smaller sample in this study.    

TABLE B-1 Comparing Average CS – With and without Outlier 

 
CS vs. Price outlier 
 
As depicted in figure B-1, there is a clear outlier in the right upper corner when plotting CS vs. 
price.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure B-1: CV vs. Price Outlier  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 With outlier Without outlier 

Average CS 62,95 # 40,41 # 
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APPENDIX B.2: Attrition Bias in CV question 
TABLE B-2: Non-Item responses vs. “true answers”– – Significance Level 

 

APPENDIX B.3:  Testing Multicollinearity 
 
One of Gauss-Markov assumptions states that there should be no perfect collinearity between 

the independent variables. High but not perfect collinearity can also cause the problem of 

multicollinearity leading to unnecessary large sample variance (Wooldridge 2009).  

TABLE B-3: VIF and TOL values of Independent Variables 
Variable VIF TOL 
dispincome 1,57 0,64 
scandinavia 1,92 0,52 
age 61,26 0,02 
age2 62,46 0,02 
children 1,17 0,86 
education 1,38 0,73 
gender 1,24 0,81 
ecological 1,30 0,77 
decision 1,18 0,85 
prevwhale 1,30 0,77 
whaletour 1,35 0,74 
dist 1,48 0,68 
number 1,43 0,70 
badweather 1,38 0,72 
seasickness 1,33 0,75 
numbboat 1,30 0,77 
badenviron 1,26 0,79 
expectnumb 1,40 0,71 
expectdist 1,61 0,62 
travelbudget 2,33 0,43 
birdsafari 1,27 0,79 
prepaid 1,44 0,70 
price 1,43 0,70 

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 12.41   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 .  estimate table protest1 protest2 protest3 protest4, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    protest1       protest2       protest3       protest4    

  dispincome      -0,00          -0,00          -0,00          -0,00     
 scandinavia      -0,11          -0,51*         -0,51*         -0,57**   
         age       0,06          -0,01          -0,01                    
        age2      -0,00           0,00           0,00                    
    children      -0,08          -0,24          -0,22          -0,33     
   education      -0,10          -0,00                                   
      gender      -0,20          -0,29          -0,30          -0,32     
travelbudget       0,00                                                  
       price       0,00                                                  
       _cons      -2,70          -0,80          -0,79          -0,58***  

           N        205            238            249            255     
          ll     -41,58         -96,61        -101,11        -107,41     
         aic     103,16         209,23         216,23         224,81     
        chi2       2,59          12,43          13,92          10,08     

                                       legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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Table B-4, shows the VIF and TOL values obtained using the collin command in STATA. As I 

have a small sample, a multicollinearity problem can make it difficult in interpreting estimates 

and significance levels. As a rule of thumb, both Woolridge (2011) and Gujarati & Porter (2009) 

suggest a critical VIF value of 10 or higher. Since VIF does not exceed 3 for none of the 

values28, the finding suggests that multicollinearity is not likely to constitute a problem within 

the model. !

APPENDIX B.4 Density Plots of midpoint CS and Interval regression CS 
 
Density plots of midpoint CS (CV) and interval regressions (CSlow and CShigh), are depicted 

in figure B-2. All density plots have a long right tail, indicating that CS should be log 

transformed.  

Figure B-2: Density plots of CV and interval regression CS  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                
28 With the exception of AGE and AGE2, which are highly correlated due to that !"#! ! !"#! 
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APPENDIX B.5: Average CS and Std. Deviation 
 
In Excel std. deviation was calculated using formula:  
 
Calculating average CS:  
Stated Amount OLS Model 

 
 
 
Midpoint Amount OLS Model 

 
 
Interval Regression Model – Calculatiaverage CS 
 

 
 
STATA Commands:  
 
intreg CSlow CShigh 
predict resCSint, xb 
predict resCSint2, e(0,.) 
predict p, pr(0,.) 
 
resCSint = Residuals of interval regression model with assumption E(Y!!! !! = _cons 
resCSint2 = Residuals of interval regression model with assumption E (Y!0) 
p = Probability of Y>0 
resCSint2*p = 54,37 
 

TABLE B-4: Sensitivity Analysis 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     40,41096   4,655316     8,68   0,000     31,23577    49,58615
                                                                              
         CVI        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons      51,9863   5,936651     8,76   0,000     40,28572    63,68688
                                                                              
          CV        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

           p         219     ,591647           0    ,591647    ,591647
   resCSint2         219    92,18272           0   92,18272   92,18272
    resCSint         219    24,05581           0   24,05581   24,05581
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

. sum resCSint resCSint2 p

CS Midpoint 
CS 

Freq. Worst Case Excluding 
”protests” 

Excluding both 
protest and non-
item responses 

0 0 74 130 90 34 
10 15 17 17 17 17 
20 25 31 31 31 31 
30 40 28 28 28 28 
50 65 32 32 32 32 
80 100 15 15 15 15 

120 155 12 12 12 12 
190 240 4 4 4 4 
290 370 3 3 3 3 
450 575 3 3 3 3 

SUM: 
 

219 275 235 179 
Mean CS: 

 
40,41 32,18 37,66 48,49 

Mean  midpoint CS:  
 

51,99 41,40 48,45 62,18 
Changed midpoint CS   0 -20,36 % -6,81 % 19,61 % 
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APPENDIX B.6 Comparing Sample Characteristics at Andenes and Stø 
TABLE B-5: Gender 
 

 
 
H0 that distribution of gender is not different between the two regions, cannot be rejected.  
 

TABLE B-6: Age 

 
 
H0 that average age in population is not different between the two regions, cannot be rejected.  

TABLE B-7: Income 
 

 
H0 that average income in population is not different between the two regions, cannot be rejected. 

 Pr(T < t) = 0.5413         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.9174          Pr(T > t) = 0.4587
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      275
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0.1039
                                                                              
    diff              .0078891    .0759637               -.1416552    .1574333
                                                                              
combined       277    .4693141    .0300397    .4999608     .410178    .5284502
                                                                              
       1        54     .462963    .0684916    .5033084    .3255862    .6003397
       0       223     .470852    .0335007    .5002726    .4048319    .5368722
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest gender, by(region)

 Pr(T < t) = 0,7396         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0,5207          Pr(T > t) = 0,2604
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      274
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0,6430
                                                                              
    diff              1,332854    2,072729               -2,747644    5,413351
                                                                              
combined       276    42,51087     ,815568    13,54923    40,90532    44,11642
                                                                              
       1        53    41,43396    2,114555    15,39419     37,1908    45,67713
       0       223    42,76682    ,8771079    13,09801    41,03829    44,49534
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest age, by(region)

 Pr(T < t) = 0,8477         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0,3045          Pr(T > t) = 0,1523
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      247
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   1,0289
                                                                              
    diff              ,5541837    ,5386063               -,5066633    1,615031
                                                                              
combined       249    6,485944    ,2141591    3,379373    6,064141    6,907746
                                                                              
       1        49    6,040816    ,4535941    3,175159    5,128804    6,952828
       0       200       6,595    ,2422775    3,426321    6,117239    7,072761
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest income, by(region)
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TABLE B-8: Nation 

 
 
H0 that distribution of Scandinavians is not different from between the two regions, cannot be rejected.  

TABLE B-9: Children 

 
 
H0: Number of children in family on travel is not different between the two regions, cannot be rejected.  

TABLE B-10: Education 

 
H0 : Education level in sample is different between the two regions, cannot be rejected.  

TABLE B- 11: CS 

  
H0 : CS different between the two regions, cannot be rejected. 
 

 Pr(T < t) = 0,4081         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0,8162          Pr(T > t) = 0,5919
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      283
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =  -0,2327
                                                                              
    diff             -,0146245    ,0628501               -,1383375    ,1090885
                                                                              
combined       285    ,2245614    ,0247618    ,4180272    ,1758215    ,2733013
                                                                              
       1        55    ,2363636    ,0578145    ,4287638    ,1204525    ,3522747
       0       230    ,2217391    ,0274515    ,4163226    ,1676493    ,2758289
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest scandinavia, by(region)

 Pr(T < t) = 0,5701         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0,8599          Pr(T > t) = 0,4299
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      283
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0,1767
                                                                              
    diff              ,0090909    ,0514458               -,0921741    ,1103559
                                                                              
combined       285    ,0982456    ,0202679    ,3421613    ,0583513      ,13814
                                                                              
       1        55    ,0909091    ,0469453    ,3481553   -,0032105    ,1850287
       0       230          ,1    ,0225151    ,3414585    ,0556367    ,1443633
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest children, by(region)

 Pr(T < t) = 0,6361         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0,7277          Pr(T > t) = 0,3639
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      269
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0,3485
                                                                              
    diff              ,0230838    ,0662376               -,1073263    ,1534938
                                                                              
combined       271    ,7638376    ,0258478    ,4255089    ,7129487    ,8147266
                                                                              
       1        51     ,745098    ,0616323    ,4401426    ,6213059    ,8688901
       0       220    ,7681818    ,0285157    ,4229559    ,7119815    ,8243821
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest education, by(region)

. 

 Pr(T < t) = 0,5343         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0,9314          Pr(T > t) = 0,4657
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      227
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0,0862
                                                                              
    diff              1,288272    14,95302               -28,17619    30,75274
                                                                              
combined       229    49,71616    5,720274    86,56345     38,4448    60,98752
                                                                              
       1        41    48,65854    11,13666     71,3094    26,15051    71,16656
       0       188    49,94681    6,542872    89,71135    37,03948    62,85414
                                                                              
   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
Two-sample t test with equal variances
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APPENDIX B.7 Tobit Models – Original Models 
 
Model 1: Including all independent variables depicted in table 5-4. 
Model 2: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 1 
Model 3: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 2 
Model 4: Including all independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 1 
Model 5: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 1 
Model 6: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 5 
Model 7: All independent variables with observations >200 in table 6-5 
Model 8: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 7 
Model 9: All independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 8 
Model 10: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 7 
Model 11: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 7 
Model 12: All independent variables with observations >215 in table 6-5 
Model 13: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 9 
Model 14: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 9 
Model 15: All independent variables from model 1 excluding independent variables that are insignificant in all 
models they are included in (p>0,15) 
 

TABLE B-12: Tobit Models (1-6) - Significance Level 
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1 . estimate table ltobit1 ltobit2 ltobit3 ltobit4 ltobit5 ltobit6, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    ltobit1        ltobit2        ltobit3        ltobit4        ltobit5        ltobit6     

model        

  dispincome      -0,00                                         0,00                                   

   education      -0,69          -0,28                                                                 

 scandinavia       0,65                                         0,64                                   

    children       0,05                                         0,66                                   

         age       0,16           0,15           0,16                                                  

        age2      -0,00          -0,00          -0,00                                                  

      gender       0,45                                        -0,01                                   

  ecological       1,08*          1,05*          0,95*                         0,95*          0,88     

    decision       0,39                                         0,18                                   

    prevtrip      -0,38                                        -0,50                                   

   whaletour      -2,06          -2,62**        -2,65**                       -2,78**        -2,84**   

        dist       0,02***        0,02**         0,01**                        0,00                    

      number       0,64*          0,78***        0,78***                       0,64**         0,62**   

    crowding      -0,30          -0,20                                        -0,30          -0,28     

  badenviron      -1,13          -0,49                                        -0,21                    

  badweather      -2,12          -3,44**        -2,35*                                                 

 seasickness      -0,60                                        -1,08                                   

  expectnumb      -0,12                                        -0,64                                   

  expectdist       2,31***        1,66***        1,46***                       1,33***        1,07**   

travelbudget      -0,00                                         0,00                                   

  birdsafari       2,03***        1,57***        1,29**                        1,08**         1,02**   

     prepaid       3,09***        2,88***        2,78***                       2,74***        2,70***  

       price      -0,00          -0,01**        -0,00                         -0,00          -0,01**   

       _cons      -4,02          -3,65          -4,36*          1,25          -0,15           0,57     

sigma        

       _cons       2,38***        2,45***        2,48***        2,84***        2,55***        2,53***  

Statistics                                                                                             

           N        128            150            163            152            160            167     

          ll    -217,40        -263,66        -294,76        -291,65        -293,09        -308,48     

         aic     484,80         559,31         615,51         605,30         610,19         636,96     

        chi2      56,63          52,75          46,63           8,30          36,87          36,16     

                                                                     legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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TABLE B-13: Tobit Models (7-12) - Significance Level 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

TABLE B-14: Tobit Models (13-15) - Significance Level 
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1 . estimate table ltobit13 ltobit14 ltobit15, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    ltobit13       ltobit14       ltobit15    

model        

  dispincome       0,00*                        -0,00     

 scandinavia       0,65                          0,93*    

         age       0,20*                         0,14     

        age2      -0,00**                       -0,00     

  ecological       1,16**                        0,96*    

    prevtrip      -0,58                                   

   whaletour      -1,59                         -2,56**   

  birdsafari       1,11**                        1,38***  

       price      -0,00                         -0,01*    

    children                      0,46                    

    decision                      0,05                    

        dist                                     0,01*    

      number                                     0,62**   

    crowding                                    -0,35*    

  badweather                                    -3,24**   

  expectdist                                     1,61***  

     prepaid                                     2,89***  

       _cons      -2,49           1,93***       -2,94     

sigma        

       _cons       2,72***        2,86***        2,41***  

Statistics                                                

           N        208            216            159     

          ll    -395,04        -422,32        -282,76     

         aic     812,08         852,64         597,52     

        chi2      23,30           0,62          53,34     

                        legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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1 . estimate table ltobit7 ltobit8 ltobit9 ltobit10 ltobit11 ltobit12, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    ltobit7        ltobit8        ltobit9        ltobit10       ltobit11       ltobit12    

model        

  dispincome       0,00           0,00                                         0,00*          0,00     

   education      -0,10                                         0,14                                   

 scandinavia       1,12*          0,81*          0,96**                        0,64           0,89*    

    children       0,14                                         0,52           0,38                    

         age       0,07                                         0,10           0,18*                   

        age2      -0,00                                        -0,00          -0,00*                   

      gender       0,29                                        -0,11                                   

  ecological       1,17**         0,98*          1,08**                        1,18**         1,02*    

    decision      -0,01                                         0,17          -0,01                    

    prevtrip      -0,52          -0,52                                        -0,57                    

   whaletour      -2,92**        -2,71**        -2,82**                       -1,67          -2,86**   

      number       0,58**         0,46*          0,46*                                        0,44*    

    crowding      -0,25          -0,33*         -0,35*                                       -0,32*    

travelbudget       0,00                                         0,00                                   

  birdsafari       1,66***        1,14**         1,06**                        1,08**         1,07**   

     prepaid       2,68***        2,52***        2,60***                                      2,55***  

       price      -0,00          -0,00          -0,00                         -0,00          -0,00     

       _cons      -1,70           0,71           0,75          -0,33          -2,25           0,59     

sigma        

       _cons       2,45***        2,56***        2,58***        2,86***        2,72***        2,57***  

Statistics                                                                                             

           N        177            196            196            192            208            196     

          ll    -323,08        -366,09        -367,35        -374,67        -394,84        -366,88     

         aic     684,17         756,17         754,70         767,35         815,69         755,75     

        chi2      47,91          36,68          34,15           2,22          23,69          35,10     

                                                                     legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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APPENDIX B.8 Interval Regression Models – Original models 
 
Model 1: Including all independent variables depicted in table 5-4. 
Model 2: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 1 
Model 3: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 2 
Model 4: Including all independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 1 
Model 5: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 1 
Model 6: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 5 
Model 7: All independent variables with observations >200 in table 6-5 
Model 8: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 7 
Model 9: All independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 8 
Model 10: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 7 
Model 11: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 7 
Model 12: All independent variables with observations >215 in table 6-5 
Model 13: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 9 
Model 14: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 9 
Model 15: All independent variables from model 1 excluding independent variables that are insignificant in all 
models they are included in (p>0,15) 

 

TABLE B-15: Interval Regression Models (1-6) – Significance Level 
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1 . estimate table lintreg1 lintreg2 lintreg3 lintreg4 lintreg5 lintreg6, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    lintreg1       lintreg2       lintreg3       lintreg4       lintreg5       lintreg6    

model        

  dispincome      -0,00                                         0,00                                   

   education      -0,69          -0,28                                                                 

 scandinavia       0,64                                         0,68                                   

    children       0,05                                         0,69                                   

         age       0,16           0,15           0,16                                                  

        age2      -0,00          -0,00          -0,00                                                  

      gender       0,44                                        -0,03                                   

  ecological       1,08*          1,05*          0,95*                         0,95*          1,03*    

    decision       0,38                                         0,20                                   

    prevtrip      -0,38                                        -0,48                                   

   whaletour      -2,05          -2,60**        -2,63**                       -2,76**        -2,90**   

        dist       0,02***        0,02**         0,01**                        0,01                    

      number       0,64**         0,78***        0,78***                       0,61**         0,58**   

    crowding      -0,30          -0,20                                        -0,28          -0,29     

  badenviron      -1,12          -0,49                                        -0,27                    

  badweather      -2,11          -3,41**        -2,33*                        -3,58**        -3,50**   

 seasickness      -0,60                                        -1,03                                   

  expectnumb      -0,12                                        -0,63                                   

  expectdist       2,30***        1,65***        1,46***                       1,39***        1,15***  

travelbudget      -0,00                                         0,00                                   

  birdsafari       2,02***        1,56***        1,28**                        1,11**         1,13**   

     prepaid       3,07***        2,86***        2,76***                       2,63***        2,58***  

       price      -0,00          -0,01**        -0,00          -0,00          -0,01*         -0,01*    

       _cons      -4,04          -3,66          -4,36*          1,52          -0,00           0,51     

lnsigma      

       _cons       0,86***        0,89***        0,90***        1,04***        0,91***        0,90***  

Statistics                                                                                             

           N        128            150            163            152            159            163     

          ll    -277,82        -335,88        -375,52        -366,94        -365,68        -377,59     

         aic     605,64         703,76         777,04         757,87         757,35         777,18     

        chi2      56,69          52,79          46,71           8,56          43,42          44,10     

                                                                     legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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TABLE B-16: Interval Regression Models (7-12) – Significance Level 
 

 
 
 

TABLE B-17: Interval Regression Models (13-15) – Significance Level 
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1 . estimate table lintreg7 lintreg8 lintreg9 lintreg10 lintreg11 lintreg12, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    lintreg7       lintreg8       lintreg9      lintreg10      lintreg11      lintreg12    

model        

  dispincome       0,00           0,00                                         0,00           0,00*    

   education      -0,09                                         0,14                                   

 scandinavia       1,11**         0,81*          0,96**                        0,89*          0,63     

    children       0,14                                         0,52                          0,38     

         age       0,07                                         0,10                          0,18*    

        age2      -0,00                                        -0,00                         -0,00*    

      gender       0,29                                        -0,11                                   

  ecological       1,16**         0,98*          1,07**                        1,01*          1,17**   

    decision      -0,01                                         0,17                         -0,01     

    prevtrip      -0,52          -0,52                                                       -0,56     

   whaletour      -2,90**        -2,69**        -2,81**                       -2,85**        -1,66     

      number       0,58**         0,46*          0,46*                         0,44*                   

    crowding      -0,25          -0,33*         -0,34*                        -0,32*                   

travelbudget       0,00                                         0,00                                   

  birdsafari       1,65***        1,13**         1,06**                        1,07**         1,08**   

     prepaid       2,67***        2,51***        2,58***                       2,54***                 

       price      -0,00          -0,00          -0,00                         -0,00          -0,00     

       _cons      -1,71           0,69           0,74          -0,35           0,57          -2,25     

lnsigma      

       _cons       0,89***        0,93***        0,94***        1,04***        0,94***        0,99***  

Statistics                                                                                             

           N        177            196            196            192            196            208     

          ll    -413,57        -466,10        -467,37        -471,75        -466,89        -499,43     

         aic     865,13         956,20         954,73         961,49         955,78        1024,86     

        chi2      47,91          36,67          34,13           2,24          35,08          23,72     

                                                                     legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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1 . estimate table lintreg13 lintreg14 lintreg15, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable   lintreg13      lintreg14      lintreg15    

model        

  dispincome       0,00*                        -0,00     

 scandinavia       0,64                          0,92*    

         age       0,20*                         0,14     

        age2      -0,00**                       -0,00     

  ecological       1,16**                        0,96*    

    prevtrip      -0,57                                   

   whaletour      -1,58                         -2,54**   

  birdsafari       1,11**                        1,37***  

       price      -0,00                         -0,01*    

    children                      0,46                    

    decision                      0,05                    

        dist                                     0,01*    

      number                                     0,62**   

    crowding                                    -0,35*    

  badweather                                    -3,22**   

  expectdist                                     1,61***  

     prepaid                                     2,88***  

       _cons      -2,49           1,91***       -2,95     

lnsigma      

       _cons       0,99***        1,05***        0,87***  

Statistics                                                

           N        208            216            159     

          ll    -499,63        -531,46        -361,08     

         aic    1021,25        1070,92         754,15     

        chi2      23,33           0,63          53,40     

                        legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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TABLE B-18: Interval Regression Models (1-7) – Coefficients and Std. Errors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE B-19: Interval Regression Models (8-15) – Coefficients and Std. Errors 
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1 . estimate table lintreg8 lintreg9 lintreg10 lintreg11 lintreg12 lintreg13 lintreg14 lintreg15, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f) 

    Variable  lintreg8   lintreg9   lintr~10   lintr~11   lintr~12   lintr~13   lintr~14   lintr~15  

model        

  dispincome    0,0000                           0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                0,0000  

                0,0000                           0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                0,0000  

 scandinavia    0,8022     0,9833                0,8847     0,6870     0,6931                0,8738  

                0,4449     0,4410                0,4421     0,4364     0,4368                0,4657  

  ecological    0,9875     1,0949                1,0003     1,1491     1,1297                0,9787  

                0,4985     0,5011                0,5003     0,4991     0,4983                0,5320  

    prevtrip   -0,4928                                     -0,5067    -0,5242                        

                0,3964                                      0,3943     0,3912                        

   whaletour   -2,4494    -2,5250               -2,6009    -1,5253    -1,4492               -2,2057  

                1,2294     1,2425                1,2354     1,1575     1,1506                1,1988  

      number    0,2463     0,2411                0,2446                                      0,2709  

                0,2063     0,2086                0,2071                                      0,2241  

    crowding   -0,3138    -0,3416               -0,2991                                     -0,3658  

                0,1762     0,1759                0,1767                                      0,1865  

  birdsafari    1,1905     1,1281                1,1373     1,0020     1,0384                1,4597  

                0,4695     0,4728                0,4694     0,4635     0,4575                0,4862  

     prepaid    2,0815     2,1550                2,1123                                      2,1429  

                0,6059     0,6125                0,6082                                      0,6313  

       price   -0,0045    -0,0043               -0,0047    -0,0041    -0,0039               -0,0063  

                0,0024     0,0024                0,0024     0,0024     0,0024                0,0026  

   education                          0,1482                                                         

                                      0,4884                                                         

    children                          0,4189                0,3212                0,4044             

                                      0,5953                0,5634                0,5589             

         age                          0,0911                0,1442     0,1545                0,1203  

                                      0,1121                0,0997     0,0981                0,1059  

        age2                         -0,0011               -0,0018    -0,0020               -0,0017  

                                      0,0013                0,0011     0,0011                0,0012  

      gender                         -0,0967                                                         

                                      0,4210                                                         

    decision                          0,2615                0,0670                0,1233             

                                      0,4281                0,3942                0,3946             

travelbudget                         -0,0000                                                         

                                      0,0001                                                         

        dist                                                                                 0,0098  

                                                                                             0,0056  

  badweather                                                                                -3,2670  

                                                                                             1,5529  

  expectdist                                                                                 1,3712  

                                                                                             0,4549  

       _cons    1,2650     1,4079    -0,1724     1,1228    -1,4168    -1,5749     1,7228    -1,1822  

                1,1282     1,1178     2,2638     1,1279     2,0776     2,0360     0,3230     2,5279  

lnsigma      

       _cons    0,9290     0,9412     1,0259     0,9333     0,9651     0,9660     1,0200     0,8790  

                0,0647     0,0648     0,0661     0,0648     0,0627     0,0627     0,0611     0,0717  

                                                                                          legend: b/se
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1 . estimate table lintreg1 lintreg2 lintreg3 lintreg4 lintreg5 lintreg6 lintreg7, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f) 

    Variable  lintreg1   lintreg2   lintreg3   lintreg4   lintreg5   lintreg6   lintreg7  

model        

  dispincome    0,0000                           0,0000                           0,0000  

                0,0000                           0,0000                           0,0000  

   education   -0,8022    -0,2655                                                -0,1335  

                0,5907     0,5207                                                 0,4702  

 scandinavia    0,5873                           0,5805                           1,1182  

                0,6702                           0,6607                           0,5447  

    children    0,1438                           0,5630                           0,1358  

                0,5700                           0,5939                           0,5518  

         age    0,1320     0,1236     0,1536                                      0,0634  

                0,1326     0,1143     0,1065                                      0,1057  

        age2   -0,0017    -0,0017    -0,0020                                     -0,0009  

                0,0015     0,0013     0,0012                                      0,0012  

      gender    0,4640                          -0,1047                           0,3482  

                0,5123                           0,4712                           0,4087  

  ecological    1,0920     1,1080     0,9788                0,9306     1,0174     1,2577  

                0,6140     0,5849     0,5269                0,5415     0,5292     0,5336  

    decision    0,4505                           0,3910                           0,0879  

                0,4815                           0,4717                           0,4122  

    prevtrip   -0,4065                          -0,4357                          -0,5264  

                0,4861                           0,4711                           0,4147  

   whaletour   -1,6431    -2,2219    -2,2343               -2,3991    -2,5102    -2,7103  

                1,3398     1,2369     1,2382                1,2312     1,2079     1,2308  

        dist    0,0185     0,0140     0,0104                0,0049                        

                0,0072     0,0062     0,0056                0,0055                        

      number    0,1991     0,3611     0,4298                0,2418     0,2426     0,3772  

                0,2613     0,2390     0,2240                0,2340     0,2282     0,2125  

    crowding   -0,3702    -0,2641                          -0,3100    -0,3065    -0,2393  

                0,2311     0,2001                           0,1929     0,1824     0,1874  

  badenviron   -0,7764    -0,2048                           0,0071                        

                0,8707     0,7486                           0,6835                        

  badweather   -2,4731    -3,4349    -2,2065               -3,6616    -3,5768             

                1,9649     1,6186     1,3128                1,5975     1,5759             

 seasickness   -0,6357                          -0,9873                                   

                0,7129                           0,6800                                   

  expectnumb    0,0557                          -0,5141                                   

                0,5020                           0,4722                                   

  expectdist    2,0467     1,3818     1,1879                1,1871     1,0170             

                0,5881     0,4980     0,4621                0,4713     0,4210             

travelbudget   -0,0001                           0,0002                           0,0001  

                0,0002                           0,0002                           0,0001  

  birdsafari    2,1060     1,6316     1,3801                1,2314     1,2356     1,6737  

                0,5561     0,5200     0,4956                0,5126     0,4927     0,4858  

     prepaid    2,0500     2,0991     2,0287                1,9792     1,9772     2,1842  

                0,7676     0,6666     0,6480                0,6515     0,6273     0,6356  

       price   -0,0054    -0,0065    -0,0051    -0,0026    -0,0061    -0,0060    -0,0052  

                0,0031     0,0027     0,0026     0,0031     0,0027     0,0026     0,0026  

       _cons   -1,9997    -1,4491    -2,8861     1,6690     1,4241     1,6915    -0,9333  

                3,1439     2,7957     2,4095     0,8955     1,2722     1,1887     2,4391  

lnsigma      

       _cons    0,8810     0,9067     0,9154     1,0102     0,9239     0,9111     0,8949  

                0,0828     0,0747     0,0708     0,0743     0,0717     0,0704     0,0691  
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APPENDIX B.9 OLS MODELS  
 
Five OLS models were estimated, including the same variables as lintreg1, lintreg2, lintreg5, 
lintreg13 and lintreg15.  
 

TABLE B-20: OLS Models- Coefficients and Significance level 

 
Notes: * p<0,10, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0,01 
 

APPENDIX B.10 Interval Regression Models - Linear Form 
 
Model 1: Including all independent variables depicted in table 5-4. 
Model 2: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 1 
Model 3: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 2 
Model 4: All independent variables with observations >200 in table 6-5 
Model 5: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 4 
Model 6: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 5 
Model 7: All independent variables with observations >215 in table 6 
Model 8: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
                                                                                         
        chi2                                                                             
         aic      533,16         611,18         730,15         871,89         645,09     
          ll     -242,58        -290,59        -347,07        -425,94        -307,54     
           N         128            150            177            208            159     
                                                                                         
       _cons       -1,46          -1,23          -0,27          -0,61          -0,90     
       price       -0,00          -0,00*         -0,00          -0,00          -0,00*    
     prepaid        2,14***        2,08***        1,94***                       2,10***  
  birdsafari        1,28***        1,00***        1,12***        0,74**         0,90**   
travelbudget       -0,00                          0,00                                   
  expectdist        1,47***        1,07***                                      1,08***  
  expectnumb       -0,06                                                                 
 seasickness       -0,48                                                                 
  badweather       -0,63          -1,46*                                       -1,41*    
  badenviron       -0,71          -0,33                                                  
    crowding       -0,22          -0,17          -0,18                         -0,25*    
      number        0,39*          0,49**         0,38**                        0,40**   
        dist        0,01**         0,01**                                       0,01*    
   whaletour       -1,16          -1,47*         -1,69**        -0,83          -1,41*    
    prevtrip       -0,21                         -0,36          -0,39                    
    decision        0,27                          0,02                                   
  ecological        0,52           0,50           0,67*          0,68*          0,48     
      gender        0,23                          0,19                                   
        age2       -0,00          -0,00          -0,00          -0,00**        -0,00     
         age        0,12           0,11           0,07           0,14**         0,11     
    children        0,09                          0,12                                   
 scandinavia        0,42                          0,71*          0,39           0,58*    
   education       -0,42          -0,14          -0,09                                   
  dispincome       -0,00                          0,00           0,00**         0,00     
                                                                                         
    Variable       OLS1           OLS2           OLS7          OLS13          OLS15      
                                                                                         

. estimate table OLS1 OLS2 OLS7 OLS13 OLS15, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)
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TABLE B-21: Interval Regression Models (1-4) – Significance Level 
 

 
 

TABLE B-22: Interval Regression Models (5-8) – Significance Level 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                       legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
                                                                          
        chi2       61,63          54,46          53,50          50,01     
         aic      551,39         676,41         675,37         767,32     
          ll     -250,70        -324,21        -324,69        -364,66     
           N         128            159            159            177     
Statistics                                                                
                                                                          
       _cons        4,46***        4,45***        4,45***        4,43***  
lnsigma       
                                                                          
       _cons     -297,53**      -259,85***     -253,92**      -200,62**   
       price       -0,28**        -0,23**        -0,24**        -0,23**   
     prepaid       95,62***       95,08***       95,08***       74,84***  
  birdsafari       73,51***       45,85**        42,04**        51,14***  
travelbudget        0,00                                         0,01*    
  expectdist       86,54***       62,92***       63,41***                 
  expectnumb      -19,92                                                  
 seasickness      -30,67                                                  
  badweather     -105,08        -104,01        -105,11*                   
  badenviron        3,96                                                  
    crowding      -10,73         -12,98*        -12,57*         -9,69     
      number       23,86*         23,85**        22,80**        20,62**   
        dist        0,70**         0,47**         0,46**                  
   whaletour       22,14                                        -5,07     
    prevtrip      -20,85         -15,60                        -20,91     
    decision       40,00**        23,89          25,00          19,88     
  ecological        2,04                                        11,13     
      gender       -2,42                                        -3,05     
        age2       -0,14**        -0,13***       -0,13***       -0,10**   
         age       11,38**        11,34***       11,00***        7,94**   
    children        0,95                                         6,74     
 scandinavia       27,01                                        35,39*    
   education      -19,56                                         0,11     
  dispincome        0,00                                         0,00*    
model         
                                                                          
    Variable      intreg        intreg2        intreg3        intreg4     
                                                                          

                                       legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
                                                                          
       _cons        4,42***        4,43***        4,47***        4,47***  
lnsigma       
                                                                          
       _cons     -213,03**      -206,90**      -182,01**      -181,19**   
   whaletour                                      7,96                    
  ecological                                     12,04                    
    children                                     14,06                    
       price       -0,19**        -0,18**        -0,15*         -0,15*    
     prepaid       77,33***       81,63***                                
  birdsafari       45,21***       48,03***       32,87**        33,95**   
travelbudget        0,01           0,01                                   
    crowding      -11,05*        -11,72*                                  
      number       16,60**        17,46**                                 
    prevtrip      -20,44         -22,31         -17,17         -18,70     
    decision       16,40                         18,63          19,02     
        age2       -0,12***       -0,12***       -0,11***       -0,12***  
         age        9,92***        9,95***        9,72***       10,21***  
 scandinavia       28,30          30,83*          7,01                    
  dispincome        0,00           0,00           0,00***        0,00***  
model         
                                                                          
    Variable     intreg5        intreg6        intreg7        intreg8     
                                                                          

. estimate table intreg5 intreg6 intreg7 intreg8, star(.10 .05 .01) b(%9.2f)
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TABLE B-23: Interval Regression Models (1-8) –Standard Error (b/se) 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 13.28   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table intreg intreg2 intreg3 intreg4 intreg5 intreg6 intreg7 intreg8, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f)

    Variable   intreg    intreg2    intreg3    intreg4    intreg5    intreg6    intreg7    intreg8   

model        

  dispincome    0,0004                           0,0004     0,0004     0,0004     0,0005     0,0005  

                0,0003                           0,0002     0,0002     0,0002     0,0002     0,0002  

   education  -22,0737                          -0,9298                                              

               21,4739                          16,0918                                              

 scandinavia   16,6980                          31,3045    25,7983    27,8626     7,3155             

               24,3112                          18,5890    17,0645    17,1767    13,9753             

    children    5,5627                           8,0254                          13,2129             

               20,5165                          18,8398                          18,0551             

         age   10,2869    10,6560    10,4350     7,4653     9,2464     9,2196     8,5551     8,9981  

                4,7936     3,7280     3,7206     3,6187     3,2829     3,3246     3,2258     3,1592  

        age2   -0,1250    -0,1258    -0,1237    -0,0912    -0,1098    -0,1103    -0,1000    -0,1049  

                0,0548     0,0420     0,0420     0,0411     0,0369     0,0374     0,0366     0,0358  

      gender    3,5098                           0,5394                                              

               18,6026                          13,9705                                              

  ecological    0,1756                          12,4737                          11,0384             

               22,2501                          18,2634                          15,9999             

    decision   37,1382    21,3676    22,1993    20,9213    18,0095               18,7072    19,0023  

               17,4749    14,7822    14,7478    14,0748    13,5035               12,6432    12,6177  

    prevtrip  -21,7567   -11,7375              -20,6303   -18,7490   -20,6060   -15,3766   -16,5380  

               17,6365    14,6365               14,1883    13,4042    13,4734    12,6514    12,5282  

   whaletour   31,5125                          -0,4493                          11,6292             

               46,6058                          39,9979                          36,1679             

        dist    0,6464     0,3802     0,3783                                                         

                0,2625     0,1945     0,1945                                                         

      number   10,6015    12,3900    12,1088    14,8655    11,7432    12,7959                        

                9,3375     7,8460     7,8401     7,2350     6,9365     6,9645                        

    crowding  -12,6311   -14,0531   -13,6040    -9,3684   -10,6849   -11,3302                        

                8,3816     6,3661     6,3471     6,4162     5,9694     6,0124                        

  badenviron   11,5446                                                                               

               31,4489                                                                               

  badweather  -1,1e+02   -1,1e+02   -1,1e+02                                                         

               74,9023    61,6624    60,4614                                                         

 seasickness  -28,0657                                                                               

               26,1285                                                                               

  expectnumb  -15,2459                                                                               

               18,2119                                                                               

  expectdist   74,3088    52,1021    52,3735                                                         

               21,3894    15,8755    15,8805                                                         

travelbudget    0,0029                           0,0084     0,0067     0,0067                        

                0,0064                           0,0049     0,0046     0,0046                        

  birdsafari   71,4176    43,6447    41,0410    49,0203    42,5269    45,7419    28,1872    29,2099  

               20,0374    17,1552    16,8395    16,5432    15,7486    15,7417    14,8098    14,5187  

     prepaid   66,6125    71,3718    71,2795    63,0138    65,2433    70,8296                        

               27,4494    21,8184    21,8375    21,5528    20,6439    20,4594                        

       price   -0,2875    -0,2394    -0,2429    -0,2397    -0,2060    -0,1987    -0,1490    -0,1469  

                0,1126     0,0928     0,0927     0,0919     0,0846     0,0853     0,0777     0,0772  

       _cons  -2,2e+02   -2,0e+02   -2,0e+02   -1,7e+02   -1,8e+02   -1,7e+02   -1,6e+02   -1,6e+02  

              114,5211    89,6059    89,6889    83,8185    78,3669    78,9746    67,2309    65,6408  

lnsigma      

       _cons    4,4406     4,4174     4,4184     4,4055     4,3965     4,4062     4,4157     4,4177  

                0,0832     0,0717     0,0718     0,0693     0,0673     0,0672     0,0630     0,0629  
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APPENDIX B.11: Interval Regression Models - Double Log 
 
Model lgint1: Including all independent variables depicted in table 5-4. 
Model lgint2: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 1 
Model lgint3: All independent variables with observations >200 in table 6-5 
Model lgint4: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 3 
Model lgint5: All independent variables with observations >215 in table 6-5 
Model lgint6: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 5 

TABLE B-24: Log Models (1-6) – Significance level 

 
 

TABLE B-25: Log Models(1-6) – Standard Errors 

 

fredag 25. oktober 2013 14.32   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table lgint1 lgint2 lgint3 lgint4 lgint5 lgint6, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic) b(%9.2f)

    Variable     lgint1         lgint2         lgint3         lgint4         lgint5         lgint6     

model        

logdispinc~e       0,04                          0,13*          0,06           0,11*          0,11*    

   education      -0,67          -0,09          -0,10                                                  

 scandinavia       0,91           1,01**         1,43**         1,12**         0,70           0,72     

    children       0,15                          0,20                          0,43                    

         age       0,13                          0,08                          0,20*          0,21**   

        age2      -0,00                         -0,00                         -0,00**        -0,00**   

      gender       0,41                          0,23                                                  

  ecological       1,09*          1,06*          1,28**         1,02**         1,30**         1,30**   

    decision       0,33                         -0,02                         -0,05                    

    prevtrip      -0,40                         -0,56          -0,57          -0,56          -0,59     

   whaletour      -2,03          -2,76**        -2,96**        -2,75**        -1,57          -1,52     

        dist       0,02**         0,01**                                                               

      number       0,64**         0,77***        0,66***        0,48**                                 

    crowding      -0,31          -0,29          -0,24          -0,29                                   

  badenviron      -0,99          -0,15                                                                 

  badweather      -2,05          -3,52**                                                               

 seasickness      -0,67                                                                                

  expectnumb      -0,18                                                                                

  expectdist       2,18***        1,69***                                                              

ltravelbud~t       0,07                          0,46           0,33                                   

  birdsafari       2,02***        1,65***        1,63***        1,20**         1,08**         1,10**   

     prepaid       2,85***        2,89***        2,64***        2,45***                                

      lprice      -1,15          -1,20*         -0,81          -0,58          -0,33                    

       _cons       0,58           3,83          -3,20          -0,09          -2,34          -4,29*    

lnsigma      

       _cons       0,86***        0,88***        0,88***        0,93***        1,00***        1,00***  

Statistics                                                                                             

           N        128            152            177            191            208            208     

          ll    -278,03        -340,99        -412,39        -454,54        -500,07        -500,45     

         aic     606,07         711,99         862,79         935,09        1026,15        1020,91     

                                                                     legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01

fredag 25. oktober 2013 16.33   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table lgint1 lgint2 lgint3 lgint4 lgint5 lgint6,b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f) 

    Variable   lgint1     lgint2     lgint3     lgint4     lgint5     lgint6   

model        

logdispinc~e    0,0497                0,1350     0,0586     0,1085     0,1121  

                0,0612                0,0756     0,0620     0,0654     0,0653  

   education              -0,0908    -0,1003                                   

                           0,5329     0,4732                                   

 scandinavia               1,0125     1,4348     1,1232     0,7002     0,7194  

                           0,4928     0,5610     0,5405     0,4605     0,4606  

  ecological               1,0565     1,2802     1,0243     1,3029     1,3016  

                           0,5958     0,5425     0,5179     0,5350     0,5348  

   whaletour              -2,7624    -2,9631    -2,7479    -1,5728    -1,5202  

                           1,2100     1,2253     1,2417     1,1953     1,1886  

        dist               0,0125                                              

                           0,0059                                              

      number               0,7686     0,6570     0,4790                        

                           0,2802     0,2384     0,2360                        

    crowding              -0,2940    -0,2399    -0,2942                        

                           0,1977     0,1862     0,1821                        

  badenviron              -0,1539                                              

                           0,7069                                              

  badweather              -3,5191                                              

                           1,5391                                              

  expectdist               1,6931                                              

                           0,5103                                              

  birdsafari               1,6549     1,6291     1,2030     1,0802     1,1017  

                           0,5261     0,4875     0,4837     0,4996     0,4937  

     prepaid               2,8910     2,6368     2,4466                        

                           0,6821     0,6574     0,6475                        

      lprice              -1,1988    -0,8077    -0,5847    -0,3270             

                           0,6234     0,6289     0,6185     0,5892             

    children                          0,2044                0,4285             

                                      0,5711                0,6000             

         age                          0,0808                0,2019     0,2107  

                                      0,1059                0,1064     0,1040  

        age2                         -0,0010               -0,0024    -0,0025  

                                      0,0012                0,0012     0,0012  

      gender                          0,2272                                   

                                      0,4139                                   

    decision                         -0,0183               -0,0471             

                                      0,4212                0,4266             

    prevtrip                         -0,5571    -0,5694    -0,5629    -0,5918  

                                      0,4220     0,4166     0,4259     0,4202  

ltravelbud~t                          0,4633     0,3320                        

                                      0,3595     0,3438                        

       _cons    1,5545     3,8310    -3,2025    -0,0948    -2,3421    -4,2877  

                0,6303     3,6477     4,0863     3,7108     3,7706     2,2513  

lnsigma      

       _cons    1,0489     0,8824     0,8843     0,9294     0,9974     0,9997  

                0,0653     0,0793     0,0722     0,0694     0,0674     0,0674  

                                                                    legend: b/se
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APPENDIX B.12 Zero vs. Positive CS 
 

Model 1: All independent variables summarized in table 5-4 where included in the model 
Model 2: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 1 
Model 3: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 1 
Model 4: All independent variables with observations >200 in table 6-5 
Model 5: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 4 
Model 6: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 4 
Model 7: All independent variables with observations >215 in table 6-5 
Model 8: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 7 
Model 9: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 7 
Model 10: All independent variables with observations <201 in table 6-5 

TABLE B-26: Zero vs. Positive CS (1-5) – Significance Level 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE B-27: Zero vs. Positive CS (6-10) – Significance Level 

  

fredag 25. oktober 2013 16.24   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table probit6 probit7 probit8 probit9 probit10, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2 p) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    probit6        probit7        probit8        probit9        probit10    

  dispincome       0,00*          0,00           0,00                                   
   education       0,02                                                                 
    children       0,21           0,06                          0,11                    
         age       0,00           0,06           0,06                                   
        age2      -0,00          -0,00          -0,00                                   
      gender       0,09                                                                 
    decision      -0,04          -0,12                         -0,02                    
    prevtrip      -0,19          -0,25          -0,21                                   
travelbudget      -0,00                                                                 
 scandinavia                      0,34           0,32                                   
  ecological                      0,47**         0,47**                                 
   whaletour                     -0,60          -0,67                                   
  birdsafari                      0,66**         0,60**                                 
       price                     -0,00                         -0,00                    
        dist                                                                   0,00     
  badenviron                                                                  -0,52     
  badweather                                                                  -0,53     
 seasickness                                                                  -0,42     
  expectnumb                                                                   0,00     
  expectdist                                                                   0,75***  
       _cons       0,25          -1,22          -1,24           0,57**         0,02     

           N        195            209            211            217            153     
          ll    -122,42        -124,85        -126,70        -138,92         -94,77     
         aic     264,84         273,71         271,40         285,84         203,54     
        chi2       4,77          19,47          17,46           0,66          12,51     
           p       0,85           0,05           0,03           0,88           0,05     

                                                      legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01

fredag 25. oktober 2013 16.21   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table probit1 probit2 probit3 probit4 probit5, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable    probit1        probit2        probit3        probit4        probit5     

  dispincome      -0,00                         -0,00           0,00           0,00     

   education      -0,36                          0,16          -0,02                    

 scandinavia       0,18                          0,22           0,58*          0,47*    

    children       0,20                          0,25           0,20                    

         age       0,06                          0,01          -0,01                    

        age2      -0,00                         -0,00           0,00                    

      gender       0,48           0,18                          0,29           0,14     

  ecological       0,66*          0,49*                         0,59**         0,48*    

    decision       0,03                                        -0,15                    

    prevtrip      -0,21                                        -0,18                    

   whaletour      -2,33**        -2,20***                      -2,24***       -1,96***  

        dist       0,01**         0,00                                                  

      number       0,26           0,26*                         0,30**         0,23*    

    crowding      -0,15          -0,14                         -0,12          -0,15     

  badenviron      -1,04**        -0,34                                                  

  badweather      -1,26          -0,82                                                  

 seasickness      -0,43                         -0,25                                   

  expectnumb       0,00                         -0,28                                   

  expectdist       1,37***        0,63**                                                

travelbudget      -0,00                          0,00           0,00                    

  birdsafari       1,48***        0,72**                        1,11***        0,66**   

     prepaid  (omitted)      (omitted)                     (omitted)      (omitted)     

       price      -0,00          -0,00*                        -0,00*         -0,00*    

       _cons      -1,66          -0,34          -0,09          -0,47          -0,34     

           N        116            138            151            159            172     

          ll     -55,37         -77,30         -96,41         -87,44        -100,31     

         aic     156,75         178,59         212,82         208,87         220,63     

        chi2      47,26          30,14           4,10          35,89          26,43     

                                                      legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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TABLE B-28: Zero vs. Positive CS (1-5) – Standard Errors b/se  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

fredag 25. oktober 2013 16.30   Page 1

User: Liv Tone Robertsen   

1 . estimate table probit1 probit2 probit3 probit4 probit5, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f) 

    Variable   probit1     probit2     probit3     probit4     probit5   

  dispincome    -0,0000                 -0,0000      0,0000      0,0000  

                 0,0000                  0,0000      0,0000      0,0000  

   education    -0,3605                  0,1631     -0,0236              

                 0,3663                  0,2503      0,2674              

 scandinavia     0,1809                  0,2246      0,5841      0,4693  

                 0,4342                  0,3175      0,3295      0,2502  

    children     0,1980                  0,2499      0,2033              

                 0,4327                  0,2879      0,3670              

         age     0,0593                  0,0145     -0,0129              

                 0,0825                  0,0541      0,0589              

        age2    -0,0007                 -0,0002      0,0001              

                 0,0010                  0,0006      0,0007              

      gender     0,4816      0,1768                  0,2878      0,1412  

                 0,3149      0,2405                  0,2378      0,2116  

  ecological     0,6628      0,4857                  0,5876      0,4827  

                 0,3536      0,2822                  0,2785      0,2521  

    decision     0,0346                             -0,1481              

                 0,2981                              0,2371              

    prevtrip    -0,2106                             -0,1845              

                 0,3162                              0,2399              

   whaletour    -2,3298     -2,2025                 -2,2411     -1,9648  

                 0,9513      0,7771                  0,7889      0,7339  

        dist     0,0108      0,0022                                      

                 0,0051      0,0031                                      

      number     0,2637      0,2550                  0,3023      0,2288  

                 0,1980      0,1527                  0,1426      0,1311  

    crowding    -0,1526     -0,1417                 -0,1218     -0,1467  

                 0,1330      0,1046                  0,1019      0,0936  

  badenviron    -1,0360     -0,3393                                      

                 0,4993      0,3562                                      

  badweather    -1,2555     -0,8190                                      

                 1,1823      0,9339                                      

 seasickness    -0,4313                 -0,2478                          

                 0,4555                  0,3110                          

  expectnumb     0,0024                 -0,2842                          

                 0,3098                  0,2179                          

  expectdist     1,3683      0,6336                                      

                 0,4086      0,2756                                      

travelbudget    -0,0001                  0,0001      0,0000              

                 0,0001                  0,0001      0,0001              

  birdsafari     1,4819      0,7199                  1,1057      0,6559  

                 0,4319      0,3141                  0,3206      0,2720  

     prepaid  (omitted)   (omitted)               (omitted)   (omitted)  

                                                                         

       price    -0,0033     -0,0028                 -0,0025     -0,0023  

                 0,0020      0,0016                  0,0015      0,0013  

       _cons    -1,6648     -0,3437     -0,0861     -0,4715     -0,3357  

                 1,9180      0,7464      1,0651      1,3437      0,6179  

                                                              legend: b/se
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TABLE B-29: Zero vs. Positive CS (6-10) – Standard Errors b/se 
 

 
 

APPENDIX B.13 Variation in Positive CS 
 
Model 1: Including all independent variables depicted in table 5-4. 
Model 2: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 1 
Model 3: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 2 
Model 4: Including all independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 1 
Model 5: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,16 in model 1 
Model 6: Including all independent variables with a p-value <0,20 in model 5 
Model 7: All independent variables with observations >200 in table 6-5 
Model 8: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 7 
Model 9: All independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 8 
Model 10: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,16 in model 7 
Model 11: Including all independent variables with a p-value<0,20 in model 10 
Model 12: All independent variables with observations >215 in table 6-5 
Model 13: All independent variables with a p-value<0,30 in model 9 
Model 14: All independent variables with a p-value>0,30 in model 9 
Model 15: All independent variables from model 1 excluding independent variables that are insignificant in all 
models they are included in (p>0,15) 
 
 
 

fredag 25. oktober 2013 16.29   Page 1
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1 . estimate table probit6 probit7 probit8 probit9 probit10, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f)

    Variable  probit6    probit7    probit8    probit9    probit10  

  dispincome    0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                        
                0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                        
   education    0,0164                                              
                0,2235                                              
    children    0,2097     0,0580                0,1089             
                0,2866     0,3064                0,2743             
         age    0,0006     0,0638     0,0583                        
                0,0498     0,0480     0,0463                        
        age2   -0,0000    -0,0008    -0,0007                        
                0,0006     0,0006     0,0005                        
      gender    0,0884                                              
                0,1953                                              
    decision   -0,0435    -0,1179               -0,0217             
                0,2007     0,2010                0,1863             
    prevtrip   -0,1935    -0,2534    -0,2051                        
                0,1955     0,1976     0,1921                        
travelbudget   -0,0000                                              
                0,0001                                              
 scandinavia               0,3392     0,3193                        
                           0,2249     0,2222                        
  ecological               0,4705     0,4704                        
                           0,2319     0,2272                        
   whaletour              -0,6030    -0,6658                        
                           0,5019     0,4941                        
  birdsafari               0,6558     0,6026                        
                           0,2562     0,2504                        
       price              -0,0004               -0,0006             
                           0,0010                0,0009             
        dist                                                0,0038  
                                                            0,0029  
  badenviron                                               -0,5154  
                                                            0,3500  
  badweather                                               -0,5349  
                                                            0,5168  
 seasickness                                               -0,4243  
                                                            0,3068  
  expectnumb                                                0,0043  
                                                            0,2229  
  expectdist                                                0,7473  
                                                            0,2625  
       _cons    0,2526    -1,2248    -1,2441     0,5707     0,0242  
                0,9920     0,9917     0,9465     0,2561     0,2575  

                                                         legend: b/se
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TABLE B-32: Positive CS models (1-6) – Significance Level 

 
Notes: * p<0,10, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0,01 
 

TABLE B-33: Positive CS models (8-13) – Significance Level 
 

 
     Notes: * p<0,10, ** p<0,05 and *** p<0,01 

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 11.43   Page 1
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1 . estimate table lintregpos1 lintregpos2 lintregpos3 lintregpos4 lintregpos5 lintregpos6 lintregpos7, star(.10 .05 .01) stats(N ll aic ch

> i2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable  lintregpos1    lintregpos2    lintregpos3    lintregpos4    lintregpos5    lintregpos6    lintregpos7   

model        

  dispincome       0,00*          0,00***        0,00**                        0,00***        0,00**         0,00*  

   education      -0,27          -0,18                         -0,06                                        -0,02   

 scandinavia       0,01                                                                                      0,05   

    children      -0,01                                                                                      0,09   

         age       0,15***        0,15***        0,11***                       0,11***        0,12***        0,09** 

        age2      -0,00***       -0,00***       -0,00***                      -0,00***       -0,00***       -0,00** 

      gender      -0,26          -0,37**        -0,27*                                                      -0,14   

  ecological      -0,11                                        -0,25                                        -0,17   

    decision       0,39**         0,29*          0,17                          0,11                          0,26*  

    prevtrip      -0,28          -0,16                         -0,22          -0,09                         -0,25*  

   whaletour       0,89           1,12**         1,07*                         0,98*          0,99*          1,09** 

        dist       0,01**         0,00*          0,00*                         0,00*          0,00                  

      number       0,23*          0,19*          0,15*                         0,15*          0,11           0,11   

    crowding      -0,02                                        -0,13                                        -0,05   

  badenviron       0,22                                         0,05                                                

  badweather      -0,95          -0,74                                        -0,25                                 

 seasickness      -0,09                                        -0,20                                                

  expectnumb      -0,25          -0,17                                                                              

  expectdist       0,41*          0,24           0,20                          0,23                                 

travelbudget       0,00                                         0,00*                                        0,00*  

  birdsafari       0,19                                        -0,02                                        -0,01   

     prepaid       0,23                                         0,18                                         0,14   

       price      -0,00          -0,00                                                                      -0,00   

       _cons       0,17           0,27           0,74           4,19***        0,70           0,77           1,83*  

lnsigma      

       _cons      -0,40***       -0,36***       -0,31***       -0,22***       -0,30***       -0,30***       -0,35***

Statistics                                                                                                            

           N         79             89            111            106            109            120            117   

          ll    -143,42        -164,45        -210,46        -211,42        -207,17        -229,54        -218,38   

         aic     336,84         360,89         442,93         444,85         438,34         475,07         474,75   

        chi2      44,54          38,53          28,68          10,43          26,61          22,92          34,35   

                                                                                    legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 11.46   Page 1
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1 . estimate table lintregpos8 lintregpos9 lintregpos10 lintregpos11 lintregpos12 lintregpos13 lintregpos14 lintregpos15, star(.10 .05 .01)

>  stats(N ll aic chi2) b(%9.2f)

    Variable  lintregpos8    lintregpos9    lintregpos10   lintregpos11   lintregpos12   lintregpos13   lintregpos14   lintregpos15  

model        

  dispincome       0,00**         0,00**         0,00**         0,00**         0,00**         0,00**         0,00***

         age       0,09**         0,09**         0,09**         0,10***        0,09**         0,10***        0,10** 

        age2      -0,00**        -0,00**        -0,00**        -0,00***       -0,00**        -0,00***       -0,00** 

    decision       0,20           0,22           0,19           0,23*          0,22           0,22           0,20   

    prevtrip      -0,14                         -0,14                         -0,10                         -0,15   

   whaletour       0,57                          0,56                          0,65           0,56           1,18** 

travelbudget       0,00           0,00           0,00                                                        0,00   

       price      -0,00                                                       -0,00                                 

 scandinavia                                                                  -0,08                                 

    children                                                                   0,15                                 

  ecological                                                                  -0,15                                 

  birdsafari                                                                  -0,11                                 

      gender                                                                                                -0,25   

        dist                                                                                                 0,00   

      number                                                                                                 0,11   

    crowding                                                                                                -0,05   

  expectdist                                                                                                 0,22   

       _cons       1,83**         1,66**         1,68**         1,58**         1,94**         1,59**         1,16   

lnsigma      

       _cons      -0,31***       -0,29***       -0,30***       -0,30***       -0,31***       -0,30***       -0,31***

Statistics                                                                                                                           

           N        133            133            133            136            136            136            106   

          ll    -253,57        -255,20        -254,03        -260,63        -258,43        -259,85        -200,65   

         aic     527,13         524,41         526,07         533,26         542,87         533,70         429,31   

        chi2      22,33          19,06          21,40          17,21          21,60          18,77          29,76   

                                                                                                   legend: * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01
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TABLE B-34: Positive CS models (1-7) Standard Errors b/se 

 
                    

TABLE B-35: Positive CS models (8-15) Standard Errors b/se 
 

 
 

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 11.49   Page 1
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1 . estimate table lintregpos1 lintregpos2 lintregpos3 lintregpos4 lintregpos5 lintregpos6 lintregpos7, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f) 

    Variable  lintre~1   lintre~2   lintre~3   lintre~4   lintre~5   lintre~6   lintre~7  

model        

  dispincome    0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                0,0000     0,0000     0,0000  

                0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                0,0000     0,0000     0,0000  

   education   -0,2706    -0,1817               -0,0634                          -0,0233  

                0,2107     0,1979                0,2009                           0,1661  

 scandinavia    0,0135                                                            0,0529  

                0,2441                                                            0,1927  

    children   -0,0081                                                            0,0911  

                0,1945                                                            0,1869  

         age    0,1468     0,1475     0,1097                0,1093     0,1206     0,0920  

                0,0460     0,0406     0,0394                0,0400     0,0385     0,0391  

        age2   -0,0018    -0,0018    -0,0013               -0,0013    -0,0014    -0,0011  

                0,0005     0,0005     0,0004                0,0005     0,0004     0,0004  

      gender   -0,2580    -0,3704    -0,2694                                     -0,1401  

                0,1980     0,1672     0,1498                                      0,1525  

  ecological   -0,1107                          -0,2485                          -0,1737  

                0,2459                           0,2502                           0,2127  

    decision    0,3911     0,2943     0,1709                0,1111                0,2552  

                0,1869     0,1698     0,1573                0,1595                0,1519  

    prevtrip   -0,2846    -0,1619               -0,2236    -0,0873               -0,2545  

                0,1793     0,1658                0,1704     0,1541                0,1505  

   whaletour    0,8911     1,1222     1,0673                0,9798     0,9851     1,0865  

                0,5619     0,5342     0,5454                0,5519     0,5444     0,5448  

        dist    0,0051     0,0044     0,0036                0,0036     0,0024             

                0,0025     0,0023     0,0019                0,0020     0,0016             

      number    0,2327     0,1852     0,1536                0,1456     0,1089     0,1072  

                0,1225     0,0975     0,0873                0,0874     0,0783     0,0850  

    crowding   -0,0193                          -0,1262                          -0,0542  

                0,0894                           0,0774                           0,0712  

  badenviron    0,2190                           0,0459                                   

                0,3724                           0,2676                                   

  badweather   -0,9466    -0,7380                          -0,2497                        

                0,7375     0,7410                           0,5558                        

 seasickness   -0,0875                          -0,1963                                   

                0,2870                           0,2811                                   

  expectnumb   -0,2504    -0,1671                                                         

                0,1842     0,1685                                                         

  expectdist    0,4081     0,2397     0,2047                0,2274                        

                0,2222     0,1969     0,1618                0,1652                        

travelbudget    0,0001                           0,0001                           0,0001  

                0,0001                           0,0000                           0,0001  

  birdsafari    0,1945                          -0,0247                          -0,0076  

                0,1880                           0,1896                           0,1629  

     prepaid    0,2315                           0,1845                           0,1443  

                0,2648                           0,2286                           0,2106  

       price   -0,0016    -0,0009                                                -0,0014  

                0,0012     0,0011                                                 0,0010  

       _cons    0,1676     0,2661     0,7378     4,1945     0,6992     0,7718     1,8331  

                1,2326     0,9477     0,8580     0,3251     0,8764     0,8546     0,9669  

lnsigma      

       _cons   -0,3977    -0,3608    -0,3075    -0,2181    -0,3017    -0,2965    -0,3530  

                0,0833     0,0782     0,0697     0,0710     0,0703     0,0670     0,0682  

lørdag 26. oktober 2013 11.53   Page 1
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1 . estimate table lintregpos8 lintregpos9 lintregpos10 lintregpos11 lintregpos12 lintregpos13 lintregpos14 lintregpos15, b(%8.4f) se(%8.4f

> ) 

    Variable  lintre~8   lintre~9   lintr~10   lintr~11   lintr~12   lintr~13   lintr~14   lintr~15  

model        

  dispincome    0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000  

                0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000     0,0000  

         age    0,0904     0,0881     0,0900     0,0962     0,0938     0,0958     0,0973     0,1097  

                0,0369     0,0373     0,0370     0,0368     0,0370     0,0366     0,0414     0,0394  

        age2   -0,0010    -0,0010    -0,0010    -0,0011    -0,0010    -0,0011    -0,0012    -0,0013  

                0,0004     0,0004     0,0004     0,0004     0,0004     0,0004     0,0005     0,0004  

    decision    0,2044     0,2241     0,1914     0,2346     0,2184     0,2173     0,2025     0,1709  

                0,1438     0,1433     0,1437     0,1383     0,1407     0,1381     0,1708     0,1573  

    prevtrip   -0,1384               -0,1422               -0,0954               -0,1530             

                0,1386                0,1390                0,1397                0,1586             

   whaletour    0,5656                0,5578                0,6549     0,5623     1,1814     1,0673  

                0,4495                0,4510                0,4522     0,4484     0,5551     0,5454  

travelbudget    0,0001     0,0000     0,0001                                      0,0000             

                0,0000     0,0000     0,0000                                      0,0000             

       price   -0,0009                                     -0,0006                                   

                0,0009                                      0,0009                                   

 scandinavia                                               -0,0761                                   

                                                            0,1475                                   

    children                                                0,1453                                   

                                                            0,1805                                   

  ecological                                               -0,1528                                   

                                                            0,1923                                   

  birdsafari                                               -0,1077                                   

                                                            0,1550                                   

      gender                                                                     -0,2514    -0,2694  

                                                                                  0,1594     0,1498  

        dist                                                                      0,0034     0,0036  

                                                                                  0,0021     0,0019  

      number                                                                      0,1146     0,1536  

                                                                                  0,0942     0,0873  

    crowding                                                                     -0,0479             

                                                                                  0,0719             

  expectdist                                                                      0,2229     0,2047  

                                                                                  0,1779     0,1618  

       _cons    1,8325     1,6611     1,6807     1,5823     1,9404     1,5941     1,1594     0,7378  

                0,7649     0,7578     0,7513     0,7540     0,7848     0,7498     0,9824     0,8580  

lnsigma      

       _cons   -0,3073    -0,2945    -0,3036    -0,2961    -0,3130    -0,3021    -0,3092    -0,3075  

                0,0637     0,0637     0,0637     0,0629     0,0630     0,0630     0,0714     0,0697  

                                                                                          legend: b/se
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APPENDIX C: Rapport: Hvalsafariturister i Andøy regionen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Skrevet av: Liv Tone Robertsen   
Veileder: Professor Ståle Navrud v/HHUMB  

Økonomisk støtte: Andøy Kommune og Opplevelser i Nord 2013 
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Forord  
!
Rapporten ”Hvalsafariturister i Andøy regionen” er skrevet med utgangspunkt i data innsamlet i 
forbindelse med min masteroppgave med tema: ”Rekreasjonsnytten av hvalsafaritilbudet i 
Andøy regionen. Hensikten med rapporten er å presentere funn fra masteroppgaven som også 
kan være til nytte for hele turismenæringen på Andøy.  
 
Data ble samlet inn gjennom ett 5 ukers feltarbeid i Andenes og Stø sommeren 2013. Ett lengre 
spørreskjema ble distribuert til husholdninger/reisefølger som deltok på organiserte 
hvalsafariturer. Innsamlet data ble sammenlignet med funn fra tidligere studier av besøkende 
turister i Vesterålen og Nord Norge, og andre rekreasjonsnytte studier.   
 
På grunn av at rapporten bygger på data som er samlet inn med hovedfokus på ett annet 
prosjekt, gir det en begrensning for hvilke analyser som kan utføres. Konklusjonen kan derfor 
bare gi en pekepinn på generelle forhold som kan forbedres i Andøy regionen i henhold til data 
som er samlet inn fra hvalsafariturister.      
 
Den endelige masteroppgaven leveres inn ved Handelshøyskolen ved Universitetet for Miljø og 
Biovitenskap(HHUMB) 15.desember. I masteroppgaven gis det mer utfyllende informasjon 
angående konsumentoverskuddet fra hvalsafari og hvilke faktorer som påvirker 
konsumentoverskuddet. 
 
Jeg vil rette en stor takk til Andøy kommune og Opplevelser i Nord som har gitt meg 
økonomisk støtte til utgifter under datainnsamlingsperioden. Jeg vil også takke Whalesafari AS 
og Arctic Whale Tours Stø for all informasjon, tilrettelegging av bosted og ikke minst for å gi 
meg tillatelse til å intervjue hvalsafarideltakere. Guider, forskere og frivillige hos 
hvalsafariselskapene fortjener også ros da de har vært uvurderlige informasjonskilder for å 
hjelpe meg å forstå hvalsafariproduktet bedre, samt utvikle og oversette spørreskjema til flere 
språk. Sist men ikke minst, vil jeg takke Ståle Navrud, for tips om en utrolig spennende 
masteroppgave samt god veiledning og rådgivning underveis i arbeidet.   
!

Langhus, 05.11. 2013 
Liv Tone Robertsen 
!
!
!
!

!
!
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1. Introduksjon 
!
Andøy regionen er et av få steder i Norge hvor det fortsatt er mulig å dra på hvalsafari. En større 

andel av besøkende turister i Vesterålen oppgir hvalsafaritilbudet som en hovedattraksjon i 

regionen (Midtgard et al. 2012; Normann 2012), og i 2012 ble det registrert hele 16 000 

hvalsafarideltakere med utreise fra Andenes og Stø (Midtgard et al. 2012), 

 
I tillegg til den økonomiske omsetningen til hvalsafaribedriftene, tjener også andre produsenter i 

nærområdet på hvalsafaritilbudet. Ett større antall turister fører til økt etterspørsel av andre varer 

og tjenester. Ifølge O´Connor et al.(2008) fører hver dollar hvalsafari turister bruker på 

hvalsafari til ett forbruk på om lag 1,58 dollar på andre varer og tjenester i nærområdet. Dersom 

en hvalsafaribillett for en voksen person koster omtrent 890 kr tilsier dette at hver 

hvalsafariturist bruker omtrent 1406 kroner på andre varer og tjenester når de besøker Andøy 

regionen. Multiplisert med antall hvalsafarideltagere finner man dermed at hvalsafariturister i 

Andenes kan stå for store omsetninger til andre bedrifter i regionen1.  

 
Whalesafari AS er det største hvalsafariselskapet i regionen og siden oppstarten i 1989 har 200 

000 turister opplevd deres hvalsafariprodukt. For å møte hvalsafarituristers etterspørsel av 

overnatting, spisesteder og andre opplevelser har mange turistbedrifter etablert seg på Andøy de 

siste tiårene, og det har vært en spesiell stor satsning på naturbaserte opplevelser. Ifølge 

Midtgaard et al.(2012) omsetter naturbaserte opplevelsesaktiviteter som sel-, fugl- og hvalsafari 

for over 10 millioner kroner i året.  

 
Selv om etableringen av hvalsafaritilbudet på mange måter startet opp turismenæringen i Andøy 

regionen, er det mulig at hvalsafaritilbudet er mindre viktig for turismenæringen den dag i dag. 

En etablert turismenæring med varierte tilbud og større markedsføringsmuligheter på nett, kan 

føre til at flere hvalsafariturister i dag ville valgt å dra til Andøy regionen selv om 

hvalsafaritilbudet ikke hadde eksistert. Ett eksempel er den nye nasjonale turistveien som går 

langs Andøy kysten og videre med ferge over til Senja. Fergetilbudet gjør at turister kan 

kombinere ett besøk i Andøy regionen med en reise til Senja eller Tromsø, som lenge har vært 

populære turistattraksjoner. Med tanke på at fremtidige næringsinteresser kan true 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%!O´Connor et al.(2008) har ikke tatt hensyn til lokale forhold i sine beregninger,!noe som gjør estimatet veldig 
usikkert. Midtgaard et al.(2012) foreslår en lavere multiplikator på 1,25, noe som gir et estimat på omtrent 1120 
NOK på andre varer og tjenester i regionen.  !
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hvalsafaritilbudet er det derfor av interesse å finne ut hvor stor andel av turistene som ville dratt 

til Andøy regionen uavhengig av hvalsafaritilbudet.   

 

Antageligvis er hvalsafaritilbudet og turismenæringen på Andøy fortsatt sammenknyttet. Med 

bakgrunn i at Normann (2012) finner at egne erfaringer, samt erfaringer fra kjente er avgjørende 

faktorer ved valg av turistdestinasjon, er det viktig at turistene sitter igjen med en god 

opplevelse fra destinasjonen. En dårlig erfaring fra en hvalsafaritur eller turistbedrifter på 

Andøy generelt kan komme til å skade omdømme for både hvalsafaritilbudet og 

turismenæringen. Det er derfor interessant å få en bedre oversikt over turisters tilfredshet med 

både hvalsafariproduktet og helhetsinntrykket av Andøy.  

 
I denne rapporten ønsker jeg å benytte innsamlet data til å belyse følgende problemstillinger:   

 

1. Hva kjennetegner den typiske hvalsafarituristen i Andøy regionen? 

2. Hvor viktig er hvalsafaritilbudet for dagens turisme? 

3. Hva kan forbedres ved turismenæringen i Andøy? 

2. Datainnsamling 
 

Datainnsamling ble gjennomført i perioden 14.juli til 17.august, hvorav den første uken ble 

brukt til å samle inn bakgrunnsinformasjon, samt utprøving av spørreskjema og utvalgsmetode. 

Av 270 utleverte spørreskjemaene til husholdninger som hadde vært på hvalsafari med 

utgangspunkt i Andenes ble 230 levert tilbake ferdig utfylt, noe som gir en responsrate på 85%. 

15 husholdninger avslo å være med på undersøkelsen, noe som utgjør 5 % av forespurte 

husholdninger.  

 

 En lengre kvantitativ spørreundersøkelse ble benyttet til å samle inn personlige data, 

bestemmelse av reisemål, forventninger til hvalsafari, opplevelser knyttet til varierende faktorer 

på hvalsafarien, og til slutt; tilfredshet med hvalsafaritilbudet og Andøy regionen. I tillegg ble 

det stilt ett kvalitativt spørsmål helt på slutten av spørreskjemaet  som var som følger: ”For å 

forbedre Andøy regionen som reisemål, er det ønskelig med kommentarer til bedrifter eller 

aktiviteter som dere har opplevd. Kommenter gjerne i boksen under”. En større andel av 

hvalsafarituristene var utenlandsk og jeg valgte derfor å oversette spørreskjemaet til tysk, 

nederlandsk og italiensk i tillegg til norsk og engelsk.  
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Tilfeldig utvalg er en nødvendig forutsetning for å kunne si noe om populasjonen (Wooldridge 

2009). Dessverre var det vanskelig å få til ett tilfeldig utvalg av hvalsafariturister, og 

utvalgsstrategien ble dermed å spørre så mange turister som mulig. Høy responsrate og lite 

avslag reduserte sannsynligheten for andre problemer ved utvalgsmetode. Ifølge Johannessen et 

al.(2004) kan man sammenligne utvalget med karakteristikker ved den virkelige populasjonen 

for å teste hvorvidt utvalget er representativt. På bakgrunn av data fra Whalesafari AS har jeg 

derfor valgt å sammenligne utvalg med populasjon med hensyn til nasjonalitet. 

TABELL 2-1: Nasjonalitetsfordeling 

 
Tabell 2-1 viser med unntak av respondenter fra Norge, Nederland, Italia og Russland er at 

utvalget er nokså lik populasjonen. Fra egen observasjon kan en lavere responsrate fra Norge 

forklares med at nordmenn ofte var sene ved innsjekking. Dersom man ser bare på responsraten 

på utvalg på båt er 14% av deltagerne fra Norge, noe som tilsvarer populasjonen i større grad. 

Grunnen til at jeg fikk ett høyere utvalgsrate av nederlandske og italienske turister 

sammenlignet med populasjonsraten kan forklares med at jeg valgte å oversette spørreskjemaet 

til nederlandsk og italiensk, noe som muligens økte responsraten fra disse landene på bekostning 

av andre land som for eksempel Spania. Mangel på språkoversettelser gjorde også at jeg mistet 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
'!34  land i populasjonen er ikke inkludert i tabell 5-1 da de representerer mindre enn 1% av den totale 
populasjonen. Deres samlede bidrag til total populasjon er summert under gjenstående land. !

Nasjonalitet Populasjon Utvalg 
Norge 13% 8% 
Sverige 7% 8% 
Danmark 3% 3% 
Finland 3% 3% 
Sum Skandinavia:  26% 22% 
Tyskland  26% 25% 
Nederland 9% 12% 
Sveits 7% 8% 
Italia 6% 9% 
Frankrike 6% 5% 
Spania 5% 6% 
Østerrike 3% 3% 
Russland 3% 0% 
Storbritannia  2% 3% 
Belgia 2% 1% 
Tsjekkia 1% 1% 
Polen 1% 2% 
Sum andre land2:  70% 75% 
Gjenstående land:  4% 3 % 
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russiske respondenter, og jeg fikk totalt bare en respondent fra Russland i det endelige utvalget. 

Totalt sett vurderes allikevel utvalget som noe representativt.   

3. Resultat 
!

3.1 Sosioøkonomiske variabler 

3.2.1 Inntekt 
!

Som følge av relativt høye priser og en høy kronekurs sommeren 2013 er Norge ett dyrt feriemål 

for utenlandske turister. Det forventes derfor at turister som reiser helt opp til Nord Norge har en 

relativt høy lønn sammenlignet med gjennomsnittet. Turister ble spurt i spørsmål 47 om å angi 

husholdningens totale disponible inntekt i 2012, og tabell 3-2 fremstiller resultatet fordelt på 

norske turister, utenlandske turister og hele utvalget. 

TABELL 3-1: Inntektsfordeling3 
 

Tabell 3-2 viser at en større andel av utvalget har en disponibel husholdningsinntekt mellom 328 

000 – 480 000 NOK. Norske turister har en gjennomsnittlig disponibel husholdningsinntekt på: 

626 000 NOK, noe som er høyere enn utenlandske turisters gjennomsnittlige disponible 

husholdningsinntekt på: 398 752 NOK4. På den andre siden er det ingen av de norske turistene 

som rapporterer at de har en høyere inntekt enn 960 000 NOK. Samtidig oppgir hele 8% av 

utenlandske turister en høyere inntekt enn 960 000 NOK.  

3.2.3 Utdanningsnivå 
 
Rekreasjonsstudier (se bl.annet: Hoagland & Meeks 2000; Walsh 1986) og hvalsafaristudier(se 

bl.annet: Libosada 2009; Mustika et al. 2013) finner at utdanning er positivt korrelert med 

deltagelse på hvalsafari og andre naturbaserte aktiviteter.  Dette ser også ut til å være tilfelle 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(!Regnet ut fra midtpunktet på inntektskategoriene oppgitt i spørreskjema.  
4 Regnet ut eksklusiv inntekt over 960 000 NOK. !

Netto inntekt Norske turister Utenlandske turister Hele utvalget 
0-160 000 NOK 9% 9% 9% 
168 000- 320 000 NOK 9% 26% 25% 
328 000- 480 000 NOK 32% 25% 23% 
488 000 – 640 000 NOK 18% 16% 18% 
648 000 – 800 000 NOK 23% 8% 8% 
808 000 – 960 000 NOK 9% 8% 9% 
Over 960 000 NOK 0% 8% 8% 
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med hvalsafarideltagere i Andøy regionen. Figur 3-1 illustrerer utdanningsnivå hos 

hvalsafarideltagerne. Innsamlet data tyder på at hele 75% av hvalsafari turistene har fullført 

minst en bachelorgrad, noe som påvirke preferanser og holdninger.  

+igur 3-1: Utdanningsnivå 

3.2.4 Alder  
 
Litteratur foreslår også at alder kan være avgjørende for valg av fritids/ferieaktiviteter. Utvalget 

var vidt distribuert i alder, fra 18-77 år. Gjennomsnitts- og median alder var 43 år, noe som er en 

del lavere enn hva Normann (2012) finner i sin studie. Men i likhet med Normann finner jeg at 

snittalderen for norske turister er noe høyere enn for utenlandske turister, hvor norske turister 

har en snittalder 45 år og utenlandske turister har en snittalder på 42 år.  

3.2.6 Familie 
 
Familiekomposisjon er av interesse fordi det sier noe om valg av aktivitet(Tangeland & Aas 

2011), samt forbruk av varer og tjenester på reisen. På hvalsafari var det en liten andel av 

turistene som hadde med seg barn under 9 år (8%) og en noe større andel som hadde med seg 

barn over 10 år (14%). Om lag 74% av respondentene hadde ikke barn eller ungdommer i 

reisefølget. Normann (2012) finner at omlag 33% av reisende turister i Vesterålen reiser uten 

barn, noe som kan tyde på at barnefamilier i mindre grad velger hvalsafari som en aktivitet.  

3.3 Individuelle preferanser  
 

Å undersøke individuelle preferanser til besøkende turister kan være av nytte for å utvikle mer 

kundetilpassede opplevelser og servicetilbud. I spørreskjemaet ble det fokusert på miljøvennlig 

atferd og holdning knyttet til betaling av vern av natur og miljø siden dette var interessante 

opplysninger i henhold til masteroppgaven.  
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Omlag en tredjedel av turistene oppga at de er eller har vært medlem av en miljøorganisasjon. I 

tillegg oppga hele 48% at de ville vært villige til å betale en inngangspris til Nasjonalparker 

dersom pengene blir brukt til vern av parken. Foreløpige resultater indikerer dermed at 

hvalsafariturister er interesserte i miljø- og naturvernspørsmål. Resultatet kan være noe 

overestimert som følge av at mange har en tendens til å svare det de synes virker mest ”riktig” i 

ett spørreskjema og ikke hva de egentlig mener. For å redusere sannsynligheten for 

overestimering, spurte jeg tre spørsmål knyttet opp til respondents virkelig atferd. Selv om det 

også er lett å finne ett svaralternativ som virker mer ”riktig” i slike spørsmål, spør man her om 

en atferd og ikke en hypotetisk situasjon, noe som forhåpentligvis kan redusere muligheten for 

uærlige svar. Følgende spørsmål ble stilt: 

 
1) Resirkulerer du alt avfall når det er mulig? 

2)  Bruker du kollektiv transport i stedet for bil når det er mulig? 

3) Kjøper du økologisk mat når det er mulig, selv om det er dyrere? 

 

  

Figur 3-2: Respons på atferds spørsmål 
 
Det kommer frem i figur 3-2 at størsteparten av utvalget oppgir at de sorterer avfall når 

forholdene ligger til rette. Bare 3% oppgir at de aldri sorterer avfall. Responsraten tyder derfor 

på at utvalget er miljøbevisst i daglige gjøremål, dersom en forutsetter ærlige svar.  Når det 

kommer til kollektiv transport, er det derimot færrest respondenter som oppgir det ”mest riktige” 

svaralternativet ”alltid”, men en stor andel oppgir at de benytter seg av kollektivtransport 

dersom det er mulig ”av og til”. På atferds-spørsmål 3 er det mange som oppgir at de kjøper 

økologisk mat selv når det er dyrere enn andre liknende produkter. 83% oppgir at de kjøper 

økologisk mat ”av og til” eller ”alltid” når det er en mulighet. Dette tyder på at turistene er 

bevisste på hvordan maten er produsert og hvor den kommer fra.  
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3.4 Destinasjon Andøy  
!
Bare 87% av hvalsafarituristene har besøkt Andøy regionen tidligere, noe som samsvarer med 

Normann (2012b) funn. Hvis man skiller ut de norske hvalsafarituristene fra utvalget kommer 

det frem at hele 92% ikke har vært i Andøy regionen tidligere. Dette er ett relativt høyt tall som 

indikerer at de fleste utenlandske turister er på en engangstur i regionen. Med tanke på at det er 

høye kostnader forbundet med å reise i ett høykostnadsland som Norge, og at den økonomiske 

teorien tilsier at marginalnytten er synkende, er det allikevel ikke ett overraskende resultat. 

 

Hvor lenge turistene blir i Andøy regionen er på den andre siden mer varierende. 

Gjennomsnittlig overnatter turistene 2 netter i Andøy regionen, og de overnatter omtrent 15 

netter totalt i Norge. Ett interessant funn er at barnefamilier (med barn under 9 år) tilbringer en 

ekstra natt i regionen sammenlignet med andre turister. I tillegg ser det ut til at familier med 

tenåringer (barn mellom 10-17 år) også oppholder seg noe lengre i regionen.  

 

Underveis i studien fikk jeg tilbakemelding fra flere av turistene at de syntes det var vanskelig å 

fastsette ett gitt antall netter i Andøy regionen, da de var noe fleksible på hvilke steder de valgte 

å overnatte. Normann(2012) foreslår derfor at ett allsidig tilbud i regionen er viktig både for å 

tiltrekke og forlenge reiseoppholdet.  

 

Ifølge figur 3-3, oppgir flesteparten av utenlandske turister og utvalget totalt sett at Andøy 

regionen er en av flere viktige destinasjoner på reisen. Hele 50% av de Norske turistene oppgir 

derimot at Andøy regionen er deres hoved-destinasjon. At flere nordmenn angir Andøy regionen 

som deres hoved-destinasjon kan komme fra at mange nordmenn er på besøk i hjemtraktene 

eller besøker familie og kjente.   

 
Figur 3-3: Destinasjon Andøy 
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3.4.3 Aktiviteter  
 
I tillegg til å dra på hvalsafari, planlegger flere av hvalsafarituristene å gjøre andre aktiviteter 

når de oppholder seg i Andøy regionen. Som det fremgår av figur 3-4, oppgir nesten 50% at de 

planlegger å dra på museum, eller har vært på museumsbesøk. Dette tallet anses for å være svært 

usikkert, som følge av at jeg underveis i undersøkelsen fikk inntrykk av at noen turister 

inkluderer hvalmuseet som museumsbesøk.  Det er også fare for at noen av turistene misforstår 

spørsmålet, og inkluderer aktiviteter for hele Vesterålen.   

 
Figur 3-4: Oversikt over hvalsafariturister planlagte og utførte aktiviteter i regionen 
!
En stor andel av turistene oppgir at de ønsker å gjøre/eller har vært på lundefuglsafari, gått tur, 

besøkt Bleik eller vært på elgsafari. Flere av de nevnte aktivitetene kan kategoriseres som 

naturbaserte opplevelser, noe som tyder på at hvalsafariturister i stor grad er ute etter å oppleve 

det naturen har å by på i Andøy regionen. Det ser allikevel ut til at visse naturopplevelser faller 

mindre i smak hos den gjennomsnittlige hvalsafarituren som for eksempel guidet gåtur, leie 

kajakk, båt eller sykkel. Hvorvidt dette skyldes at turistene ikke er interessert i disse tilbudene, 

eller om det er fordi de ikke er bekjent med tilbudet, er ukjent. Andre aktiviteter turister oppga 

at de har vært med på eller planlegger å dra på var: hundekjøring(15), Geocaching(1), 

Fyrtårnet(1), Vært på historiske steder(1), og utforske naturen fra bil(3). 

3.5  Hvor viktig er hvalsafaritilbudet for å tiltrekke turister? 
!
41% av utvalget oppgir at de ikke ville besøkt regionen dersom det ikke hadde vært for 

hvalsafaritilbudet. I tillegg oppgir hele 64% oppgir at de planla å dra på hvalsafari før de dro 

hjemmefra på ferie. Det er også fare for at turister forveksler Andøy regionen med Vesterålen, 
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noe som i så fall vil føre til at enda færre vil besøke regionen dersom hvalsafaritilbudet ikke 

eksisterer. Tallene tyder på at hvalsafaritilbudet fortsatt er en viktig inntektskilde for flere 

bedrifter i regionen. Samtidig tyder tallene på at turismenæringen i Andøy regionen har klart å 

tilby andre aktiviteter eller opplevelser ved siden av hvalsafaritilbudet som også tiltrekker seg 

turister.  

 

3.6 Hvor fornøyd er turistene med hvalsafaritilbudet og Andøy regionen?  
 
På spørsmål angående fornøydhet med Andøy regionen, ble respondenten bedt om å krysse ut 

ett av følgende ansiktsuttrykk:  

 
 
  
 
 

1 (0,36%)           2(0,72%)        19(6,86%)      150(54,15%)   105(37,95%) 

Figur 3-5: Fornøydhet med Andøy regionen  
 
Som det fremkommer av figur 3-1 oppgir størsteparten av turistene at de er fornøyde med 

Andøy regionen som turistdestinasjon. Det er allikevel omlag 8% som oppgir at de ikke er 

særlig fornøyd med besøket i regionen. Når det kommer til hvalsafaritilbudet (se spørsmål 33), 

oppgir 96% av turistene at de er ”enig” til ”veldig enig” i påstanden at de er fornøyd med 

hvalsafaritilbudet (se spørsmål). Det ser dermed ut til at en noe større andel av turister er mer 

fornøyde med hvalsafaritilbudet, enn Andøy regionen som  turistdestinasjon generelt.  

 

Tilfredshet med hvalsafaritilbudet kan også måles i konsumentoverskudd. Konsument 

overskudd er differansen mellom opplevd verdi og betalt pris (Silberberg & Suen 2001). 

Dersom kunden føler at de sitter igjen med en større verdi fra hvalsafaritilbudet enn den prisen 

de har betalt, er dette ett tegn på at kunden er fornøyd med tjenesten. Rekreasjonsnytten er det 

samme som konsumentoverskuddet. For å måle konsumentoverskudd ble betinget verdsetting i 

form av betalingskort benyttet. Turistene ble spurt hvor mye de maksimalt var villige til å betale 

for hvalsafarituren i tillegg til den prisen de allerede hadde betalt. Av 285 respondenter var det 

en liten overvekt av turister som svarte at de hadde en positiv betalingsvillighet (51%).  Etter 

ekskludering av ”blanke”, ”vet ikke” og ”ikke sanne null” svar, utgjorde endelig utvalg 219 

respondenter hvorav 34% oppga null konsumentoverskudd og 76% oppga positivt 

konsumentoverskudd.  
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Jeg fant at gjennomsnittlig konsumentoverskudd per husholdning som drar på hvalsafari ligger 

mellom 4166 (R96) NOK7. Ifølge data fra Whalesafari AS, reiser det omtrent 2,7 personer på 

hver booking nummer. Hvis man antar at en like stor andel hvalsafariturister dro på hvalsafari i 

2013 som i 2012, antyder det at totalt konsumentoverskudd fra hvalsafari ligger på om lag 1,85 

millioner (± 426 624) NOK!sommeren 2013. En forutsetning for estimatene er at konsumentene 

har null eller positiv betalingsvillighet. Flere underliggende forutsetninger for de ulike 

estimatene blir gjennomgått grundigere i min masteroppgave. 

 

Ved bruk av ulike økonometriske modeller kommer jeg frem til at både sosioøkonomiske 

faktorer som inntekt og alder, holdninger og opplevelsesbetingede faktorer som distanse til 

hvalen, antall hvaler og antall hvalsafaribåter på hver hval kan forklare variasjon i 

konsumentoverskuddet. Forholdet mellom konsument overskudd og forskjellige forklarende 

variabler vil bli grundigere beskrevet i endelige masteroppgave som er planlagt ferdig i midten 

av desember.  

 
Ett relevant funn for alle naturbaserte opplevelser i regionen er differansen mellom 

forventninger til produktet og faktisk opplevelse. I masteroppgaven min ser jeg på hvorvidt 

forventninger er viktige i å forklare konsumentoverskudd. Som følge av at hvalsafari er en 

naturbasert opplevelse, med flere usikre og varierende faktorer, er det vanskelig for turistene å 

vite nytten de får fra hvalsafari på forhånd. Det er derfor interessant å sammenligne hvorvidt 

forventninger samsvarer til opplevelsen.  

TABELL 3-2: Forventninger VS Opplevelse 
 Opplevelse Forventet 
Antall hval* 3,08 3,36 
Distanse til nærmeste hval *** 56 m  72 m 
Hale*** 94% 79% 
Hode*** 47% 32% 
Rygg*** 93% 64% 
Hele hvalen* 10% 18% 
Hopp*** 3% 23% 
 
Som det fremgår i tabell 3-2, fant jeg statistiske forskjeller mellom forventning og opplevelser 

på alt fra distanse til hvalen til hvor stor andel av turistene som forventet å se hvalen hoppe 

eller hvalens hode.  Selv om det også kan være vanskelig for hvalsafariselskapet å forutsi 

nøyaktig hva turistene vil se før de drar ut på tur, er det ett forbedringspotensialet når det 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!1 EUR = 8 NOK 
7 95 % konfidensintervall !
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kommer til å forberede turistene på opplevelsen. Dette kan gjøres gjennom en endring av 

markedsføring eller informasjon som gis før turen.  

4. Hva kan gjøres for å gjøre Andøy regionen til en enda bedre 
turist attraksjon? 
!
Få respondenter (20/285 ) svarte på spørsmålet angående hva kan gjøres for å gjøre Andøy 

regionen til en bedre turistattraksjon, og som følge av knapp tid og ressurser var det ikke 

muligheter for å øke denne responsraten i løpet av studiet. I tillegg fikk jeg også 12 svar knyttet 

opp mot selve hvalsafaritilbudet. Svarene kan, både med tanke på forbedringspotensialet for 

Andøy regionen generelt og  for hvalsafaritilbudet, kan deles opp i 5 hovedkategorier: (1) 

Informasjon, (2) Prisnivå og service, (3) Overnatting, (4) Miljøvennlige løsninger og (5) Annet.   

4.1 Informasjon 
  
Nesten en fjerdedel av turistene oppgir at informasjon og markedsføring kunne vært bedre i 

regionen. To av respondentene nevner spesifikt at informasjonen på nettet må oppdateres, 

spesielt med tanke på åpningstider og priser. Det bør også legges ut mer informasjon angående 

gåturer, teltturer og bussforbindelser for hele Vesterålen. En bedre markedsføring av 

lavkostnadsaktiviteter kan gjøre det mer attraktivt å reise til Andøy regionen også for turister 

med lavere inntekt.  

 

 En annen form for markedsføring foreslått av en svensk respondent er ”bedre markedsføring av 

Andøy regionen og Vesterålen på Svenskegrensen, på lik linje som Lofoten”. Ifølge Midtgaard 

et al.(2012) er turismenæringen i Vesterålen fortsatt bare halvparten så stor som Lofoten. Flere 

rekreasjonsstudier finner at ”crowding” (trengsel) på rekreasjonsaktiviteter har en negativ 

påvirkning på turisters rekreasjonsnytte. Det at turister foretrekker mindre trengsel kan med 

fordel utnyttes bedre i markedsføringskampanjer av Vesterålen.  

 

Når det kommer til informasjon på selve Andøy mener tre respondenter at de har fått dårlig 

informasjon, spesielt med tanke på hvor båtene går fra og til hvilken tid. En annen respondent 

mener at skiltingen i regionen er for dårlig, og skulle ønske det var bedre skilting til blant annet 

Bleik og Stave Hot Pools.  
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4.2 Prisnivå og service 
 
Høyt prisnivå nevnes som en negativ faktor for Andøy som turistdestinasjon hos flere av 

respondentene. Dette er ikke overraskende med tanke på at Norge er ett dyrt land å feriere i. 

Funnet samsvarer med Normann (2012) studie som finner at prisnivå er den tilfredsvariabelen 

som scorer lavest sammenlignet med tilfredsheten med restauranter og spisesteder, overnatting, 

transport, aktivitetstilbud, vær og klimaforhold. Med ett høyt prisnivå er det spesielt viktig med 

god kvalitet på varer og tjenester. Flere nevner at servicen er bra både hos turismebedrifter 

generelt i regionen og hos hvalsafariselskapene. Samtidig er det også flere respondenter som  

mener at prisen ikke tilsvarer kvaliteten på produktet de har kjøpt. Ett Sveitsisk par spesifiserer 

at de synes at vandrerhjemmet kunne vært både billigere og renere , og en Svensk respondent 

mener at kvaliteten på maten ikke samsvarer med prisen. I tillegg oppgir en Engelsk familie at 

de synes organiseringen av Puffinsafari har vært for dårlig.   

4.3 Overnatting  
 
Med unntak av det Sveitsiske paret som ikke er fornøyd med overnattingen på vandrerhjemmet 

og ett fransk par som mener at det er for få teltplasser på Andøy, er det ikke mange negative 

kommentarer spesifikt på overnatting. En svensk respondent oppgir at de er veldig fornøyd med 

oppholdet på Fargeklatten Veita, og en Engelsk familie oppgir at de er storfornøyd med å 

overnatte på Hamn i Senja og etterlyser ett lignende sted på Andenes.  

4.4 Miljøbevissthet 
 
Flere tilbakemeldinger angående mat, transport, avfallssortering og hvalsafariselskapet kan 

tilknyttes miljøbevissthet.  Med tanke på mat etterlyser en svensk respondent ett større tilbud av 

lokalt produserte råvarer som for eksempel fisk og lam. En tysk respondent ønsker ett større 

utvalg av vegetar retter på restauranter og flere nevner ett variert tilbud av økologiske matvarer 

i regionen som ett pluss.  

 

To respondenter savner ett bedre kollektivtransporttilbud i området. Fra Normann(2012) studie 

kommer det frem at bare 20% som benytter kollektivtransport som buss, båt eller fly som 

foretrukne transportmiddel i Vesterålen. Hvorvidt dette skyldes ett dårlig 

kollektivtransporttilbud eller ett ønske om å være mer mobile er uvisst. En tysk respondent 

oppgir at de ville kommet til Andøy regionen uavhengig av hvalsafaritilbudet som følge av 

flyplassen på Andenes.  
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Når det kommer til avfallssortering, oppgir en husholdning at de ønsker en bedre merking av 

avfallsfraksjonene på campingplassen. Underveis i studien fikk jeg allikevel inntrykk av at flere 

respondenter reagerte på dårlig merking av avfallsfraksjoner, da flere respondenter kommenterte 

spørsmålet angående ” sorterer du avfall når dette er mulig”, med at de syntes det var vanskelig 

å kildesortere på Andøy.   

4.5 Andre kommentarer 
 
Under andre kommentarer kan det nevnes at ett Israelsk par savner en valutavekslingsmaskin i 

Andøy regionen, og at en tysk respondent savner flere fiskeplasser, spisesteder/puber og 

bensinstasjon. En irsk respondent foreslår at kommunen bør investere mer i lokal kunst som for 

eksempel keramikk, malerier, glass osv.. som er knyttet opp mot lokale fenomener som for 

eksempel Nordlyset eller hvalressursene.  

4. Diskusjon og konklusjon 
!
I denne rapporten har jeg sammenlignet innsamlet data i forbindelse med min masteroppgave 

med tema ”Rekreasjonsnytten av hvalsafaritilbudet i Andøy regionen”, med tidligere studier, for 

å analysere hvorvidt hvalsafaritilbudet er avgjørende for strømmen av tilreisende turister til 

Andøy. I tillegg har jeg delvis sett på hvordan turismenæringen i større grad kan tilrettelegges 

for den typiske hvalsafarituristen. 

 
I henhold til resultatene i kapittel 3, tyder det på at den typiske hvalsafarituristen i Andøy 

regionen har en relativt høy inntekt og utdanning, reiser uten barn og er interessert i natur og 

miljø. Funnene samsvarer i stor grad med Normann (2012) resultat, noe som indikerer at det 

ikke er veldig klare skiller mellom hvalsafariturister og andre turister. Hvalsafarituristenes 

interesse i natur og miljø gjenspeiler seg i kommentarer i henhold til; matkvalitet, bedre 

kollektivtransporttilbud og bedre merking av avfallsfraksjoner vil forbedre Andøy regionen som 

turistdestinasjon. Det er grunnlag for å tro at dette også gjelder for ikke-deltagende 

hvalsafariturister siden naturbaserte opplevelser utgjør en større andel av tilbudte aktiviteter i 

regionen.   

 

Ett interessant funn, er at barnefamilier ser ut til å bruke lengre tid i Andøy regionen enn andre 

reisende, og at det er en mindre andel barnefamilier som drar ut på hvalsafari sammenlignet med 

Normann (2012) resultat. Dette stemmer overens med Chen & Prebensens (2012) konklusjon 
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med at barnefamilier har en tendens til å velge andre aktiviteter, enn reisefølger som reiser uten 

barn.  Reisefølger med barn over 12 år foretrekker fornøyelsesparker og byer, på den andre 

siden oppgir reisefølger med yngre barn at de foretrekker vinteraktiviteter (Chen & Prebensen 

2012). Dette er interessante funn med tanke på at Andøy regionen ønsker å tilrettelegge for 

helårs turisme.   

!

Resultatene indikere at hvalsafaritilbudet fortsatt er ett viktig trekkplaster for besøkende turister 

i regionen. Hele 41% oppgir at de ikke ville dratt til Andøy dersom det ikke hadde vært for 

hvalsafaritilbudet. Dersom man antar likt antall hvalsafarideltakere som sesongen 2012 i 

sesongene fremover, og en hvalsafaripris på 890 kr per deltager, antyder dette at andre 

turistbedrifter vil tape mellom 5 til 7 millioner kroner i omsetning dersom hvalsafaritilbudet 

forsvinner89. Det kan dermed sies at turismenæringen per dags dato er sensitiv for en endring i 

tilbud eller etterspørsel av hvalsafariproduktet. Siden barnefamilier ser ut til å velge andre 

aktiviteter og legger igjen mer penger enn vanlige familier (som følge av flere overnattinger), 

kan en satsning på barnetilpassede opplevelser gjøre at turismenæringen blir mindre avhengig av 

hvalsafaritilbudet.  

!

En utfordring for alle norske turistdestinasjoner er å opprettholde ett servicenivå som tilsvarer 

den høye prisen turister betaler for varer og tjenester. Siden besøkende turister i Vesterålen i stor 

grad velger reisemål som følge av anbefalinger fra venner og kjente (Normann 2012) er det 

ekstra viktig at turistene føler at de sitter igjen med ett positivt konsumentoverskudd. Ett annet 

forslag er å tilrettelegge for at turister med lavere reisebudsjett også kan besøke regionen. 

 

Til slutt vil jeg nevne at denne rapporten bygger på data som er samlet inn med ett annet formål, 

noe som begrenser analysemulighetene. En større studie med kartlegging  av hvilke aktiviteter 

og opplevelser turister savner i regionen (også turister som ikke planlegger å dra på hvalsafari), 

tilfredshet med varer og tjenester, samt hvor mye penger turistene legger igjen i regionen, ville 

derfor være av interesse for turismenæringen. I tillegg kan flere verdsettingsstudier på ikke-

markedsverdier av naturressurser, som ser ut til å være ett stort trekkplaster for turister i 

regionen, gi et bedre grunnlag for utførelse av fremtidige nytte-kostnadsanalyser av prosjekter 

som berører økosystemtjenester.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
G!Ved bruk av Midtgaard et al.(2012)  multiplikator (1,25) eller O´Connor et al.(2008) estimat (1,58).    
H  Som følge av at en mindre andel av turistene betaler en mindre pris (eks. Barn, studenter) vil estimatet være noe  
høyt. På den andre siden er ikke Seasafaris Andenes turister medregnet, noe som kan føre til at estimatet er for lavt.   
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